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Abstract
We prove Zagier’s conjecture [Za90] on the value at s “ 4 of the Dedekind ζ-function of
a number field F:
ζFp4q “ pi4pr1`r2q|dF |´1{2 ¨ det
´
L4pσipyjqq
¯
, 1 ď i, j ď r2. (1)
Here tσiu is the set of all complex embeddings of F, up to the conjugation. Namely, up
to a standard factor, ζFp4q is equal to a r2 ˆ r2 determinant, whose entries are Q-linear
combinations of the values of a single-valued version L4pzq of the classical 4-logarithm at
some numbers in σjpFq, satisfying specific conditions.
For any field F, we define a map of K-groups K8´ipFq, i “ 1, ..., 4, to the i-th cohomology
of the weight 4 polylogarithmic motivic complex B‚pF, 4q. When F is the function field of a
complex variety, composing the map with the regulator map on the polylogarithmic complex
to the Deligne cohomology, we get a Qˆ´multiple of Beilinson’s regulator. This implies that
the composition K7pCq Ñ H1B‚pC, 4q Ñ R, where the second map is given by L4pzq, is a
Qˆ´multiple of Borel’s regulator. This plus Borel’s theorem implies Zagier’s conjecture.
Another application is a formula expressing the value LpE, 4q of the L-function of an
elliptic curve E over Q via generalized Eisenstein-Kronecker series.
We get a strong evidence for the part of Freeness Conjecture [G91a] describing the weight
four part L4pFq of the motivic Lie coalgebra of F via higher Bloch groups as an extension:
0 ÝÑ B4pFq ÝÑ L4pFq ÝÑ Λ2B2pFq ÝÑ 0. (2)
Main tools are motivic correlators and a new link of cluster varieties to polylogarithms.
1 Introduction and the architecture of the proof
1.1 The classical polylogarithms and algebraic K-theory
The classical n-logarithm. The classical n-logarithm function Linpzq is given by the power
series which are absolutely convergent on the unit disc:
Linpzq “
8ÿ
k“1
zk
kn
, |z| ă 1.
It is continued analytically to a multivalued analytic function on C´t0, 1u by induction, setting
Linpzq “
ż z
0
Lin´1pzqd log z, n ą 1.
Here we integrate over a path in C ´ t0, 1u from 0 to z. The obtained multivalued analytic
function has a single valued cousin [Za90]. Namely, set Rpnq “ p2piiqnR, and let
pin : C ÝÑ C{Rpnq “ Rpn´ 1q, z P C ÞÝÑ
#
Repzq n “ 2k ` 1
Impzq n “ 2k. . (3)
2
Then the following expression is a single-valued function, well defined and continuous on CP1:
Lnpzq :“ pin
´n´1ÿ
k“0
2kBk
k!
Lin´kpzq logk |z|
¯
, n ą 1.
Here Bk are the Bernoulli numbers, and Lin´kpzq are defined via the same integration path. For
example, L2pzq is the Bloch-Wigner dilogarithm. For a Hodge-theoretic interpretation of the
functions Lnpzq see [BD].
The function Lnpzq satisfies ”clean” functional equations.1 For example, the dilogarithm
L2pzq satisfies the five-term relation. Namely, recall the cross-ratio of four points on P1pFq:2
rs1, s2, s3, s4s :“ ps1 ´ s2qps3 ´ s4qps4 ´ s1qps2 ´ s3q , r8,´1, 0, zs “ ´z. (4)
Then for any five distinct points s1, ..., s5 on CP
1 we have:
5ÿ
i“1
L2prsi, si`1, si`2, si`3sq “ 0, i P Z{5Z. (5)
Any functional equation for the dilogarithm function follows from the five-term relation.3
Although we do not know explicitly functional equations for n-logarithms for large n except
a trivial one Lnpzq` p´1qnLnpz´1q “ 0, one can define the subgroup of all functional equations.
This leads to higher Bloch groups, whose definition we recall now.
Higher Bloch groups and polylogarithmic motivic complexes [G91a]. Denote byQrXs
the Q-vector space generated by a set X. We denote by txu the generator assigned to an x P X.
Given a field F, one defines inductively for each n ě 1 a subspace RnpFq Ă QrFs reflecting
functional equations for the classical n-logarithm function, and set
BnpFq :“ QrFs
RnpFq .
We denote by tzun the projection of the generator tzu to the quotient BnpFq.
For an abelian group A, let AQ :“ AbQ. The subgroup R1pFq is generated by the elements
txyu´txu´tyu where x, y P Fˆ, and t0u. So QrFs{R1pFq “ FˆQ. We define by induction a map
QrFs δnÝÑ
#
Bn´1pFq b FˆQ n ą 2,
F˚Q ^ FˆQ n “ 2
, txu ÞÝÑ
#
txun´1 b x n ą 2,
p1´ xq ^ x n “ 2. δ2t1u “ δ2t0u “ 0.
It is handy to add a generator t8u together with the relation t8u “ 0.
Let us define a subspace RnpFq Ă Ker δn. Any expression
ř
i nitfiptqu which lies in the
kernel of δn for the field Fptq give rise to an element
ř
i niptfip1qu ´ tfip0quq. The subgroup
RnpFq is generated by all elements obtained this way, and t0u.
1This means that no products of polyogarithms of smaller weights are involved.
2It is normalized to be the negative of the so-called positive or cluster cross-ratio.
3Precisely, any relation
ř
i
L2pFipx1, ..., xnqq “ 0 where Fi P Qpx1, ..., xnq are non-constant functions and
xi P C, follows from (5).
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One proves [G91b, Theorem 1.5] that there is a map
Ln : BnpCq ÝÑ R, tzun ÞÝÑ Lnpzq, n ą 1.
For n “ 1 we have a map B1pCq Ñ R, tzu1 ÞÝÑ log |z|. This means that the subgroup RnpCq is
indeed a subgroup of functional equations for the polylogarithm function Lnpzq. One can show
that it contains all functional equations, that is relations depending non-trivially on a parameter.
One proves that the map δn induces a group homomorphism
4
δn : BnpFq ÝÑ
#
Bn´1pFq b FˆQ n ą 2,
FˆQ ^ FˆQ n “ 2
. (6)
Evidently, the following composition is zero for n ě 3:
BnpFq δnÝÑ Bn´1pFq b FˆQ
δn´1bIdÝÑ Bn´2pFq b Λ2FˆQ .
So we get a complex in the degrees r1, ns, where Bn is in the degree 1, called the weight n
polylogarithmic motivic complex:
B
‚pF;nq : BnpFq ÝÑ Bn´1pFqbFˆQ ÝÑ Bn´2pFqbΛ2FˆQ ÝÑ . . . ÝÑ B2pFqbΛn´2FˆQ ÝÑ ΛnFˆQ.
(7)
For example, the first four polylogarithmic motivic complexes are
B
‚pF; 1q : B1pFq “ FˆQ.
B
‚pF; 2q : B2pFq ÝÑ Λ2FˆQ .
B
‚pF; 3q : B3pFq ÝÑ B2pFq b FˆQ ÝÑ Λ3FˆQ .
B
‚pF; 4q : B4pFq ÝÑ B3pFq b FˆQ ÝÑ B2pFq b Λ2F˚Q ÝÑ Λ4FˆQ .
(8)
Main results. Zagier’s conjecture [Za90] predicts that the classical regulator formula
Ress“1ζF psq “ 2
r1`r2pir2RFhF
wF
a
|dF |
for the residue of the Dedekind ζ-function of a number field F at s “ 1 has analogs for ζF pnq
for any positive integer n. It was proved for n “ 2 in [Za86] and for n “ 3 in [G91a].
Theorem 1.1 proves Zagier’s conjecture5 for n “ 4.
Theorem 1.1. Let F be a number field, rF : Qs “ r1 ` 2r2, and the set tσju of all embeddings
FÑ C is numbered so that σr1`i “ σr1`r2`i. Let dF be the discriminant of F.
Then there exist elements y1, ..., yr2 P Kerδ4 Ă B4pFq such that
ζF p4q “ pi4pr1`r2q|dF |´1{2 ¨ det
´
L4pσipyjqq
¯
, 1 ď i, j ď r2. (9)
ii) For any y1, ..., yr2 P Kerδ4, the right hand side of (9) equals q ¨ ζF p4q for some q P Q.
4The name Bloch group was coined by Suslin [Su82] for the kernel of the map δ : B2pFq ÝÑ Λ
2Fˆ discussed
below. We use the terminology of [G91a], where the group B2pFq was called the Bloch group, and its higher
analogs BnpFq were defined and called higher Bloch groups.
5Its original formulation does not use groups BnpF q; it uses subgroups βnpFq, defined for number fields only.
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Zagier’s conjecture concerns number fields. For an arbitrary field F, it was conjectured in
[G91a] that the weight n polylogarithmic motivic complexes calculate the weight n pieces of the
Quillen K-groups of the field F modulo torsion. Preciesly, let γ be the Adams γ-filtration on
Quillen’s algebraic K-theory. The conjecture states that one expects the following isomorphisms:
grnγK2n´ipFqQ ?“ H iB‚pF;nq, i ą 0. (10)
This conjecture has a variant which is formulated more elementary, without reference to
Quillen’s definition of algebraic K-theory and the Adams filtration, which we recall now.
Denote by GL the infinite general linear group, defined as the inductive limit of the groups
GLm, sitting one in the other in the natural way. There is a canonical map
KnpFq ÝÑ pimpBGLpFq`q HureviczÝÑ HmpBGLpFq`,Zq “ HnpGLpFq,Zq. (11)
Let G be any group, and ∆ : GÑ GˆG the diagonal map. Then the primitive part of the
rational homology of any group G is defined by
PrimHnpG,Qq :“ tX P HnpG,Qq | ∆˚pXq “ X b 1` 1bXu.
It is well known that the map (11) induces an isomorphism
KnpFqQ „ÝÑ PrimHnpGLpFq,Qq. (12)
The natural filtration of the group GLpFq by the subgroups GLmpFq induces an increasing
filtration on (12), known as the rank filtration:
F
rk
mKnpFqQ :“ Im
´
PrimHnpGLmpFq,Qq ÝÑ PrimHnpGLpFq,Qq
¯
.
The stabilization theorem of Suslin [Su84] implies that
F
rk
n KnpFqQ “ KnpFqQ.
It is conjectured that the rank and the Adams filtrations have the same associate graded pieces:
grrki KnpFqQ ?“ grγiKnpFqQ.
Here is the main result of this paper. Denote by RDpnq the weight n real Deligne complex.
Theorem 1.2. i) Let F be any field. Then there are canonical homomorphisms
K8´ipFq ÝÑ H iB‚pF; 4q, i “ 1, 2, 3, 4. (13)
Their restriction to F rk3 K8´ipFqQ is zero.
ii) For any complex variety X, the composition
K8´ipCpXqq ÝÑ H iB‚pCpXq; 4q ÝÑ H ipSpecpCpXqq,RDp4qq (14)
is a non-zero rational multiple of Beilinson’s regulator map.
iii) For any regular curve X over a number field, the map (14) gives rise to a non-zero
rational multiple of Beilinson’s regulator map
K8´ipXq ÝÑ H ipX,RDp4qq.
iv) The following composition is a non-zero rational multiple of the Borel regulator map:
K7pCq ÝÑ H1B‚pC; 4q L4ÝÑ R.
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Theorem 1.1 follows from the part iv) of Theorem 1.2 and Borel’s theorem [B76].
The part i) of Theorem 1.2 implies that we get maps
grrk4 K8´ipFq ÝÑ H iB‚pF; 4q, i “ 1, 2, 3, 4. (15)
The map (15) for i “ 4 is an isomorphism due to a theorem of Suslin [Su84] relating Quillen’s and
Milnor’s K-groups. In fact the integral analog of this map is an isomorphism modulo 6-torsion.
Conjecture 1.3. The maps (15) are isomorphisms modulo torsion.
Theorem 1.2 gives a strong evidence to the weight 4 parts of several ”beyond-the-standard”
conjectures about mixed Tate motives, which we are going to discuss now.
The motivic Tate Lie algebra of a field F. According to Beilinson, one should have an
abelian Tannakian category MT pFq of mixed Tate motives over a field F. It supposed to be a
subcategory of the triangulated category DMF of all mixed motives over F, which is defined
unconditionally, and has the expected Ext’s [V].
Conjecture 1.4. [B] One should have
Ext‚
MT pFq
pQp0q,Qpnqq “ Ext‚DMFpQp0q,Qpnqq.
The abelian category of mixed Tate motives MT pFq is available with all the expected prop-
erties when F is a number field [L], [DG]. However even in this case, Conjecture 1.4 is not known
in full generality.
Let us assume that the category MT pFq of mixed Tate motives over a field F does exist.
Then it comes with a canonical fiber functor to the category of Q-vector spaces:
ω :MT pFq ÝÑ VectQ, ωpMq :“ ‘nPZHompQp´nq, grW2nMq. (16)
The Lie algebra L‚pFq :“ Derbpωq of derivations with respect to the tensor product in MT pFq
of the functor ω is a Lie algebra in the category of projective limits of Q-vector spaces, graded
by negative integers. It is called the motivic Tate Lie algebra.
Conjecture 1.4 implies that the weight n motivic complexes
RHomDMFpQp0q,Qpnqq (17)
are quasi-isomorphic to the degree n part of the standard cochain complex of the Lie algebra
L‚pFq. Even a weaker claim, that the motivic complexes (17) can be realized as the standard
cochain complex of a certain Lie algebra is a highly non-trivial. See [G91b] for a discussion.
Let L‚pFq be the graded dual to the Lie algebra L‚pFq. It is a Lie coalgebra in the category
of inductive limits of Q-vector spaces, called the motivic Tate Lie coalgebra of F. The weight 4
part of Conjecture 1.4 implies that the weight 4 motivic complex of F should be quasi isomorphic
to the following complex:
L4pFq ÝÑ L3pFq ^ L1pF q
à
Λ2L2pFq ÝÑ L2pFq b Λ2L1pFq ÝÑ Λ4L1pFq. (18)
The space BnpFqQ is an ind-Q-vector space. Denote by BnpFq_Q its linear dual, which is
a pro-Q-vector space. Conjecture 1.5 below is a part of the Freeness Conjecture, see [G91a],
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[G91b, Conjecture 1.20]. It describes the relation between the classical polylogarithms and all
mixed Tate motives. Consider the graded ideal of the Lie algebra L‚pFq:
I‚pFq “ ‘ną1L´npFq.
We denote by H ipnqI‚pFq the degree n part of the cohomology of a graded Lie algebra I‚pFq.
Conjecture 1.5. The ideal I‚pFq has the cohomology given by
H1pnqI‚pFq “ BnpFqQ, H ipnqI‚pFq “ 0, @i, n ą 1.
So the graded Lie algebra I‚pFq is isomorphic to the free graded Lie algebra with the generators in
the degree ´n, n ě 2, given by the spaces BnpFq_Q , although this isomorphism is non-canonical.
Conjecture 1.5 predicts the following canonical isomorphisms:
L1pF q “ FˆQ , L2pF q “ B2pFq, L3pF q “ B3pFq. (19)
Furthermore, it predicts that the weight 4 component L4pFq is described by an extension:
0 ÝÑ B4pFq ÝÑ L4pF q pÝÑ Λ2B2pFq ÝÑ 0. (20)
The map p is identified with the component L4pFq Ñ Λ2L2pFq of the coproduct via the isomor-
phism L2pFq “ B2pFq. Therefore complex (18) looks now as follows:
L4pFq ÝÑ B3pFq ^ FˆQ
à
Λ2B2pFq ÝÑ B2pFq b Λ2FˆQ ÝÑ Λ4FˆQ. (21)
Remark. Extension (20) does not have a functorial in F splitting s : Λ2B2pFq Ñ L4pF q.
Indeed, composing the map s with the B3pFq ^ F˚Q-component of the coproduct, we get a map
Λ2B2pFq ÝÑ B3pFq ^ FˆQ.
However there is no such a map given by rational functions on generators [G91b, Theorem 4.7].
1.2 Functional equations for polylogarithms and motivic Tate Lie coalgebras
The five-term relation (5) for the dilogarithm has a generalization for the trilogarithm.
Given a generic configuration px1, ..., x6q of 6 points in P2pFq, let us lift it to a configuration
of 6 vectors pl1, ..., l6q in V3, and consider the ”triple ratio”:
r3px1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6q :“ Alt6
"
ωpl1, l2, l4qωpl2, l3, l5qωpl1, l3, l6q
ωpl1, l2, l5qωpl2, l3, l6qωpl1, l3, l4q
*
3
P QrFs. (22)
Here Alt6 is the operation of skewsymmetrisation. The right hand side is independent of the
choices. Then for any generic configuration px1, . . . , x7q of seven points in P2pCq we have [G91b]:
7ÿ
i“1
p´1qiL3pr3px1, . . . , pxi, . . . , x7qq “ 0. (23)
It is equivalent to the shorter 22-term relation for the trilogarithm from [G91a].
7
We denote by B3pFq the group defined using these functional equations.
Relation (23) played a central role in relating the trilogarithmic motivic complex to the
algebraic K-theory for any field F, and proving Zagier’s conjecture for ζF p3q [G91a]. Yet it is
unclear how to generalize relations (5) and (23) to the classical n-logarithms to implement a
similar strategy for ζFpnq for n ą 3.
Our strategy is different. Given a field F, we look for an explicit construction of the weight
ď n part of the motivic Tate Lie coalgebra L‚pFq rather then groups BnpFq. The two problems
for n ď 3 turned out to coincide - a deep fact on its own, consistent with the Freeness Conjecture.
The existence of the Lie coalgebra L‚pFq for any field F is unknown yet. So we aim at a
functorial in F explicit construction of a Lie coalgebra L‚pFq, which is conjecturally isomorphic
to L‚pFq. We define a Lie coalgebra Lď4pFq by using simple and uniform in n relations Qn
between weight n iterated integrals, n ď 4.
The relation Q2 is just the Abel five-term relation.
The relation Q3 not only implies the 22-term relation, and hence the relation (23) for the
trilogarithm, but allows also to express any weight 3 iterated integral via the classical triloga-
rithm. So it is a new way to present the trilogarithm story.
Constructing the Lie coalgebra Lď4pFq. Recall the moduli spaceM0,n parametrizing con-
figurations of distinct points px1, ..., xnq on P1 modulo the diagonal action of the group PGL2.
Recall the cross-ratio rx1, x2, x3, x4s, see (4). Consider the following regular function on M0,6:6
rx1, x2, . . . , x6s :“ ´px1 ´ x2qpx3 ´ x4qpx5 ´ x6qpx2 ´ x3qpx4 ´ x5qpx6 ´ x1q . (24)
We use the cyclic summation notation, where the indices are modulo n:
CycnF px1, . . . , xnq :“
ÿ
kPZ{nZ
F pxk`1, xk`2, . . . , xk`nq. (25)
Before we proceed with the definitions, let us make few comments applicable to all of them.
In Definitions 1.6-1.8 we assume that F is any field, and include, by default, all relations
obtained by specializations of the ”generic” relation Qn. Precisely, given any curve A
1 ´ 0 ÝÑ
M0,n`3, we add the specialization at t “ 0 PM0,n`3 of the relation Qn to the list of relations.
Definition 1.6. The Q-vector space L2pFq is generated by symbols txu2 for x P P1pFq satisfying
t1u2 “ t0u2 “ t8u2 “ 0, and the pentagon relation:7
• Q2: for any configuration px1, ..., x5q PM0,5pFq the following cyclic sum is zero:
trx1, x2, x3, x4su2 ` trx2, x3, x4, x5su2`
trx3, x4, x5, x1su2 ` trx4, x5, x1, x2su2 ` trx5, x1, x2, x3su2 “ 0.
(26)
By the very definition we have L2pFq “ B2pFq, where B2pFq is the traditional Bloch group.
6Mind the minus sign.
7Relations t1u
2
“ t0u
2
“ t8u
2
“ 0 follow from the pentagon relation by the specialization.
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Figure 1: Geometry of relation Q3. The diagonal x1x4 divides the hexagon into quadrangles.
The arguments of trx1, x2, x3, x4s, rx4, x5, x6, x1su2,1 are the cross-ratios assigned to them, and
rx1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6s is their ratio. Elements trx1, x2, x4, x5su3 and trx1, x3, x4, x5su3 correspond
to the quadrangles in the two hexagons on the right.
Definition 1.7. The Q-vector space L3pFq is generated by symbols txu3 where x P P1pFq and
tx, yu2,1 where x, y P Fˆ, satisfying relations8
t0u3 “ 0, txu3 “
 
x´1
(
3
, txu3 ` t1´ xu3 `
 
1´ x´1(
3
“ t1u3, (27)
plus the following one, together with all its specializations:
• Q3 : For any 6 distinct points px1, x2, ..., x6q on P1pFq the following cyclic sum is zero:
Cyc6
´
trx1, x2, x3, x4s, rx4, x5, x6, x1su2,1 ´ trx1, x2, x4, x5su3 ` 2 ¨ trx1, x3, x4, x5su3
¯
´ 4 ¨ trx1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6su3 ` 6 ¨ t1u3 “ 0.
(28)
7
x1
x2
x3
x 4
x 5
x6
x
Figure 2: Geometry of relation Q4. The diagonal x1x4 divides the septagon into a quadrangle
and a pentagon. Deleting one of three vertices tx5, x6, x7u of the pentagon we get another quad-
rangle: on the picture we deleted x6. The arguments of trx1, x2, x3, x4s, rx4, x5, px6, x7, x1su3,1
are cross-ratios assigned to these quadrangles.
Specialising the relation Q3 to the divisor D13 in M0,6 we get the following key relation:
tx, yu2,1 “
 
1´ x´1(
3
`  1´ y´1(
3
`
!y
x
)
3
`
"
1´ y
1´ x
*
3
´
"
1´ y´1
1´ x´1
*
3
´ t1u3. (29)
8These relations also follow from relation Q3 by the specialization.
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Substituting (29) to the relation Q3 we get the 22-term relation for trilogarithm from [G91a].
Therefore the map txu3 ÞÝÑ txu3 induces an isomorphism
B3pFq „ÝÑ L3pFq. (30)
The relation (29) has the following geometric interpretation. Take five points p8; 0, x, 1, yq
on P1, where the last four points are ordered cyclically. Then
tx, yu2,1 “
tr8, 0, x, 1su3 ` tr8, 1, y, 0su3 ` tr8, y, 0, xsu3 ` tr8, x, 1, yu3 ´ tr0, x, 1, ysu3 ´ t1u3.
(31)
Definition 1.8. The Q-vector space L4pFq is generated by elements txu4, where x P P1pFq, and
tx, yu3,1 where x, y P Fˆ, obeying the following relations:
1. The generators txu4 satisfy the 4-logarithmic relations R4pFq;
2. Specialization relations:9
tx, 0u3,1 :“ SptÑ0 tx, tu3,1 “ ´txu4,
tx, 1u3,1 “ ´
 
1´ x´1(
4
´ t1´ xu4 ` txu4 .
(32)
3. Q4 : For any configuration px1, x2, ..., x7q PM0,7pFq the following cyclic sum is zero:
Cyc7
´
´trx1, x2, x3, x4s, rx4, x6, x7, x1su3,1
` trx1, x2, x3, x4s, rx4, x5, x7, x1su3,1
´ trx1, x2, x3, x4s, rx4, x5, x6, x1su3,1
` trx1, x2, x4, x6su4 ` trx1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6su4
¯
“ 0.
(33)
Conjecture 1.9. Relation Q4 and its specializations imply the tetralogarithm relations R4pFq.
Let us define the coproduct maps
δ : L2pFq ÝÑ Fˆ ^ Fˆ,
δ : L3pFq ÝÑ L2pFq b Fˆ,
δ : L4pFq ÝÑ L3pFq b Fˆ
à
L2pFq ^ L2pFq.
(34)
First, we define them on the generators: the coproduct δ txuk is given by formula (6), and10
δ tx, yu2,1 “
"
1´ y
1´ x
*
2
b y
x
`
!y
x
)
2
b 1´ y
1´ x ` txu2 b p1´ y
´1q ` tyu2 b p1´ x´1q,
δ tx, yu3,1 “ tx, yu2,1 b
x
y
`
"
x
y
*
3
b 1´ x
1´ y ` txu3 b p1´ y
´1q ´ tyu3 b p1´ x´1q
´ txu2 ^ tyu2.
(35)
Let us give a motivic interpretation of elements tx, yum´1,1 and their coproduct formula (35).
9Specialisation relations (32) could be deduced from relation Q4, but this would require long calculations.
10 Formulas (35) coincide with the map κpx, yq given by formulas (5) and (6) in [G91a].
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Motivic correlators and the Lie coalgebra Lď4pFq. Motivic correlators are elements of
the motivic Lie coalgebra introduced in [G08]. They are defined whenever we have the abelian
category of mixed Tate motives, e.g. when F is a number field, or in realizations.
Weight m motivic correlators are determined by a cyclically ordered set of points b1, ..., bm`1
on P1pFq, a point a P P1pFq different from bi, and a non-zero tangent vector v at a, see Figure 3:
CorMa,vpb1, . . . , bm`1q P LmpFq.
If m ą 1, they do not depend on the tangent vector v.
b
a
b
b
b
b
b
1
2
3
4
5
6
Figure 3: A data defining a weight 5 motivic correlator.
To state the properties of motivic correlators, let us recall that a framed mixed Tate motive is
a mixed Tate motive M plus non-zero maps v : Qp´mq ÝÑ grW2mM and f : grW2nM ÝÑ Qp´nq.
It provides an element pM ; f, vq P Lm´npFq.
Let X :“ P1´tb1, . . . , bmu. The following properties explain ubiquity of motivic correlators:
• Motivic correlators describe the structure of the motivic fundamental group piM1 pX, v0q. In
particular, any element pM ; f, vq P LmpFq given by a framed subquotient M of piM1 pX, v0q
is a linear combination of motivic correlators.
• The coproduct of motivic correlators is given by a simple formula, illustrated on Figure 7.
• The Hodge realization of motivic correlators is described by a Feynman type integral.
Motivic correlators with arguments in a field F are closed under the coproduct. So they form
a graded Lie coalgebra, denoted by L1‚pFq. It is a Lie subcalgebra of L‚pFq. Then Universality
Conjecture [G94, Conjecture 17a] can be restated as follows.
Conjecture 1.10. The canonical embedding L1‚pFq Ă L‚pFq is an isomorphism.
In Section 2 we show that the elements tx, yum´1,1 can be materialized by motivic correlators:
Theorem 1.11. a) There is a map of Lie coalgebras
Lď4pFq ÝÑ Lď4pFq, (36)
defined on generators as
tx, yu2,1 ÞÝÑ CorM8 p0, x, 1, yq.
tx, yu3,1 ÞÝÑ ´CorM8 p0, 0, x, 1, yq.
tyum ÞÝÑ ´CorM8 p 0, . . . , 0loomoon
m´1 zeros
, 1, yq.
(37)
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b) The map (36) provides a surjective homomorphism
Lď4pFq ÝÑ L1ď4pFq. (38)
We prove Theorem 1.11 in Section 2, restated there as Theorem 2.4.
Let us now continue to discuss the combinatorially defined Lie coalgebra L4pFq.
The structure of L4pFq. It is described by Theorem 1.12 below, proved in Section 6. Its part
c) tells us that the Q-vector space L4pFq has a natural structure of an extension, predicted by
the Freeness Conjecture.
Theorem 1.12. a) The coproduct maps (35) descend to the quotient spaces LnpFq, n ď 4,
providing a graded Lie coalgebra structure on Lď4pFq.
b) For any five distinct points px1, ..., x5q on P1pFq and any y P F we have:
5ÿ
i“1
trx1, . . . , pxi, . . . , x5s, yu3,1 P B4pFq. (39)
c) There is a short exact sequence of Q-vector space, functorial in F:
0 ÝÑ B4pFq iÝÑ L4pFq pÝÑ L2pFq ^ L2pFq ÝÑ 0. (40)
Here the map i is the natural embedding from Definition 1.8. The projection p is the p2, 2q-
component of the coproduct δ : L4pFq ÝÑ L2pFq ^ L2pFq.
We prove relation (39) by specializing relation Q4 to certain strata in M0,7.
The natural isomorphisms B2pFq “ L2pFq and B3pFq „ÝÑ L3pFq are compatible with the
coproducts, and therefore give rise to a map of complexes:
B4pFq //

B3pFq b F˚Q

// B2pFq b Λ2F˚Q //
„

Λ4F˚Q
„

L4pFq // L3pFq b L1pFq
À
Λ2L2pFq // L2pFq b Λ2L1pFq // Λ4L1pFq
(41)
Corollary 1.13. The map of complexes (41) is a quasi-isomorophism.
Proof. The map is injective by the very definition. By Theorem 1.12 its cockerel is identified
with the complex Λ2L2pFq “ÝÑ Λ2B2pFq, evidently quasisiomorphic to zero.
Note that the Bloch complex B2pFq Ñ Λ2Fˆ is quasiisomorphic to R2pFq Ñ ZrFs Ñ Λ2Fˆ.
Corollary 1.14. There exists a skew symmetric map of complexes´
R2pFq Ñ ZrFs Ñ Λ2Fˆ
¯
^
´
R2pFq Ñ ZrFs Ñ Λ2Fˆ
¯
ÝÑ
B4pFq ÝÑ B3pFq b FˆQ ÝÑ B2pFq b Λ2F˚Q ÝÑ Λ4F˚Q.
(42)
given on the generators as follows
px1 ^ x2q ^ py1 ^ y2q ÝÑ x1 ^ x2 ^ y1 ^ y2 P Λ4FˆQ,
txu ^ py1 ^ y2q ÞÝÑ txu2 b y1 ^ y2 P B2pFq b Λ2FˆQ ,
txu ^ tyu ÞÝÑ δtx, yu3,1 ` txu2 ^ tyu2 P B3pFq b FˆQ.
(43)
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Elements tx, yum´1,1 and multiple polylogarithms. Motivic multiple polylogarithms [G02]
are elements of the motivic Hopf algebra. Although do not use them in this paper, we present
the following identities in the motivic Lie coalgebra, and thus denoted by „:
tx, yuM2,1 „ LiM2,1
ˆ
x
y
, y
˙
´ LiM3 pyq,
tx, yuM3,1 „ LiM1,3
ˆ
1
x
,
x
y
˙
` 3LiM4
ˆ
x
y
˙
.
(44)
Gangl’s formula. Combining formula (39) with formula (44) expressing tx, yu3,1 via the
weight four motivic double polylogarithm LiM1,3px, yq, we get a ”five-term relation”:
5ÿ
i“1
LiM1,3prpx1, . . . , pxi, . . . , x5q, yq P B4pFq, (45)
Such a five-term relation for LiM1,3px, yq was conjectured in [G91b] and discovered by an amazing
tour de force computer calculations by Herbert Gangl in [Ga16]. Gangl’s formula contains 122
terms LiM4 p˚q with arguments of rather complicated and obscure nature. So although it is given
explicitly, it does not seem feasible to prove it directly, without using computer.
Note also that relation (45) is sufficient to define a functorial extension of Λ2B2pFq by B4pFq.
Our approach gives a proof of a variant of Gangl’s formula, explaining the arguments of LiM4 .
The role of elements tx, yu3,1.
1. The element tx, yu3,1 P L4pFq shows that the projection L4pFq ÝÑ L2pFq ^ L2pFq is
surjective. Indeed, the L2pFq ^ L2pFq-component of its coproduct is just ´txu2 ^ tyu2.
2. The element tx, yu3,1 is the crucial part of the product map (42).
3. The element tx, yu3,1 is a weight four motivic correlator. Therefore it is related to the
motivic fundamental group piM1 pP1 ´ t0, 1,8, x, yu, v8q.
Functional equations for 4-logarithm. Denote by CnpP1pFqq the free abelian group gen-
erated by configurations px1, . . . , xnq of n distinct points on P1pFq. Let us pick a map
κ4 : C5pP1pFqq b ZrFs ÝÑ B4pFq (46)
provided by (39). It leads to functional relations for Li4. To state them, recall the complex
. . .
BÝÑ C6pP1pFqq BÝÑ C5pP1pFqq BÝÑ C4pP1pFqq BÝÑ . . .
Let SpFq Ă C5pP1pFqq be the subgroup of aniinvariants of the order reversing involution, acting
by px1, x2, x3, x4, x5q ÞÝÑ px5, x4, x3, x2, x1q.11 Then BpSpFqq “ 0. Set12
ApFq :“ C6pP1pFqq ‘ SpFq.
11It can be identified with the one in [G91a, Appendix].
12Informally ApFq is the group generated by relations between the five-term relations.
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Let us define a ”resolution” of the Bloch complex:
ApFq αÝÑ C5pP1pFqq βÝÑ ZrFˆs δÝÑ Λ2Fˆ. (47)
Note that the cross-ratio provides an isomorphism C4pP1pFqq “ ZrFˆs. Then β is just the
map B : C5pP1pFqqÝÑC4pP1pFqq. Its image is the subgroup R2pFq of five-term relations. The
restriction of α to C6pP1pFqq is the differential B. Its restriction to SpFq is the tautological
inclusion. We get a complex: β ˝ α “ 0. A.A. Suslin proved (unpublished, cf. [G91a]) that
Kerpβq{Impαq “ gr2K4pFq.
Restricting the map κ4 to the subgroup αpApFqq Ă C5pP1pFqq we get relations for Li4:
κ4 : αpApFqq b ZrFs ÝÑ 0.
Indeed, this is clear from the following commutative diagram:
ApFq b ZrFs αbId//

C5pP1pFqq b ZrFs
κ4

βbId // ZrFs b ZrFs
p43q

0 // B4pFq // B3pFq b Fˆ
(48)
Conclusion. If n ą 3, the problem of writing explicitly functional equations for the classical
n-logarithms might not be the ”right” problem. It seems that when n is growing the functional
equations become so complicated that one can not write them down on a piece of paper.
Contrary to this, relations Qn for n “ 2, 3, 4 are simple, geometric, surprisingly uniform in
n, and describe the fine structure of the motivic Lie algebra, e.g. define extension (40) for n “ 4.
They live on moduli spaces M0,n`3. We suggest that there is a similar description for all n.
The next question is where the relations Qn come from, and why they are uniform in n.
Our answer relates them to the cluster structure of the moduli spacesM0,n`3 and ConfnpV2q.
1.3 Cluster polylogarithm maps for ConfnpV2q
Recall that the Milnor ring of a field F is the quotient of the exterior algebra Λ‚pFˆq of the
multiplicative group Fˆ by the ideal generated by the elements x^ p1´ xq where x P Fˆ ´ 1:
KM‚ pFq “
Λ‚pFˆq
xx^ p1´ xqy .
There is a canonical homomorphism, written using the notation d logpfq :“ f´1df .
d log : KMmpFq ÝÑ ΩmF {Q,
f1 ^ . . .^ fn ÞÝÑ d logpf1q ^ . . . ^ d logpfnq.
(49)
Let V2 be a 2-dimensional symplectic space over a field F with a symplectic 2-form ω.
Consider the space
ConfnpV2q :“ tcollections of vectors pl1, ..., lnq in generic position, li P V2u{AutpV2, ωq. (50)
Let us label vertices of a convex n-gon Pn by the vectors l1, ..., ln following the cyclic order of the
vertices. Then each triangulation T of Pn provides the following data on the space ConfnpV2q:
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1. A coordinate system t∆Eu on ConfnpV2q, whose coordinates are the following invertible
functions parametrized by the set tEu of the edges of the triangulation T , including the
sides of the polygon:
∆E :“ ωpli, ljq, E “ pi, jq, i ă j.
∆E P O˚pConfnpV2qq.
(51)
2. Motivic avatar of the ”Weil-Petersson 2-form” on the space ConfnpV2q [FG2, Section 6]:
WT :“ 1
2
ÿ
E,F
εEF∆E ^∆F P Λ2O˚pConfnpV2qq. (52)
Here εEF P t1,´1, 0u, εEF “ ´εFE, and
εEF :“
$’&’%
`1 if E and F share a vertex, and F is just after E in the clockwise order,
´1 if E and F share a vertex, and E is just after F in the clockwise order,
0 otherwise.
(53)
t
l
l
l1
2
3
Figure 4: The element Wt is assigned to a triangle t decorated by a configuration of vectors
pl1, l2, l3q. The elements ωpli, ljq are assigned to the sides of the triangle.
Here is the simplest example. Let pl1, l2, l3q be a generic configuration of three vectors in V2.
We assign them to the vertices of a triangle t, see Figure 4. Then the element (52) is:13
Wt :“ ωpl1, l2q ^ ωpl2, l3q ` ωpl2, l3q ^ ωpl1, l3q ` ωpl1, l3q ^ ωpl1, l2q. (54)
Using the elements Wt we can rewrite the definition of WT as follows:
WT “
ÿ
tPT
Wt. (55)
Here the sum is over all triangles t of the triangulation T .
If we change a triangulation T by flipping its edge, the element WT does change. Precisely,
let TE and TF be the two triangulations related by a flip at an edge E, see Figure 5. Let
XE :“ rl1, l2, l3, l4s be the cross-ratio of the four vectors at the vertices of the 4-gon assigned to
the flip, so that E “ pl1, l3q. Then we get, modulo 2-torsion,
WTE ´WTF “ p1´XEq ^XE “ δtXEu2. (56)
13Modulo 2-torsion this expression is cyclically invariant.
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12 3
41
3
41
2
T TE F
l
l l
l l
ll
l
t 2
t4
t 3
t
Figure 5: The two triangulations of the 4-gon. They are related by a flip of an edge.
Indeed, using the shorthand |ij| :“ ωpli, ljq, one has thanks to the Plu¨cker relations:´
1` |12||34||23||14|
¯
^ |12||34||23||14| “
|13||24|
|23||14| ^
|12||34|
|23||14| “Wt2 `Wt4 ´Wt1 ´Wt3 P Λ
2pFˆq. (57)
Any two triangulations of a polygon are related by a sequence of flips. Thus the class rWT s
in K2 does not depend on the triangulation. In particular, it gives rise to a well defined 2-form
ΩT :“ pd log^d logqpWT q “ 1
2
ÿ
E,F
εEF d logp∆Eq ^ d logp∆F q.
Our key point is to assign to each triangulation T of the polygon Pn the k-th power of WT :
T ÞÝÑW kT :“WT ^ . . .^WT P Λ2kO˚pConfnpV2qq.
Now the Stasheff polytope Kn´3 enters into the picture.
KK 0 K 1 K 2 3
Figure 6: The Stasheff polytopes K0,K1,K2,K3.
Recall that the Stasheff polytope Km is a convex polytope whose p-dimensional faces are
in bijection with the collections of pm` 3´ pq non-intersecting internal diagonals of Pm`3. So
the vertices of the Stasheff polytope Km are parametrized by the triangulations of Pm`3. The
1-dimensional faces of Km correspond to pairs of triangulations TE ÐÑ TF related by a flip.
Precisely, they correspond to partial triangulations with one edge missing: TE´tEu “ TF ´tEu.
Examples. Figure 6 shows Stasheff polytopes of small dimensions: K0 is a point, K1 is a
segment, K2 is a pentagon. The polytope K3 is obtained by gluing two tetrahedra into a
pyramid, and cutting off the three glued vertices in the middle. It has 14 vertices, 21 edges, and
9 faces: 3 squares and 6 pentagons.
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Denote by CppKmq the free abelian group generated by the oriented p-dimensional faces of
the polytope Km - altering the orientation we flip the sign of the generator. Consider the chain
complex of the Stasheff polytope Km:
C˚pKmq :“ CmpKmq dÝÑ Cm´1pKmq dÝÑ . . . dÝÑ C0pKmq.
Denote by Fn the field of rational functions on the space ConfnpV2q.
The discussion above shows that for the pentagon K2 there is a map of complexes
C2pK2q
L02

d // C1pK2q
L12

d // C0pK2q
L22

0 // B2pF5q δ // Λ2pFˆ5 q.
(58)
The map L22 sends each vertex vT of the Stasheff pentagon K2, corresponding to a triangulation
T of the pentagon P5, to the element WT . The map L
1
2 sends each edge of the pentagon K2,
corresponding to a flip of triangulations of the pentagon P5 assigned to an internal edge E, to
the element tXEu2 P B2pF5q. Finally, the claim that L12 ˝d “ 0 is just the pentagon relation Q2.
Theorem 1.15 provides a similar interpretation of the relation Q4, starting by assigning the
element WT ^WT to each triangulation T of the polygon P7.
Theorem 1.15. Let m ě 0 be an integer. Then, using a shorthand F :“ Fm`3, there exists a
map of complexes, called the cluster polylogarithm map:
C4pKmq
L04

d // C3pKmq
L14

d // C2pKmq
L24

d // C1pKmq
L34

d // C0pKmq
L44

0
d // L4pFq δ // B3 b Fˆ ‘ Λ2B2 δ // B2 b Λ2QpFˆq δ // Λ4QpFˆq
(59)
such that the vertex vT of the polytope Km assigned to a triangulation T is mapped to W
2
T :
L44 : vT P C0pKmq ÞÝÑWT ^WT P Λ4pFˆq.
We define map (59) explicitly in Section 4.2. In fact it is sufficient to define it for m “ 3, 4:
the general case reduces to this. The key point is that for m “ 4 the left commutative square in
(59) is nothing else but the relation Q4. It leaves on the space Conf7pP1q rather then Conf7pV2q.
Precisely, there is a canonical isomorphism Z “ CmpKmq. It sends 1 P Z to the oriented
polytope itself, viewed as them-chain rKms in the chain complex. For m “ 3 its image under the
map L14 is an element of the motivic Lie coalgebra L4 of the field of functions F6 on Conf6pV2q:
L14prK3sq P L4pF6q.
For any field F, it can be interpreted as a function on the F-points of the space Conf6pV2q with
values in the motivic Lie coalgebra of F:
L14pl1, . . . , l6q P L4pFq.
We prove in Theorem 4.5 that it satisfies the 7-term relation, which is just the relation Q4:
7ÿ
i“1
p´1qiL14pl1, . . . ,pli, . . . , l7q “ 0. (60)
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1.4 Cluster nature of functional equations for polylogarithms
In Section 1.4 we collect several observations about the mysterious link between cluster Poisson
varieties and polylogarithms. The main feature of cluster Poisson varieties is the fact that they
admit non-perturbative in the Planck constant ~ quantization, with intrinsically build modular
duality ~ Ø 1{~ [FG3]. The modular quantum dilogarithm Φ~pzq is the main working horse
carrying out the cluster quantization.
Although none of the observations below is used in the proof of our main results, we feel that
they indicate strongly the future development of the subject towards quantum polylogarithms.
Cluster Poisson structure of the space M0,n`3 and relations Qn. The moduli space
M0,n has a cluster Poisson structure invariant under the cyclic shift px1, ..., xnq ÝÑ px2, ..., xn, x1q
[FG2]. It comes with a finite collection of cluster Poisson coordinate systems, parametrized by
triangulations of the oriented convex polygon Pn. Namely, let us label the vertices of the poly-
gon by the points px1, ..., xnq cyclically, following the polygon orientation. Then any diagonal
E “ pi, kq in a rectangle pi, j, k, lq of a triangulation gives rise to a cluster Poisson coordinate,
given by the negative of the cross-ratio (4):
XE :“ ´rxi, xj , xk, xls.
The Poisson structure on the spaceM0,n is described as follows. Given a triangulation T of the
polygon, the Poisson bracket between the functions XE and XF assigned to internal edges E
and F of the triangulation T is given by the following formula, where εEF was defined in (53):
tXE ,XF u “ εEFXEXF .
The spaceM0,2n`1 is symplectic. The center of the Poisson algebra of functions onM0,2n is
generated by the Casimir element, encompassing both the cross-ratio (4) and the function (24):
rx1, x2, . . . , x2ns :“ ´px1 ´ x2qpx3 ´ x4q . . . px2n´1 ´ x2nqpx2 ´ x3qpx4 ´ x5q . . . px2n ´ x1q .
We observe that for n “ 2, 3, 4 we have the following.
Barring trx1, ..., x6sun, all arguments of elements t˚un and t˚, ˚un´1,1 in relation Qn are
negatives of cluster Poisson coordinates. The arguments of t˚, ˚un´1,1 Poisson commute.
The Casimir trx1, ..., x6sun is a product of two Poisson commuting cross-ratios.
The cluster Poisson structure of the space M0,n`3 is of finite type An. Therefore there are
only finitely many cluster Poisson coordinates. They are precisely the cross-ratios
pijkl :M0,n ÝÑM0,4 “ P1 ´ t0, 1,8u, 1 ď i ă j ă k ă l ď n,
px1, ..., xnq ÞÝÑ rxi, xj , xk, xls.
(61)
Our next remark is that the functional equation (23) for the trilogarithm is related to the cluster
Poisson structure of finite type D4.
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Cluster nature of the triple ratio. Although the seven-term relation (23) for the triloga-
rithm generalizes the five-term relation for the dilogarithm, formula (22) looks mysterious. It
become clear only a decade later after relation (23) was discovered that the triple ratio (22) has
a cluster origin: it is related to the cluster Poisson structure of the space Conf6pP2q of config-
urations of six points in P2 [FG2], which is of type D4. The triple ratio (22) is the simplest
cluster Poisson coordinate which is not a cross-ratio.
Furthermore, the proof of relation (23) in [G95, Appendix] is based on the following identity:
ωpl1, l2, l5qωpl2, l3, l6qωpl1, l3, l4q ´ ωpl1, l2, l4qωpl2, l3, l5qωpl1, l3, l6q
“ ωpl1, l2, l3q ¨ ω˚pl1 ˆ l4, l2 ˆ l5, l3 ˆ l6q.
(62)
Here ω˚ is the dual volume form in V ˚3 , and a ˆ b is the cross-product. This identity is just
an exchange relation in the cluster algebra of type D4 with six frozen variables, describing the
algebra of functions on the space Conf6pV3q of configurations of six vectors in V3.
It is also interesting to note a 40-term functional equation for the trilogarithm [GGSVV]
whose arguments are cluster Poisson coordinates on the moduli space of 6 cyclically ordered
points in P2, which is also of finite type D4.
Pentagon relation for the quantum dilogarithm. A pentagon relation for the quantum
dilogarithm power series Ψqpxq was proved in [FK]. However the series converge only if |q| ă 1.
The modular quantum dilogarithm function is defined by the following convergent integral:
Φ~pzq :“ exp
´
´
ż
Ω
e´ipz
pepip ´ e´pipqpepi~p ´ e´pi~pq
dp
p
¯
, ~ ą 0.
Here Ω is a path from ´8 to `8 making a little half circle going over the zero. The name is
justified by the asymptotic expansion when ~Ñ 0 [FG3, Section 4]:
Φ~pzq „ exp
´L2pezq
2pii~
¯
, where L2pxq :“
ż x
0
logp1` tqdt
t
.
The function Φ~pzq goes back to Barnes [Ba], and reappeared at the modern time in [Bax],
[Fad1] and other works. It plays a key role in quantization of cluster Poisson varieties [FG3].
The function Φ~pzq provides an operator K : L2pRq Ñ L2pRq, defined as a rescaled Fourier
transform followed by the operator of multiplication by Φ~pxq.
Kfpzq :“
ż 8
´8
fpxqΦ~pxqexpp´xz
2pii~
qdx.
Since |Φ~pxq| “ 1 on the real line, 2pi?~K is unitary. A proof of the following result can be
found in [G07].14 Its quasiclassical limit recovers Abel’s five-term relation for the dilogarithm.
Theorem 1.16. p2pi?~Kq5 “ λ ¨ Id, where |λ| “ 1.
Relation Q4 should have a quantum analog related to the quantized cluster symplectic variety
M0,7.
14Unfortunately a ”proof” suggested in [CF] contains a fatal mistake.
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1.5 The universal motivic Chern class in the weight 4
The weight 4 universal motivic Chern class and Beilinson’s regulator. One expects
to have the universal motivic Chern classes, given by the cohomology classes of the classifying
space BGLN‚ of the algebraic group GLN with values in the motivic cohomology:
CMn,N P H2nZarpBGLN‚,ZMpnqq.
They should provide geometric constructions of Chern classes in various realizations. To con-
struct Beilinson’s regulator map we need Chern classes in the real Deligne cohomology:
CHn,N P H2npBGLN‚pCq,RDpnqq. (63)
We construct explicitly the Chern class CH4,N for all N . First, let us recall, see (64), how the
weight 4 polylogarithmic motivic complex should look for a regular variety X. Namely, we use
residue maps on polylogarithmic motivic complexes of fields to build a Gersten type resolution
for the motivic complex of sheaves ZMp4q.
Precisely, we define a complex ΓMpX; 4q as the total complex associated with the following
bicomplex, where the top line is the polylogarithmic motivic complex of the field F of rational
functions on X, and the vertical arrows are the residue maps. Here Xk denotes the set of
codimension k points of X, and Fx is the field of rational functions at such a point x.
B4pFq // B3pFq b F˚Q
res

// B2pFq b Λ2F˚Q //
res

Λ4F˚Q
res
š
xPX1 B3pFxq //
š
xPX1 B2pFxq b F˚xQ
res

//
š
xPX1 Λ
3F˚xQ
res

ΓMpX; 4q :
š
xPX2 B2pFxq //
š
xPX2 Λ
2F˚xQ
res
š
xPX3 F
˚
xQ
res
š
xPX4 Q
(64)
This definition extends to semi-simplicial varieties.
Theorem 1.17. There is a cocycle representing the motivic Chern class
CM4 P H8ΓMpBGLN‚; 4q.
It has non-zero components only at the top two lines and the right column.
ii) Combining it with the regulator map from the polylogarithmic motivic complexes to the
real Deligne complexes, we get the Beilinson regulator.
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The proof of Theorem 1.17. It consists of two parts of different nature.
1. We define in Section 7 a motivic Chern class CM4,N with values in the weight 4 complex
(21). In order to do this, we define explicitly for each N a map
complex of decorated flags for GLN ÝÑ complex (21). (65)
This is equivalent to a definition of a cocycle representing the motivic Chern class CM4,N
at the generic point of BGLN . We show in Section 8 that it can be extended to BGLN .
In Section 8.2 we combine this with the regulator map from the cochain complex of the
motivic Lie algebra to the real Deligne cohomology complex, defined using the canonical
real period map [G08].
This implies that for a number field F, the group K7pFqQ can be realized in the motivic
fundamental group of the punctured P1. This plus the Rigidity Conjecture on grγ4K7pFqQ
would imply Conjecture 1.4 in the weight 4.
2. Using the basic relation between motivic correlators and the motivic fundamental group
of the punctured P1, we deduce from the existence of map (65) the existence of a similar
map to the weight four part of the Chevalley-Eilenberg complex the Lie coalgebra L1ď4pFq.
By Theorem 1.11 we get a similar map to the weight four part of the Chevalley-Eilenberg
complex of the Lie coalgebra Lď4pFq. Then Theorem 1.12 implies the existence of a map
decorated flag complex for GLN ÝÑ weight 4 polylogarithmic motivic complex. (66)
Other applications. 1. Combining Theorem 1.17 with the explicit construction of the reg-
ulator map on the weight 4 polylogarithmic motivic complex with values in the exponential
Deligne complex [G15, Section 3], we get a local combinatorial formula for the Chern class
c4pEq P H8pX,Zp4qq of a complex vector bundle E on a complex manifold X. .
A real variant of this story should give a local combinatorial formula for the second Pontrya-
gin class, generalizing Gabrielov-Gelfand-Losik’s formula for the first Pontryagin class [GGL].
2. Let E be an arbitrary elliptic curve over Q. The part 3) of Theorem 1.2 implies a formula
expressing the L-value LpE, 4q via the generalizing Eisenstien-Kronecker series. Precisely, we
prove Theorem 0,9 and Theorem 1.11 [G94] for n “ 4. The n “ 3 case was proved in [G95].
Organisation of the paper. In Section 2 we recall motivic correlators and introduce motivic
correlators tx, yum´1,1. Using them, we define a map of Lie coalgebras Lď4pFq ÝÑ Lď4pFq. The
key fact that this map is well defined is establsished in Sections 3 - 5.
In Section 3 we recall cluster varieties, and introduce cluster polylogarithms.
In Section 4 we consider our main example: the cluster variety Confn`3pV2q parametrising
generic configurations of n` 3 vectors in a 2-dimensional symplectic vector space. It is a cluster
variety of finite type An with n ` 3 frozen variables. Its cluster modular complex is the n-
dimensional Stasheff polytope. We work out the cluster polylogarithm map in the weights 2 and
4, and prove relation Q4 modulo relation Q3.
In Section 5 we prove relation Q3, and thus complete the proof of relation Q4.
In Sections 6 we deduce Theorem 1.12 from relation Q4.
In Section 7 we recall the Bigrassmannian complex and the map from the decorated flag
complex for GLN to the Bigrassmannian complex constructed in [G93], see also [G15]. Then we
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define a map from the Bigrassmannian complex to weight 4 motivic complex (21). We prove that
it is a map of complexes in Section 9. Combining these results, we get maps from appropriate
parts of the algebraic K-theory of F to the cohomology of the weight four polylogarithmic motivic
complex B‚pF; 4q, see (7). Yet we still need to prove that these maps are non-trivial.
Using the map from Section 7, we construct the universal motivic Chern class CM4 at the
generic point of BGLN‚. In Section 8 we extend it to BGLN‚. This implies that its Hodge
realization coincides with Beilinson’s regulator. This proves non-triviality of the map from
K7pFq Ñ H1B‚pF; 4q for number fields, and hence Zagier’s conjecture on ζFp4q.
Acknowledgments. This work was supported by the NSF grant DMS-1564385. A part of
the work was written when A.G. enjoyed hospitality and support of IHES at Bures sur Yvette
and IAS at Princeton.
2 Motivic correlators
Motivic correlators were defined in [G08]. Below we recall their definition and key features, and
then use them to give a natural definition of motivic elements tx, yum´1,1 for all m ě 2.
Note that by the very definition elements tx, yum´1,1 live in the motivic Lie coalgebra, rather
then in the motivic Hopf algebra. Although one can define elements tx, yum´1,1 via motivic
multiple polylogarithms, the latter live in the motivic Hopf algebra. This is one of the reasons
why we prefer motivic correlators to motivic multiple polylogarithms.
The specialization functor. Let Z be a regular subvariety of a regular variety X. Let N˝ZX
be the normal bundle to Z in X, with the zero section removed. Set U :“ X ´ Z. Recall that
the Verider specialization functor is an exact functor
Sp : DbShpUq ÝÑ DbShpN˝ZXq.
Since Z is a regular subvariety of a regular variety X, it provides a Tate functor between the
corresponding mixed Tate categories of unipotent variations of Hodge-Tate structures or lisse
Tate l-adic sheaves. Therefore it provides a map of Tannakian Tate Hodge / l-adic Lie coalgebras.
Assume that X “ A1 with a local parameter ε. There is a tangent vector B{Bε at ε “ 0.
The specialization Spε“0 means the fiber of the specialization functor at B{Bε. We calculate it
on L1pQpεqq “ Qpεqˆ as follows. Let F pεq P Qpεqˆ. Write F pεq “ εnF˝pεq where F˝p0q ­“ 0.
Then Spε“0F pεq :“ F˝p0q.
Motivic fundamental groups. Let ts0, s1, ..., snu be a collection of distinct points on P1pFq,
and v0 a non-zero tangent vector at s0, defined over F. Then the motivic fundamental group
piM1 pX, v0q, X :“ P1 ´ ts1, ..., snu, (67)
is defined whenever we have motivic formalism available, see [DG]. So for now we must assume
that either F is a number field, or work in the Hodge or l-adic realizations.
If F is a number field, there is a mixed Tate category MT pFq of mixed Tate motives over F.
In other cases we have it in realizations. Below to work with the category MT pFq. Translation
to other realizations is straitforward.
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Recall the canonical fiber functor ω on the category MT pFq, see (16), and the fundamental
Lie algebra L‚pFq :“ Derbpωq. Then there is a canonical equivalence of tensor categories
ω :MT pFq „ÝÑ finite dimensional graded L‚pFq´modules. (68)
The motivic fundamental group piM1 pX, v0q is a pro-Lie algebra object in the category MT pFq.
Therefore there is a canonical homomorphism of Lie algebras
L‚pFq ÝÑ Der
´
ωppiM1 pX, v0q
¯
.
The tangential base point v0 provides a canonical map ϕv0 : Qp1q Ñ piM1 pX, v0q. This implies
that the element X0 :“ ω ˝ ϕv0pQp1qq is killed by the action of L‚pFq. Furthermore, there are
elements X0,Xs1 , ...,Xsn P ωppiM1 pX, v0qq such that
1. One has X0 `Xs1 ` . . .`Xsn “ 0.
2. The conjugacy classes of elements Xsi , i “ 1, ..., n, are preserved by the action of L‚pFq.
3. The element X0 is killed by the action of L‚pFq.
Denote by DerS
´
ωppiM1 pX, v0qq
¯
the Lie subalgebra of all special derivations of the graded
Lie algebra ωppiM1 pX, v0q, defined as the derivations which have the properties 2) and 3) above.
Then there is a canonical homomorphism of Lie algebras
L‚pFq ÝÑ DerS
´
ωppiM1 pX, v0q
¯
. (69)
The target Lie algebra has a simple combinatorial description, which we recall now.
Given a vector space V , denote by CV the cyclic tensor envelope of V :
CV :“ ‘8m“0 pbmV qZ{mZ
where the subscript Z{mZ denotes the coinvariants of the cyclic shift.
The subspace of shuffle relations in CV generated by the elementsÿ
σPΣp,q
pv0 b vσp1q b . . .b vσpp`qqqC , p, q ě 1,
where the sum is over all pp, qq-shuffles.
Set
CLieX :“
CH1pXq
Shuffle relations
bH2pXq; CLieX :“ the graded dual of CLieX . (70)
The space CLieX is equipped with a Lie coalgebra structure, which is reflected on Figure 7. So
CLieX is a Lie algebra.
Theorem 2.1. There is a canonical isomorphism of Lie algebras:
κ : CLieX
„ÝÑ DerS
´
ωppiM1 pX, v0qq
¯
. (71)
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Composing the map (69) with the isomorphism (71), and dualising the composition, we
arrive at a canonical map of graded Lie coalgebras, called the motivic correlator map:
CorM : CLieX ÝÑ L‚pFq.
There is a collection of elements in CLieX which span it as a vector space. Namely, these are
the cyclic tensor products of the basis elements Xsi of H1pXq corresponding to the punctures si.
In the Betti realization Xs is the homology class of a little loop around the puncture s. Their
images under the motivic correlator map are called motivic correlators:
CorMv0 psi1 , . . . , simq :“ CorM
´
Xsi1 bXsi2 b . . .bXsim
¯
C
One has grW2kpi
M
1 pX, v0q “ ‘Qpkq. There is an isomorphism f : grW0 piM1 pX, v0q ÝÑ Qp0q.
So any non zero map v : Qpkq ÝÑ grW2kpiM1 pX, v0q provides a framed mixed Tate motive
pgrW2kpiM1 pX, v0q, v, fq. The following theorem follows immediately from Theorem 2.1 and the
basic definitions. It explains the property 1) of the motivic correlators.
Theorem 2.2. The element of the motivic Lie coalgebra L‚pFq induced by the framed mixed
Tate motive pgrW2kpiM1 pX, v0q, v, fq is a linear combination of the weight k correlators.
Motivic correlators: a description. Given a collection of points pa; b0, ..., bmq of P1pFq,
such that a ­“ bi, although some of the points bi may coincide, and a non-zero tangent vector v
at the point a defined over F, there is a motivic correlator:
CorMa,vpb0, . . . , bmq P LmpFq. (72)
By the very definition, motivic correlator (72) is invariant under cyclic shifts of points b0, . . . , bm:
CorMa,vpb0, . . . , bmq “ CorMa,vpb1, . . . , bm, b0q. (73)
Motivic correlators of weights m ą 1 do not depend on v. So we skip v in the notation.
Motivic correlators with the base point at 8 are invariant under the shift of the arguments:
CorM8,vpb0, . . . , bmq “ CorM8,vpb0 ´ c, . . . , bm ´ cq.
Motivic correlators of weight m ą 1 with the base point at 8 are invariant under rescaling:
CorM8,vpλ ¨ b0, . . . , λ ¨ bmq “ CorM8,vpb0, . . . , bmq, m ą 1.
The key properties of motivic correlators are the following:
• There is a simple formula for the coproduct:
δ : CorMa pb0, . . . , bmq ÞÝÑ
ÿ
iăj
CorMa pbi, . . . , bjq ^ CorMa pbj , . . . , bi´1q. (74)
• Given an embedding F ãÑ C, the canonical real period of the Hodge realization of the
motivic correlator is calculated as the Hodge correlator integral [G08].
These two properties determine motivic correlaotrs (72) uniquely when F is a number field.
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Figure 7: The coproduct of the weight 5 motivic correlator CorMa pb1, . . . , b6q. We cut the circle
at a marked point and inside of an arc, making two new circles with marked points, and taking
the wedge product of the related motivic correlators. Then we sum over all cuts.
Simplest motivic correlators. Here are first examples:
CorM8,v8pb0, b1q “ b0 ´ b1 P FˆQ “ L1pFq.
CorMa pb, c, dq “ tra, b, c, dsu2 .
(75)
In the first example the tangent vector v8 determines the standard coordinate on A
1. The
formula follows since by the very definition the corresponding Hodge correlaotr is just log |b0´b1|.
To prove the second formula note that coproduct formula (74) plus the first formula imply
δCorM8 pb1, b2, b3q “ pb2 ´ b1q ^ pb1 ´ b3q ` pb1 ´ b3q ^ pb3 ´ b2q ` pb3 ´ b2q ^ pb2 ´ b1q.
Therefore one has, where LiM2 p˚q denotes the projection of the motivic dilogarithm [G02] to the
motivic Lie coalgebra L‚pFq:
CorM8 pb1, b2, b3q ´ LiM2 pra, b, c, dsq P Ext1BpQp0q,Qp2qq.
The Ext group is over the base B parametrizing triples of points pb1, b2, b3q. Thanks to the rigid-
ity of Ext1pQp0q,Qp2qq in the Hodge realization, it is constant. Since Ext1
MT pQq
pQp0q,Qp2qq “ 0,
specializing to a rational point of B we get the second formula in (75).
The Lie coalgebra Lď4pFq and motivic correlators. Elements txum and tx, yum´1,1 which
appear in the definition of spaces LmpFq are most naturally expressed as motivic correlators.
Below we use motivic correlators to define these elements.
Definition 2.3. Motivic correlators txuMm and tx, yuMm´1,1 are defined as follows:
tx, yuM2,1 :“ CorM8 p0, x, 1, yq.
tx, yuM3,1 :“ ´CorM8 p0, 0, x, 1, yq.
tyuM3 :“ ´CorM8 p0, 0, 1, yq.
tyuM4 :“ ´CorM8 p0, 0, 0, 1, yq.
(76)
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One can introduce similar weight m motivic correlators as follows:
tr8, 1, 0, xs, r8, 1, 0, ysuMm´1,1 “ CorM8 p0, . . . , 0, x, 1, yq.
tra, b, c, dsuMm “ ´CorMa pb, . . . , b, c, dq.
(77)
Using motivic correlators, relation (31) acquires a neat form:
CorMa pb1, b2, b3, b4q `
ÿ
iPZ{4Z
CorMa pbi, bi, bi`1, bi`2q “ ´trb1, b2, b3, b4suM3 ´ t1uM3 . (78)
Theorem 2.4. Motivic correlators txuMm , tx, yuM2,1, tx, yuM3,1 give rise to a map of Lie coalgebras
Lď4pFq ÝÑ Lď4pFq,
txum ÞÝÑ txuMm , tx, yum´1,1 ÞÝÑ tx, yuMm´1,1.
(79)
Remark. Below we skip upscriptM from the notation tx, yuMm´1,1 and txuMm . So for example
tx, yum´1,1 may mean either a generator of the combinatorially defined space LmpFq, or its image
in the Lie coalgebra LmpFq. Referring to tx, yum´1,1 as a motivic correlator we mean the latter;
referring to it as an element we mean the former. We hope the reader will not be confused. We
also skip the up script M from the notation of motivic correlators.
The proof of Theorem 2.4 consists of the two steps. First, we need to prove that the maps in
Theorem 2.4 are compatible with the coproducts. This is what Proposition 2.5 does, justifying
at the same time Definition 2.3 of the motivic correlators tx, yum´1,1. Second, we need to prove
that relations Qm map to zero, as well as the specialization relations for m “ 4. The claim for
the relations between the elements txum is similar, and well known. The second claim is proved
at the end of Section 5, after we prove that the coproduct in Lď4pFq kills thew relations Qm.
Proposition 2.5. The coproduct of motivic correlators tx, yu2,1 and tx, yu3,1 is given by the
four term formulas (35).
Proof. i) The coproduct for weight three motivic correlators looks as follows:
δCorapb1, b2, b3, b4q “
ÿ
iPZ{4Z
tra, bi´1, bi`1, bi`2su2 b
bi ´ bi´1
bi ´ bi`1 P B2pFq b F
˚. (80)
Therefore one easily recognizes in (80) the formula for the coproduct δtx, yu2,1:
δCor8p0, x, 1, yq “ tyu2 b p1´ x´1q `
"
x
y
*
2
b 1´ x
1´ y ` txu2 b p1´ y
´1q `
"
x´ 1
y ´ 1
*
2
b x
y
.
ii) The coproduct formula for weight four motivic correlators looks as follows:
δCorapb1, b2, b3, b4, b5q “
ÿ
iPZ{5Z
Corapbi, bi`1, bi`2, bi`3q ^ bi`4 ´ bi`3
bi`4 ´ bi`5 `ÿ
iPZ{5Z
Corapbi, bi`1, bi`2q ^ Corapbi`2, bi`3, bi`4q.
(81)
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Specializing this formula, and working modulo 2-torsion, we get:
δCor8p0, 0, x, 1, yq “
Cor8p0, x, 1, yq ^ y ´ Cor8px, 1, y, 0q ^ x` Cor8p1, y, 0, 0q ^ x
x´ 1
` Cor8py, 0, 0, xq ^ x´ 1
y ´ 1 ` Cor8p0, 0, x, 1q ^
y ´ 1
y
` txu2 ^ tyu2.
(82)
The B3 b Fˆ component is given by
tx, yu2,1 ^ y
x
`
!y
x
)
3
^ y ´ 1
x´ 1 ` tyu3 ^ p1´ x
´1q ´ txu3 ^ p1´ y´1q. (83)
The claim follows by comparing with the four term formula (35) for the coproduct δtx, yu3,1.
iii) Specialising xÑ 0 in tx, yu2,1, and using (31) we get the trilogarithm:
Cor8p0, 0, 1, yq “ t0, yu2,1
p27q“ ´tyu3 . (84)
iv) Specialising xÑ 0 in tx, yu3,1, and using (32) we get the tetralogarithm:
Cor8p0, 0, 0, 1, yq “ t0, yu3,1
p27q“ ´tyu4 . (85)
The Hodge correlator construction [G08]. For convenience of the reader we briefly recall
the definition of numbers CorHa,vapb1, . . . , . . . , bmq. First, recall the Green function Gvapx, yq on
X ˆX, where X “ CP1, which is determined up to a constant by the differential equation
1
2pii
BBGvapx, yq “ δ∆ ´ tau ˆX ´X ˆ tau.
Here ∆ Ă X ˆ X is the diagonal. The constant is determined by the tangent vector va. For
example, if a “ 8, va “ B{Bt, then Gvapx, yq “ log |x´ y|.
Take a plane trivalent tree T whose ends are decorated by the points b1, ..., bm. Let us define
a differential form κT on CP
VpT q, where VpT q is the set of internal vertices of T . Given an edge
E of the tree T , external or internal, with the vertices vi, vj , we assign to the edge E the Green
function GE :“ Gvapxi, xjq on X ˆX.
2
1
5
7 1
2 3
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Figure 8: The canonical orientation of a plane trivalent tree for two different plane orientations.
Recall that there is a canonical orientation of a plane trivalent tree T , provided by the plane
orientation. This means that there is a class of enumerations of the edges E1, ..., E2m´3, well
defined up to an even permutation. Recall dC :“ B ´ B. Then we set
κaT pa, va; b1, . . . , . . . , bmq :“ Alt2m´3
´
GE2m´3d
CGE1 ^ . . . ^ dCGE2m´4
¯
.
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This differential form is integrable. We define the Hodge correlator by integrating it over CPVpT q
and taking the sum over all plane trivalent trees T decorated by the points b1, ..., bm:
CorHa,vapb1, . . . , . . . , bmq :“
ÿ
T
1
AutpT q
ż
CPVpT q
κaT pa, va; b1, . . . , . . . , bmq.
The collection of these numbers allows to define a real mixed Hodge structure on the pro nilpotent
completion of pi1pCP1 ´ tb1, ..., bmu, vaq.
Reduction of motivic correlators to lower depth.
Theorem 2.6. Suppose that a ­“ b. Then one has
Corapx1, . . . xmq “
mÿ
k“0
ÿ
1ďi1ă...ăikďm
p´1qkCorbpx1, . . . , a, . . . , a, . . . , xmq. (86)
Here the k-th term is p´1qk times a sum over 1 ď i1 ă . . . ă ik ď m of motivic correlators ob-
tained from the correlator Corbpx1, . . . xmq by inserting the point a instead of points xi1 , . . . , xik .
For example, the first few terms are
Corapx1, . . . xmq “ Corbpx1, . . . xmq ´
ÿ
i
Corbpx1, . . . , a, . . . , xmq
`
ÿ
1ďiăjďm
Corbpx1, . . . , a, . . . , a, . . . xmq ´ . . .
(87)
When m “ 3 we get nothing else but the five-term relation for the motivic dilogarithm:
Corapx1, x2, x3q “ Corbpx1, x2, x3q ´ Corbpa, x2, x3q ´ Corbpx1, a, x3q ´ Corbpx1, x2, aq. (88)
Proof. We start with an analytic argument. The relation between the Green functions assigned
to base points a and b is reflected in the following identity:
Gvapx, yq “ Gvbpx, yq ´Gvbpa, yq ´Gvbpx, aq ` C. (89)
Let us calculate the difference ż
Xm´2
pκaT ´ κbT q. (90)
Take an internal edge e of the tree T . We claim that the contribution of the summands C,
Gvbpa, yq and Gvbpx, aq from (89) are zero. Indeed, cutting the edge E, the tree T splits into a
disjoint union T “ T1 Y T2. Therefore we can split Xm´2 “ Xp1 ˆXp2 , where the i-th factor
corresponds to the copies of X parametrized by the internal vertices of the tree Ti. Since one of
the arguments of Gvbpa, yq, as well as Gvbpx, aq, is a constant, the integral splits into a product
of two. One of them is
ş
Xp
dCp˚q, and thus is zero.
Therefore for an internal edge E of T , only the summand Gvbpx, yq contributes to (90).
It remains to calculate the contribution of the external edges E of the tree T . The same
argument shows that the contribution of C, Gvbpa, yqb and Gvbpx, aqb, where a is at an internal
vertex, is zero. This implies the claim.
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This implies that formula (86) is valid for the real Hodge realization of motivic correlators.
The claim for motivic correlators with arguments in a number field follows from this by using
the injectivity of the regulator map. The identity for the Q-Hodge realization can be deduced
from the motivic one for arbitrary number fields. Alternatively, one checks by the induction on
the weight that the coproduct of the identity is zero. Then the rigidity plus the injectifity of the
arguments imply the claiming the Q-Hodge and l-adic realizations.
Lemma 2.7. The following specialization is zoo:
Corapa, x2, . . . , xmq :“ Spx1ÑaCorapx1, x2, . . . , xmq “ 0. (91)
Proof. Let us prove by the induction on m that the coproduct is zero:
δSpx1ÑaCorapx1, x2, . . . , xmq “ 0.
First, we have Spx1Ñ8Cor8,v8px1, x2q “ 0. Indeed, CorM8,v8px1, x2q “ x1´x2. Using either this
or the induction assumption we see that the coproduct vanishes. So if m ą 2, by the rigidity the
left hand side in (91) is a constant. The shuffle relation for the shuffle of tx2u and tx3, ..., xmu,
which we refer to as the shuffle t2u ˚ t3, ...,mu, implies that this constant is zero.
Proposition 2.8. If m ą 3, any motivic correlator is a linear combination of the motivic
correlators Cor8px1, . . . , xmq where at least two of the points xi coincide.15
Proof. We say that a motivic correlator has lower depth if it has at least two coinciding arguments
xi “ xj . We denote equalities of motivic correlators modulo lower depth by „. Then, using
(91), Theorem 2.6 implies that under the specialization x1 Ñ b we have:
Corapb, x2, , . . . xmq „ ´
ÿ
i
Corbpa, x2, . . . , xmq. (92)
Thanks to the cyclic symmetry (73) of motivic correlators, Cory1py2, . . . , . . . ym`1q is skew-
symmetric modulo lower depth under transpositions p1, kq for k “ 2, ...,m ` 1. These transpo-
sitions generate the symmetric group Sm`1.
Let m “ 2k. Then cyclic shift (73) is an odd permutation. Thus Corapx1, . . . , . . . xmq „ 0.
Both arguments are motivic, that is work in realizations and for a number field.
Let m “ 2k ` 1 ą 3. We apply the shuffle relation for the shuffle t1, 2u ˚ t3, ..., 2ku in the
correlator Corapx0, x1, . . . , x2kq. Let us elaborate the m “ 5 example, crucial for the paper:
0 “ Corapx0, x1, x2, x3, x4q ` Corapx0, x1, x3, x2, x4q ` Corapx0, x1, x3, x4, x2q`
Corapx0, x3, x1, x2, x4q ` Corapx0, x3, x1, x4, x2q ` Corapx0, x3, x4, x1, x2q „
Corapx0, x1, x3, x4, x2q ` Corapx0, x3, x4, x1, x2q „ 2 ¨ Corapx0, x1, x3, x4, x2q.
(93)
Here we use the skew-symmetry of correlators under transpositions modulo „ equivalencies. For
example, Corapx0, x1, x2, x3, x4q ` Corapx0, x1, x3, x2, x4q „ 0. In general we use the following:
1) The shuffle t2u ˚ t3, ..., 2pu produces a sum off an odd number of correlators, and all but
the last one are combined into pairs such that the sum of the terms in a pair is „ 0.
2) Similarly the shuffle t2u ˚ t3, ..., 2p ` 1u produces a sum which is „ 0.
15 The statement of Proposition 2.8 is false for m “ 3.
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3) Correlators appearing after step 1) differ by even permutations, and thus are „.
So we proved the claim for Hodge correlators, and hence for the real Hodge realization, and
therefore for number fields. The latter is sufficient to deduce the claim for Q-Hodge and etale
realizations.
Corollary 2.9. Any weight 4 motivic correlator is a sum of the ones tx, yu3,1 and txu4.
Proof. Proposition 2.8 and (76) imply that any weight 4 motivic correlator is a sum of lower
depth correlators.
Remark. Using relation (44), Corollary 2.9 follows from a neat formula [Da08] which expresses
a weight 4 motivic iterated integral via LiM3,1px, yq and LiM4 pxq, considered modulo products.16
Corollary 2.9 can be obtained by using the method of [R15]. It also follows from a theorem proved
in [Br], stating that any weight n multiple polylogarithm can be reduced to an (unspecified)
linear combination of the ones of depth ď n ´ 2. It is conceivable that the latter result is
equivalent to Proposition 2.8, although we did not investigate this.
Reduction to motivic classical polylogarithms. Below „ means equivalent modulo prod-
ucts, that is in the motivic Lie coalgebra.
Lemma 2.10. Let A be any Q-linear combination of motivic correlators txu4 and t˚, ˚u3,1
A “
ÿ
i
ai ¨ tfiu4 `
ÿ
j
bj ¨ tgj , hju3,1, ai, bj P Q, fi, gj , hj P QpXq. (94)
Suppose that the B2^B2-component δ2,2pAq of its coproduct is trivial. Then A is equivalent
modulo products to a sum of motivic classical 4-logarithms:
δ2,2pAq “ 0 ùñ F „
ÿ
j
cj ¨ tϕju4, cj P Q, ϕj P QpXq.
Proof. For any element G “ řj bj ¨ tgj , hju3,1 we have
δ2,2pGq “
ÿ
j
bj ¨ tgju2 ^ thju2. (95)
Let F :“ QpXq. The condition δ2,2pGq “ 0 means the following identity in QrFs ^QrFs:ÿ
j
bj ¨ tgju2 ^ thju2 “
ÿ
k
αk ¨ rzpkq1 , zpkq2 , zpkq3 , zpkq4 , zpkq5 s ^ qk, αk P Q.
Here rz1, z2, z3, z4, z5s P QrFs denotes the five-term relation corresponding to a configuration
pz1, z2, z3, z4, z5q of five points on P1pFq. Since this is an identity in Λ2pQrFsq, it implies that
ÿ
j
bj ¨ tgj , hju3,1 ´
ÿ
k
αk ¨
5ÿ
i“1
p´1q5trpzpkq1 , . . . , pzpkqi , . . . zpkq5 q, qku3,1 “ 0.
Now Theorem 6.1 (or 1.12) implies that the second summand in this formula is a sum of txu4.
16Unfortunately the author in [Da08] opted to skip computations proving his formula. We did not check his
formula either.
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3 Cluster K2´varieties and cluster polylogarithm maps
Cluster algebras were invented in [FZI]. Cluster K2´varieties are a geometric variant of cluster
algebras. As the name suggests, they come equipped with a canonical class in K2 [FG2].
For simplicity of the exposition, we discuss cluster varieties only in the simply-laced case,
i.e. εij “ ´εji. This is the only case which we encounter in applications in this paper. However
main results and constructions related to cluster polylogarithms are valid in full generality.
3.1 K2´morphisms and cluster transformations
The exposition in Section 3.1 is borrowed from [FG2].
K2´tori and K2´morphisms. The Milnor K2-group of F is given by KM2 pFq “ F
ˆ^Fˆ
xx^p1´xqy .
Definition 3.1. A K2-torus is a pair pT,W q, where T is a split torus and W P Λ2ZrT sˆ:
T “ SpecpZrA˘11 , . . . , A˘1n sq, W “
1
2
nÿ
i,j“1
εijAi ^Aj , εij “ ´εji P Z. (96)
A K2-torus is the same thing as a pair pΛ, εq, where Λ is a lattice and ε P Λ2pΛq - a skew-
symmetric bilinear form on the dual lattice. The torus is recovered by T :“ HompΛ,Gmq, so
that ZrT s “ ZrΛs. So W is just a coordinate expression of ε. The name comes from the fact
that W defines an element rW s in the Milnor K2-group of the function field QpT q of the torus.
Applying map (49) we get a closed 2´form with logarithmic singularities on the K2´torus:
1
2
nÿ
i,j“1
εijd logpAiq ^ d logpAjq. (97)
Definition 3.2. A K2´morphism of K2´tori pT1,W1q Ñ pT2,W2q is a birational map f : T1 Ñ
T2 such that rf˚W2s “ rW1s in K2.
A trivial example of a K2-morphism is a map of tori preserving the forms: f
˚W2 “W1.
The first examples of non-trivial K2-morphisms, which turned out to be the main source of
K2-morphisms, are given by cluster transformations, whose definition we recall shortly.
Seeds and mutations. Consider a K2´torus pT,W q and choose a basis A1, . . . , An of the
lattice of characters of T . Such a triple pT,W, tAiuq, where the coordinates Ai are parametrized
by a set I, is called a seed. It is the same thing as an oriented quiver, whose vertices are given
by the elements of the set I, so that the vertices i and j are connected by |εij | arrows going
from i to j if εij ą 0 and in the opposite direction otherwise.
For each 1 ď k ď n we consider a new K2-torus pT 1,W 1q with basis A11, . . . A1n and the form
W 1 “ 1
2
nÿ
i,j“1
ε1ijA
1
i ^A1j , (98)
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where the new matrix ε1ij is given by the Fomin-Zelevinsky formula [FZI]:
ε1ij :“
$’&’%
´εij , if k P ti, ju,
εij , if εikεkj ď 0,
εij ` |εik|εkj , if εikεkj ą 0.
(99)
There is a birational transformation µk : T ÝÑ T 1, called a mutation, defined by setting [FZI]:
µ˚kpA1iq “ Ai for i ‰ k, and
µ˚kpA1kq “
ś
j|εkją0
A
εkj
j `
ś
j|εkjă0
A
´εkj
j
Ak
.
(100)
The crucial fact is that although the mutation µk does not preserveW , it is a K2´morphism.
Even better, for a seed given by a K2´torus pT,W q and a basis A1, . . . An, consider the following
regular function on the torus:
Xk “
ź
1ďjďn
A
εkj
j P ZrT s. (101)
Then according to [FG2, Proposition 6.2]
W ´W 1 “ p1`Xkq ^Xk “ δt´Xku2. (102)
Motivated by relation (102), we assign to a mutation µk an element in the Bloch group
t´Xku2 P B2pQpT qq. (103)
Cluster transformations and cluster K2´varieties. An isomorphism of seeds pT,W, tAiuq Ñ
pT 1,W 1, tA1i1uq is given by an isomorphism of tori σ : T Ñ T 1 together with an isomorphism of
sets σ : I Ñ I 1 such that σ˚W 1 “W and σ˚A1i “ Aσ´1piq, .
Compositions of mutations and isomorphisms are called cluster transformations. Thanks to
(102), every cluster transformation is a K2´morphism.
Definition 3.3. A variety A has a cluster K2´structure if there is a connected groupoid C of
seeds and cluster transformations, so that for every seed s “ pT,W q in C there is a regular map
ψs : A ÝÑ T,
and for every mutation ϕ : pT,W q ÝÑ pT 1,W 1q in C there is a commutative diagram
T
ϕ // T 1
A
ψs
__❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄ ψ
s1
>>⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
(104)
The most basic variety with a cluster K2´structure is the moduli space ConfnpV2q of generic
configurations of n vectors in a two dimensional symplectic vector space, see Section 1.3.
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The cluster origin of relations for the dilogarithm. Given a cluster variety A and a
function F on the cluster torus of a seed s, we abuse notation by writing F :“ ψ˚s pF q P OpAq. For
example, there are functions Xk “ ψ˚s pXkq on A given by (101). Similarly we write Ai “ ψ˚s pAiq.
Let A be a cluster variety. A cluster transformation ϕ : pT1,W1q ÝÑ pT2,W2q, presented as
a composition of mutations ϕi and isomorphisms, gives rise to an element of the Bloch group,
given by the sum of the elements t´Xϕiu2 assigned to the mutations ϕi by (103):
Xϕ :“
ÿ
i
t´Xϕiu2 P B2pQpT qq.
Formula (102) implies that
W1 ´W2 “ δXϕ. (105)
So if a cluster transformation is trivial, that is results in the identity map ϕ : pT,W q ÝÑ pT,W q,
then δXϕ “ 0. Thanks to Suslin’s theorem, it defines an element of the group K ind3 pQpT qq, which
is isomorphic to K ind3 pQq, modulo 6-torsion, and thus is torsion by Borel’s theorem.
Therefore we arrive at a functional relation for the dilogarithm. For example, the sum of the
values of the Bloch-Wigner function L2 is zero:ÿ
i
L2pXϕiq “ 0.
Basic examples of trivial cluster transformations. Given a seed s, denote by σijpsq a
new seed induced by the map of sets I Ñ I interchanging i and j.
Lemma 3.4. Let h “ 2, 3 when p “ 0, 1 respectively. Then if εij “ ´p,
pσij ˝ µiqh`2 “ a trivial cluster transformation. (106)
Relations (106) are affiliated with the rank two Dynkin diagrams, i.e. A1 ˆA1 and A2. The
number h “ 2, 3 is the Coxeter number of the diagram.
The Abel five-term relation for the dilogarithm. We start with a K2´torus of the type
A2, with the coordinates A1, A2 and the form W “ A1 ^ A2. Then the functions Xk, defined
recursively as Xk :“ pσ ˝ µ1q˚Xk´1, satisfy the pentagon recurrence:
Xk`2 “ Xk`1 ` 1
Xk
. (107)
Equation (106) for the type A2 just means that the sequence Xk is 5´periodic. Therefore
δ pt´X1u2 ` t´X2u2 ` t´X3u2 ` t´X4u2 ` t´X5u2q “ 0. (108)
One can show it directly: recursion (107) just means that XkXk`2 “ 1`Xk`1, so
Xk ^Xk`1 ´Xk`1 ^Xk`2 “ p1`Xk`1q ^Xk`1. (109)
So
řp1 ` Xk`1q ^ Xk`1 “ 0 due to 5´periodicity. This implies the Abel relation for the
dilogarithm.
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3.2 The cluster modular complex
The material below borrowed from [FG2, Sections 2.4, 2.6].
Recall the set I parametrizing the cluster A´coordinates Ai. Let I0 Ă I. One can opt to
perform mutations only at the directions k P I´I0. Then the variables Aj , j P I0 do not change,
and called the frozen variables.
The simplicial complex S. Let s be a seed, n :“ |I|, m :“ |I ´ I0|. A decorated simplex S
is an pn´ 1q-dimensional simplex equipped with a bijection
tcodimension one faces of Su „ÝÑ I. (110)
Take a decorated simplex S, and glue to it m other ones as follows. To each codimension one
face of the simplex S decorated by an element k P I ´ I0 we glue a new decorated simplex along
its codimension one face decorated by the same k. Repeating this construction indefinitely, we
get a simplicial complex S. Let S be the set of all its simplices.
The cluster A´coordinates are assigned to the vertices of the simplicial complex S. Cluster
X´coordinates are assigned to cooriented faces of S. Changing coorientation amounts to inver-
sion of the cluster X -coordinate. Mutations are parametrized by codimension one cooriented
faces of S as well.
The cluster complex. Let FpSq be the set of pairs pS,F q where S is a simplex of S and F
is a codimension one face of S. Pairs of faces of the same simplex are parametrized by the set
FpSq ˆS FpSq (111)
The collection of all functions εij is nothing else but a single function E on the set (111).
Let AutpSq be the automorphism group of the simplicial complex S. It contains the subgroup
Aut0pSq respecting the decorations (110). The group AutpSq is a semidirect product:
0 ÝÑ Aut0pSq ÝÑ AutpSq ÝÑ Per ÝÑ 0.
Here Per is the group of automorphisms of the pair pI, I0q. Given an s P S, the group Per is
realized as a subgroup AutpSq permuting the faces of Ss.
The group AutpSq acts on the set (111), and hence on the functions E .
Definition 3.5. The group ∆ is the subgroup of AutpSq preserving E and all cluster A-coordinates:
∆ :“ tγ P AutpSq | γ˚Aj “ Aj , γ˚pEq “ Eu. (112)
The cluster complex C is the quotient of S by the action of the group ∆:
C :“ S{∆.
A simplex of a simplicial complex is of finite type if the set of containing it simplices is finite.
Definition 3.6. The reduced cluster complex C˚ is the union of finite type simplices of C.
Although the reduced cluster complex may not be a simplicial complex - certain faces of its
simplices may not belong to it - it has a topological realization.
Theorem 3.7. The topological realization of the reduced cluster complex C˚ is a manifold.
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Cluster modular complexes and generalized Stasheff polytopes. Suppose that we have
a decomposition of a manifold on simplices, although some faces of the simplices may be missing.
Then the dual polyhedral decomposition of the manifold is a locally finite polyhedral complex.
So by Theorem 3.7 the dual complex M for C˚ is a polyhedral complex.
Definition 3.8. The cluster modular complex M is the dual polyhedral complex for the reduced
cluster complex C˚.
According to [FZII] cluster algebras of finite type, i.e. the ones whose cluster complexes have
a finite number of simplices, are classified by the Dynkin diagrams of type A,D,E. Their cluster
modular complexes M are the generalized Stasheff polytopes [FZ] of types A,D,E respectively.
The cluster modular complex of type An is the classical Stasheff polytope Kn.
Theorem 3.9. [FG2] The faces of the cluster modular complex M are generalized Stasheff
polytopes of type A,D,E.
Lemma 3.4 describes a collection of 2-faces of the cluster modular complex M . Namely, take
a seed s with a pair of vertices i, j with εij P t0,˘1u. Performing h` 2 mutations at the vertexs
i, j, i, j, i, ..., augmented by the isomorphism σh`2ij , we get an ph` 2q-gon, where h “ 2, 3 is the
Coxeter number of the Dynkin diagram of type A1ˆA1, A2 respectively. These ph` 2q-gons are
called the standard ph`2q-gons in M . Here is a more precise version of Theorem 3.9 for 2-faces.
Proposition 3.10. Any 2-face of the cluster modular complex M is a standard ph` 2q-gon.
So vertices of the cluster modular complex M parametrize the isomorphism classes of seeds.
The oriented edges of the cluster modular complex M correspond to mutations.
The 2-faces of the cluster modular complex M are the standard squares and pentagons.
3.3 The cluster polylogarithm map of complexes: the set-up
Our key idea is to associate with every K2´torus the exponent of W :
eW “
8ÿ
k“1
W k
k!
P Λ˚pZrT sˆQq. (113)
It provides a differential form, as well as a class in the Milnor ring KM‚ pQpT qq:
reW s “ erW s P KM‚ pQpT qq.
The following observation is crucial. Since the class rW s is invariant under K2´morphisms,
so is reW s. Next, given a cluster K2´variety A, the vertices vs of the cluster modular polyhedral
complex MA are assigned to the seeds s, considered modulo the action of the group ∆. Each
seed s provides an element Ws. So we assign to each vertex vs a representitive of the same
element in Milnor K´theory ring:
Lrvss “ eWs P Λ˚ZrT sˆQ. (114)
Denote by CppMAq the free abelian group generated by the oriented p-dimensional faces of
the cluster modular complex MA - altering the orientation we flip the sign of the generator.
Consider the chain complex of the modular complex MA:
C˚pMAq :“ CmpMAq dÝÑ Cm´1pMAq dÝÑ . . . dÝÑ C0pMAq.
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Now the Chevalley-Eilenberg complex of the motivic Tate Lie coalgebra L‚ comes into play.
CE˚ pL‚q :“ L‚ δÝÑ Λ2L‚ δÝÑ Λ3L‚ δÝÑ . . . (115)
It is a commutative dg-algebra Λ˚pL‚r´1sq with the differential δ induced on the generators by
the dual to the coproduct map L‚ ÝÑ Λ2L‚. The product is denoted by ˚.
Conjecture 3.11. For any cluster K2´variety A there exists a map of complexes
α : C˚pMAq ÝÑ CE˚ pL‚pFAqq
from the chain complex of the cluster modular complex MA to the Cartan-Eilenberg complex of
the motivic Tate Lie coalgebra L‚pFAq of the field of functions FA on A such that
• each vertex vs of the cluster modular complex MA is mapped to e
Ws .
• The map α is multiplicative: for each oriented face M of MA, decomposed into a product
of oriented faces M “M1 ˆ . . .ˆMn, one has
αpM1 ˆ . . .Mnq “ κpM1q ˚ . . . ˚ αpMnq.
Consider the degree 2k part of the Chevalley-Eilenberg complex of the Lie coalgebra L‚pFq:
CE˚p2kq pL‚pFqq :“ L2kpFq δÝÑ . . . δÝÑ L2pFq b Λ2k´2Q pFˆq
δÝÑ Λ2kQ pFˆq.
Here we use the notation ΛpQpFˆq :“ ΛppFˆQq. One has
H2kpCE˚p2kq pL‚pFqqq “ K2kpFqQ.
Conjecture 3.11 implies the following corollary.
Conjecture 3.12. For any cluster K2´variety A, and an integer k ą 0, there exists a map
from the chain complex of the cluster modular complex MA to the weight 2k part of the cochain
complex of the motivic Tate Lie coalgebra L‚pFAq of the field of functions FA on A such that
• each vertex vs of the cluster modular complex MA is mapped to W
k
s :
L˚2k : C2k´˚pMAq ÝÑ CE˚p2kq pL‚pFAqq ,
L2k2k : vs P C0pMAq ÞÝÑWs ^ . . . ^Ws P Λ2kpFˆAq.
(116)
Elaborating this, the weight 2k cluster polylogarithm map L˚2k should look as follows:
C2kpMAq
L0
2k

d // C2k´1pMAq
L1
2k

d // . . .
d // C1pMAq
L
2k´1
2k

d // C0pMAq
L2k
2k

0
δ // L2kpFAq δ // . . . δ // B2pFAq b Λ2k´2Q pFˆAq δ // Λ2kQ pFˆAq.
(117)
In Section 3.4 we define the map L˚2k, for any k ą 0, for 1 and 2´dimensional faces of the
cluster modular complex. We present it in the ”exponential” form which works for all k ą 0.
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So we produce a map of complexes
C2pMAq
L
2k´2
2k

d // C1pMAq
L
2k´1
2k

d // C0pMAq
L2k
2k

pB3 b FˆA ‘ Λ2B2q b Λ2k´4Q pFˆAq δ // B2 b Λ2k´2Q pFˆAq δ // Λ2kQ pFˆAq.
(118)
In Section 4 we define the map L˚4 explicitly for the 3´dimensional faces of cluster modular
complexes. This is the key case for the proof of our main results.
3.4 Edges, squares, pentagons
Below we denote the cluster polylogarithm map of complexes just by L.
Edges. Consider an oriented edge e of the cluster modular complex. It corresponds to a
mutation of seeds µe : pT1,W1q Ñ pT2,W2q. Let Xe be the corresponding X´coordinate (101).
Since reW1s “ reW2s in the Milnor K´theory,
eW2 ´ eW1 P Im `B2 b Λ˚QZpT qˆ ÝÑ Λ˚QZpT qˆ˘ . (119)
For every oriented edge e in the cluster modular complex we define
Lres :“ ´t´Xeu2 b e
W1 ` eW2
2
P B2 b Λ˚QZpT qˆ. (120)
If e is the same edge with the opposite orientation then Xe “ X´1e . So t´Xeu2 “ ´t´Xeu2 and
Lres “ ´Lres. (121)
Lemma 3.13. One has
δLres “ eW2 ´ eW1 . (122)
Proof. Since W2 ´W1 “ Xe ^ p1`Xeq by (102), it is nilpotent: pW2 ´W1q2 “ 0. So
eW2´W1 “ 1`Xe ^ p1`Xeq,
eW1´W2 “ 1´Xe ^ p1`Xeq.
(123)
Using this, we get
eW2 ´ eW1 “ 1
2
`peW2p1´ eW1´W2q ` eW1peW2´W1 ´ 1q˘ “
Xe ^ p1`Xeq ^ e
W1 ` eW2
2
“ δLres.
(124)
Notice also that the fact that pW2 ´W1q2 “ 0 has the following corollary:
eW1 ` eW2
2
“ eW1`W22 (125)
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Squares. By Proposition 3.10 there are just two types of 2-dimensional faces in a cluster
modular complex: squares and pentagons, assigned to the Stasheff polytopes K1 ˆK1 and K2.
Let fK1ˆK1 be an oriented square face in the cluster modular complex. Its vertices correspond
to four cluster tori pTi,Wiq, and the edges to the pair of commuting mutations. We denote by vi,
i P Z{4Z, the corresponding vertices, by ei the edges connecting vertices vi and vi`1, and by Xi
the corresponding cluster X -coordinates. Notice that X1X3 “ X2X4 “ 1. Since the boundary
of the boundary of the square vanishes, we immediatelly get
δpLre1s ` Lre2s ` Lre3s ` Lre4sq “ 0. (126)
We define
LrfK1ˆK1s “ ´t´X1u2 ^ t´X2u2 b
eW1 ` eW2 ` eW3 ` eW4
4
. (127)
Lemma 3.14.
δLrfK1ˆK1s “ Lre1s ` Lre2s ` Lre3s ` Lre4s. (128)
Proof. Using t´Xi`2u2 “ ´t´Xiu2 we get:
Lre1s ` Lre2s ` Lre3s ` Lre4s “ ´
ÿ
iPZ{4Z
t´Xiu2 b e
Wi ` eWi`1
2
“
´ t´X1u2 b e
W1 ` eW2 ´ eW3 ´ eW4
2
´ t´X2u2 b e
W2 ` eW3 ´ eW4 ´ eW1
2
.
(129)
From Lemma 3.13 we have
eWi`1 ´ eWi “ ´δt´Xiu2 b e
Wi`1 ` eWi
2
. (130)
This implies that
eW1 ` eW2 ´ eW3 ´ eW4
2
“
δt´X2u2 b e
W2 ` eW3
2
´ δt´X4u2 b e
W4 ` eW1
2
“
δt´X2u2 b e
W1 ` eW2 ` eW3 ` eW4
4
.
(131)
Using this identity and its cyclic shift by 1, we get
Lre1s ` Lre2s ` Lre3s ` Lre4s “
´ pt´X1u2 b δt´X2u2 ` t´X2u2 b δt´X1u2q b e
W1 ` eW2 ` eW3 ` eW4
4
“
δLrfK1ˆK1s.
(132)
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Pentagons. Let fK2 be an oriented pentagon of the cluster modular complex. Its vertices
vi, where i P Z{5Z, correspond to five cluster tori pTi,Wiq. Denote by ei “ pvi, vi`1q the edge
from the verticex vi to vi`1, and by Xi the corresponding X -coordinate. Recall the 5´periodic
recurrence for the X -coordinates:
Xi`2 “ Xi`1 ` 1
Xi
. (133)
Just as in the square case, the ”boundary of the boundary is zero” argument implies that
δpLre1s ` Lre2s ` Lre3s ` Lre4s ` Lre5sq “ 0. (134)
The following observation is crusial. Consider the following element:
WK2 :“Wi ´Xi´1 ^Xi, i P Z{5Z. (135)
Lemma 3.15. The element WK2 does not depend on i P Z{5Z.
Proof. Since Wi`1 ´Wi “ Xi ^ pXi ` 1q and Xi´1Xi`1 “ 1`Xi, we have
pWi`1 ´Xi ^Xi`1q ´ pWi ´Xi´1 ^Xiq “
pWi`1 ´Wiq ´Xi ^Xi`1Xi´1 “ Xi ^ pXi ` 1q ´Xi ^ pXi ` 1q “ 0.
(136)
Using the element WK2 we define
LrfK2s “
1
2
˜
5ÿ
i“1
t´Xiu3 b Xi´1
Xi`1
¸
^ eWK2 . (137)
The element LrfK2s is cyclically invarint, and changes the sign if one alters the orientation of
the pentagon fK2 .
Lemma 3.16. One has
δLrfK2s “ Lre1s ` Lre2s ` Lre3s ` Lre4s ` Lre5s. (138)
Proof.
5ÿ
i“1
Lreis “ ´
5ÿ
i“1
t´Xiu b e
Wi ` eWi`1
2
“
´
˜
5ÿ
i“1
t´Xiu b e
Wi´WK2 ` eWi`1´WK2
2
¸
^ eWK2 “
´
˜
5ÿ
i“1
t´Xiu b e
Xi´1^Xi ` eXi^Xi`1
2
¸
^ eWK2 “
´
˜
5ÿ
i“1
t´Xiu b p1` 1
2
pXi´1 ^Xi `Xi ^Xi`1qq
¸
^ eWK2 .
(139)
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The five-term relation (108) implies that
ř5
i“1t´Xiu2 b eWK2 “ 0. So we get
5ÿ
i“1
Lreis “ ´
˜
5ÿ
i“1
t´Xiu2 b 1
2
pXi´1 ^Xi `Xi ^Xi`1q
¸
^ eWK2 “
δ
1
2
˜
5ÿ
i“1
t´Xiu3 b Xi´1
Xi`1
¸
^ eWK2 .
(140)
Using this and Theorem 3.9 we define for any cluster K2´variety A the motivic cluster
polylogarithm map in the weights 2 and 4.
Cluster polylogarithms as derived motivic differential forms. Although we do not need
it in this paper, we want to outline the general set-up underlying cluster polylogarithms.
Let X be a variety over a field k. Denote by X its generic point. There is a canonical map
d log : KMmpkpX qq ÝÑ ΩmlogpX q,
f1 ^ . . .^ fn ÞÝÑ d logpf1q ^ . . . ^ d logpfnq.
(141)
We say that a differential m-form ω on X is motivic if it lies in the image of the map d log:
ω “ d logpW q, W P KMmpkpX qq.
We would like to have an equivariant derived variant of motivic differential forms. Recall
the weight m motivic complexes of sheaves ZMpmq, such that for X “ SpecpFq one has
HmpSpecpFq,ZMpmqq “ KMmpFq. (142)
It follows that one can lift W to a class W in a Chech complex calculating (142).
An interesting situation appears for a cluster variety A, which comes with the following data:
• A cluster atlas of A - a distinguished Zariski atlas provided by cluster coordinate systems.
• A polyhedral complex MA, called the cluster modular complex.
The vertices of MA are the cluster coordinate systems, the oriented edges are mutations,
the two-dimensional faces are pentagons and squares, encoding the basic relations between
mutations. Higher dimensional cells should be view as higher relations.
• A group ΓA, called the cluster modular group, acting by automorphisms of A and MA.
Example. The space ConfnpV2q has a cluster variety structure. The cluster coordinate systems
are parametrized by the triangulations of the polygon Pn. The cluster modular complex M in
this case is the Stasheff polytope Kn´3. The cluster modular group Γ is the group Z{nZ acting
by the twisted cyclic shift pl1, ..., lnq ÞÝÑ p´ln, l1, ..., ln´1q on the space pConfnpV2qq.
Using this data, we assign to a complex of sheaves F on A its cluster resolution C‚clpFq,
whose definition mimics the definition of the Cech complex. Each vertex v of MA corresponds
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to an open subset Uv Ă A. We assign to each face F of MA an open subset UF :“ XvPFUv. Let
jF : UF Ă A be the natural inclusion. We define a complex of sheaves C‚clpFq as follows:
C
‚
clpFq :“
à
dimpF q“0
jF˚j
˚
FF ÝÑ
à
dimpF q“1
jF˚j
˚
FF ÝÑ
à
dimpF q“2
jF˚j
˚
FF ÝÑ . . . .
If the cluster modular complex MA is contractable, which is the case in our main example, then
we get a resolution of the sheaf F . It is equipped with a natural action of the cluster modular
group ΓA. So by an ΓA-equivariant derived motivic differential form on a cluster variety A we
mean a cocycle
W P Hm `C‚clpZMpmqqΓA˘ .
There is a canonical projection
d log : Hm
`
C
‚
clpZMpmqqΓA
˘ ÝÑ ΩmlogpAq.
So W is a derived motivic avatar of a d log-form ω :“ d logpWq.
The map of complexes from Theorem 1.15 can be viewed as a cocycle in the complex obtained
by taking the weight four part of the standard cochain complex of the motivic Lie algebra as
a variant of the motivic complex ZMp4q, and using the cluster resolution C‚clp´q related to the
cluster variety ConfmpV2q to calculate H4.
4 Cluster polylogarithms for the space ConfnpV2q
4.1 The cluster polylogarithm map for ConfnpV2q
Let V2 be a two dimensional symplectic vector space over a field F with a 2-form ω. Recall the
space ConfnpV2q parametrising generic configurations of vectors pl1, ..., lnq in pV2, ωq.
Given a convex polygon Pn, there is a cluster variety APn related to it. Let us relate it to the
moduli space ConfnpV2q. Pick a vertex v of the polygon. We label the vertices of Pn cyclically by
the vectors l1, ..., ln. Then there is a canonical birational isomorphism Iv : ConfnpV2q ÝÑ APn .
Chaning the vertex v to the next one v1 following the cyclic order amounts to precomposition
with the twisted cyclic shift S : pl1, ..., lnq ÞÝÑ p´ln, l1, ..., ln´1q. Precisely, Iv1 “ Iv ˝ S.
Given a generic configurations of vectors pl1, l2, l3q, let us set
Wtpl1, l2, l3q :“ ωpl1, l2q ^ ωpl2, l3q ` ωpl2, l3q ^ ωpl1, l3q ` ωpl1, l3q ^ ωpl1, l2q P Λ2Fˆ. (143)
Note that we have
eWtpl1,l2,l3q “ 1`Wtpl1, l2, l3q. (144)
Recall the Stasheff polytope KPn assigned to the convex polygon Pn. Its dimension k faces
are parametrized by the decompositions Q of the polygon Pn “ Q1 Y . . . Y Qm obtained by
cutting it into polygons Q1, ..., Qm by m ´ 1 diagonals where m ` k “ n ´ 2. The face KQ
assigned to a decomposition Q is naturally decomposed into a product of Stasheff polytopes
KQ “ KQ1 ˆ . . .ˆKQm.
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We denote by rKQ, orQs a Stasheff polytope KQ equipped with an orientation. If KQ is a point,
the orientation is canonical, and thus imitted from the notation.
Recall the chain complex C‚pKPnq of the Stasheff polytope of Pn.
C‚pKPnq :“ Cn´3pPnq dÝÑ Cn´4pKPnq dÝÑ . . . dÝÑ C0pKPnq.
Denote by Fn the field of rational functions on the cluster variety assigned to the polygon Pn.
We denote by ˚ the product in the commutative dg-algebra CE˚ pL‚pFnqq.
Theorem 4.1. For each n ě 3 there exists a map
α : C‚pKPnq ÝÑ CE˚ pL‚pFnqq (145)
from the chain complex of the Stasheff polytope of Pn to the Cartan-Eilenberg commutative
dg-algebra of the motivic Lie coalgebra of the field Fn with the following properties:
• Compatibility with the differentials:
δ ˝ α “ α ˝ d.
• Initial condition: For a triangle t “ P3 we have
αrKts “ eWt . (146)
• Multiplicativity: for each decomposition Q of a polygon Pn “ Q1 Y . . . Y Qm, resulting
in a decomposition of the Stasheff polytope KQ in to a product KQ “ KQ1 ˆ . . . ˆ KQm,
equipped with a compatible set of orientations orQ “ orQ1 ¨ . . . ¨ orQm, one has
αprKQ, orQsq “ αprKQ1 , orQ1sq ˚ . . . ˚ αprKQm , orQmsq. (147)
For example, the map α assigns to a triangulation T of the polygon Pn the element
αprKTsq “ eW “
ź
tPT
eWt .
Observe that KT is the vertex of the Stasheff polytope KPn corresponding to a triangulation T .
P  = Q’ + Q’’  6
Q’
Q’’
Figure 9: Codimension one boundary faces KQ of the Stasheff polytope KP6 are parametrized
by diagonals of the polygon P6, dividing it into two polygons: .P6 “ Q1 YQ2.
Alternatively, the cluster polylogarithm map amounts to the following data:
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• For each integer n ě 3, and element
αrKPn , orPns P CE˚ pL‚pFnqq . (148)
such that the element αrKP3 s is given by (146).
• The coboundary of element (148) is given by a sum over codimension one faces KQ of the
Stasheff polytope KPn , parametrized by decompositions Pn “ Q1YQ2, induced by cutting
the polygon by a diagonal:
δ ˝ αrKPn , orPns “ α ˝ drKPn , orPns :“
orQ
orQ1orQ2
ÿ
Q
αrKQ1 , orQ1s ˚ αrKQ2 , orQ2s. (149)
Orientations of the faces KQ are induced by the orientation orPn . The ratio of orientations
is a sign
orQ
orQ1orQ2
P t˘1u.
The degrees of components of the element αrKPns are of the same parity as the dimension
of the Stasheff polytope KPn. So the right hand side of (149) does not depend on the order of
factors. The above data determines uniquely map (145) due to its multiplicativity (147).
Remark. The map α from Theorem 4.1 implies Conjecture 3.11 for the cluster variety APn. It
also implies Conjecture 3.11 for the cluster K2-variety ASL2,S assigned [FG1] to any decorated
surface S. It does not imply however Conjecture 3.11 for cluster K2-varieties ASLm,S where
m ą 2. Indeed, although the polytopes in the cluster modular complex are always of finite type
[FG2, Lemma 2.24] for m ą 2 they could be of type different then Am.
In this paper we do not need full Theorem 3.11, and thus we do not give its proof. We use
it as a set-up, and derive the pieces of the map α which we need to prove our main results.
An example. Recall that each triangulation T of Pn provides a K2´seed and an element WT ,
see Section 1.3. We assign to each triangulation T of the polygon Pn the k-th power of WT :
T ÞÝÑW kT :“WT ^ . . .^WT P Λ2kO˚pConfnpV2qq.
Given a pair of positive integers q, k, a cluster polylogarithm map is a map of complexes
L˚2k : C2k´˚pKqq ÝÑ CE˚p2kq pL‚pFq`3qq
such that the vertex vT of the polytope Kq assigned to a triangulation T is mapped to W
k
T :
L2k2k : vT P C0pKmq ÞÝÑWT ^ . . .^WT P Λ2kpFˆq`3q.
For example, in the most fundamental case q “ 2n´ 1, k “ n we are looking for a map
C2n´1pK2n´1q
L12n

d // . . .
d // C1pK2n´1q
L
2n´1
2n

d // C0pK2n´1q
L2n2n

L2npF2n`2q δ // . . . δ // B2 b Λ2n´2Q pFˆ2n`2q δ // Λ2nQ pFˆ2n`2q.
(150)
In Section 4.2 we define cluster polylogarithm maps in the weights two and four.
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4.2 The cluster dilogarithm map of complexes and the Bloch complex
With the notable exception of the crucial Proposition 4.4, other results of Sections 4.2-4.3 already
appeared in Section 3.4 in the cluster form. Yet translating them into the concrete language
of configurations is a non-trivial task, which requires careful setting of the background and
normalizations. It is also serves as the key example. Therefore we present all details.
The m “ 0, k “ 1 case. Then K0 is a point, C0pK0q “ Z, and we get a map, see Figure 4:
L2 : C0pK0q ÝÑ Λ2pFˆ3 q, 1 ÞÝÑWt.
Wt :“ ωpl1, l2q ^ ωpl2, l3q ` ωpl2, l3q ^ ωpl1, l3q ` ωpl1, l3q ^ ωpl1, l2q.
(151)
The m “ 1, k “ 1 case. The polytope K1 is an interval, and the map L˚2 looks as follows:
C1pK1q
L12

d // C0pK1q
L22

ZrF4s δ // Λ2pFˆ4 q.
(152)
Recall the two triangulations, TE and TF of the convex square P4, see Figure 5, so that
E “ pl1, l3q and F “ pl2, l4q. Then the map L2 is defined as follows.
L12pl1, l2, l3, l4q :“ trpl1, l2, l3, l4qu2 P B2pFq,
L22pl1, l2, l3, l4q :“Wt2 `Wt4 ´Wt1 ´Wt3 P Λ2pFˆq.
(153)
The commutativity of the diagram (152) modulo 2-torsion follows now from (57).
The m “ 2, k “ 1 case and the Bloch complex. Below we use a notation
Xk :“ rxk`1, xk`2, xk`3, xk`4s, xi P P1pFq. (154)
For the pentagon K2 there is a map of complexes
C2pK2q
L02

d // C1pK2q
L12

d // C0pK2q
L22

ZrF5s “ // ZrF5s δ // Λ2pFˆ5 q.
(155)
Here the map L02 acts on the generator rK2s of C2pK2q “ Z as
L02 : rK2s ÞÝÑ
ÿ
kPZ{5Z
tXku.
In (155), the left square is commutative by the very definition, and the commutativity of the
right square follows from the m “ 1, k “ 1 case. Therefore d ˝ d “ 0 implies that the map
δ : ZrFs ÝÑ Λ2Fˆ,
txu ÞÝÑ p1` xq ^ x (156)
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5WT
WT
WT
WTWT
Pentagon relation
2
2
2
2
2 {r(3,4,5,1)}
{r(5,1,2,3)}
{r(2,3,4,5)}
{r(4,5,1,2)}
{r(1,2,3,4)}
1
2
34
5
1
2
34
5 T
1
2
34
5
1
2
34
5
TT
T
1
2
34
5 T
4
2
1
3
5
4
2
1
3
Figure 10: We label the vertices of the pentagon K2 on the left the elementsWT P Λ2Fˆ5 assigned
to the triangulations T of the pentagon on the right. We denote by Tk the triangulation by the
edges sharing a vertex k. The edges of the pentagon K2 are labelled by the elements of the
Bloch group B2pF5q. The oriented edge across a vertex Tk carries an element tXku2 defined in
(154). The pentagon K2 itself gives rise to the five-term relation in the Bloch group.
sends five-term relations related to configurations of distinct points px1, ..., x5q on P1pFq to zero17:
δ
ÿ
kPZ{5Z
tXku2 “ 0.
This is the most natural way to establish the Bloch complex B2pFq δÝÑ Λ2pFˆq.
4.3 The weight four cluster polylogarithm map of complexes
The Stasheff polytope K3 is defined by using partial triangulations of the hexagon H6, whose
vertices are cyclically labelled by p1, ..., 6q. Our first goal is to define a map of complexes
C3pK3q
L14

d // C2pK3q
L24

d // C1pK3q
L34

d // C0pK3q
L44

L14pF6q δ // B3 b Fˆ6
À
Λ2B2
δ // B2 b Λ2Fˆ6 δ // Λ4pFˆ6 q.
(157)
1. The map L44. It assigns to a generic configuration of 6 vectors pl1, . . . , l6q in V2 and a
triangulation T of the hexagon H6 an element
W 2T pl1, . . . , l6q P Λ4Fˆ.
17Recall that we work modulo 2-torsion.
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Since triangulations of the hexagon correspond to the vertices of the polytope K3, we get a map
L44 : C0pK3q ÝÑ Λ4Fˆ6 .
2. The map L34. An oriented edge e of the Stasheff polytope K3 determines a cluster Poisson
coordinate Xe on the space of configurations px1, . . . , x6q of six points in P1. Changing the
orientation of the edge e amounts to inverting the coordinate.
Given a generic configuration of 6 vectors pl1, ..., l6q in V2, and an oriented edge e of the
Stasheff polytope K3 connecting the vertices corresponding to triangulations T and T
1, we set
epl1, ..., l6q :“ tXeu2 b pWT `WT 1q. (158)
Changing the orientation of the edge e amounts to changing the sign of tXeu2, and thus changes
the sign of (158). Therefore (158) indeed defines a map
L34 : C1pK3q ÝÑ B2pF6q b Λ2Fˆ6 .
3. The map L24. Let us define a map
L24 : C2pK3q ÝÑ B3pF6q b Fˆ6
à
Λ2B2pF6q.
It is the same thing as a map on generic configurations of six points px1, . . . , x6q on P1pFq:
L24px1, . . . , x6q P B3pFq b Fˆ
à
Λ2B2pFq. (159)
The faces of the Stasheff polytope K3 are pentagons and squares, accounted as follows:
• Six pentagons Pi, i P Z{6Z assigned to the short diagonals pi´ 1, i` 1q of the hexagon H6.
• Three squares Sj,j`3 assigned to the long diagonals pj, j ` 3q of the hexagon H6.
The B3pFqbFˆ-components of (164) are assigned to the pentagon faces of the polytope K3.
The Λ2B2pFq-components of (164) are assigned to the square faces of the polytope K3.
3a. The map P for a pentagon. Given a configuration of 5 points px1, ..., x5q on P1pFq, set:
Xk :“ rxk`1, xk`2, xk`3, xk`4s, k P Z{5Z,
Ppx1, ..., x5q :“
ÿ
kPZ{5Z
tXku3 b Xk`2
Xk´2
P B3pFq b Fˆ. (160)
Observe that
rxk`1, xk`2, xk`3, xk`4s “ rxk`4, xk`3, xk`2, xk`1s. (161)
So reversing the cyclic order of the points px1, ..., x5q we do not change the first factor, but
inverse the second. Therefore reversing the cyclic order amounts to changing the sign of P:
Ppx1, x2, x3, x4, x5q “ ´Ppx5, x4, x3, x2, x1q.
Thus the map P maps the subgroup of C2pK3q generated by the pentagons to B3pF5q b Fˆ5 .
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3b. The map S for a square. Given a configuration of 6 points px1, ..., x6q on P1pFq, we set:
Sj,j`3px1, ..., x6q :“ trxj , xj`1, xj`2, xj`3su2 ^ trxj`3, xj`4, xj`5, xj`6su2 P Λ2B2pFq. (162)
The cyclic shift by 3 alters the sign of this expression:
Sj,j`3px1, ..., x6q “ ´Sj`3,jpx1, ..., x6q, j P Z{6Z.
Thanks to (161), changing the cyclic order of the points amounts to changing the sign of S:
S1,4px1, x2, ..., x5, x6q “ ´S1,4px6, x5, ..., x2, x1q.
Putting all together we arrive at the definition of L24:
L24px1, . . . , x6q :“
ÿ
iPZ{6Z
p´1qi
´
Ppxi`1, ..., xi`5q ` Si,i`3px1, ..., x6q
¯
P B3 b Fˆ
à
Λ2B2 (163)
4. The crucial map L14 : C3pK3q ÝÑ L4pF6q. Equivalently, it as a map on generic configu-
rations of six points px1, . . . , x6q on P1pFq:
L14px1, . . . , x6q P L4pFq. (164)
We need the signed cyclic summation:
Cyc´nF px1, . . . , xnq :“
ÿ
kPZ{nZ
p´1qkF pxk`1, xk`2, . . . , xk`nq. (165)
Recall the different shapes of the Casimir element:
Z :“ rx1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6s “ r1, 2, 3, 4sr4, 5, 6, 1s “
|12||34||56|
|23||45||16| . (166)
Recall motivic correlators tx, yum´1,1 P LmpFq from Definition 2.3. Then one has:
δ tx, yu3,1 “ tx, yu2,1 b
x
y
`
"
x
y
*
3
b 1´ x
1´ y ` txu3 b p1´ y
´1q ´ tyu3 b p1´ x´1q
´ txu2 ^ tyu2.
(167)
Definition 4.2. For any 6 distinct points px1, x2, ..., x6q on P1pFq we set:
L14px1, . . . , x6q :“Cyc´6
´
trx1, x2, x3, x4s, rx4, x5, x6, x1su3,1 ` trx1, x3, x4, x5su4 ´ tZu4
¯
. (168)
Theorem 4.3. The defined above maps L˚4 describe a morphism of complexes (157).
Proof. Here is the key Proposition. The commutativity of the other two squares in (157) has
been proved in Section 3.4.
Proposition 4.4. The following diagramm is commutative:
C3pK4q
L14

d // C2pK4q
L24

L4pF7q δ // B3 b Fˆ7
À
Λ2B2
(169)
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Proof. We start with
L24px1, . . . , x6q “Cyc´6 pPpxi`1, ..., xi`5q ` Si,i`3px1, ..., x6qq “
Cyc´6
´
tr1, 2, 3, 4su3 b r3, 4, 5, 1sr4, 5, 1, 2s ` tr2, 3, 4, 5su3 b
r4, 5, 1, 2s
r5, 1, 2, 3s`
tr3, 4, 5, 1su3 b r5, 1, 2, 3sr1, 2, 3, 4s ` tr4, 5, 1, 2su3 b
r1, 2, 3, 4s
r2, 3, 4, 5s`
tr5, 1, 2, 3su3 b r2, 3, 4, 5sr3, 4, 5, 1s ` tr1, 2, 3, 4su2 ^ tr4, 5, 6, 1su2
¯
.
(170)
We can simplify this expression as follows:
p170q “Cyc´6
´
tr1, 2, 3, 4su3 b r3, 4, 5, 1sr4, 6, 1, 2sr4, 5, 1, 2sr3, 4, 6, 1s ` tr3, 4, 5, 1su3 b
r5, 1, 2, 3sr4, 5, 6, 1s
r1, 2, 3, 4sr5, 6, 1, 3s `
1
2
tr4, 5, 1, 2su3 b r1, 2, 3, 4sr5, 6, 1, 2sr2, 3, 4, 5sr4, 5, 6, 1s ` tr1, 2, 3, 4su2 ^ tr4, 5, 6, 1su2
¯
.
(171)
Elaborating this we get:
p170q “Cyc´6
´
2tr1, 2, 3, 4su3 b |15||46||45||16| ` tr3, 4, 5, 1su3 b
|15||34|
|13||45|Z
´2`
1
2
tr4, 5, 1, 2su3 b Z2 ` tr1, 2, 3, 4su2 ^ tr4, 5, 6, 1su2
¯
.
(172)
Combining the terms containing Casimir element, we finally arrive at
p170q “Cyc´6
´
δtr3, 4, 5, 1su4 ` 2tr1, 2, 3, 4su3 b r1, 5, 4, 6s`
tr1, 2, 3, 4su2 ^ tr4, 5, 6, 1su2 ` ptr4, 5, 1, 2u3 ´ 2tr3, 4, 5, 1su3q b Z
¯
.
(173)
On the other hand we get using (252)
δ ˝ Cyc´6 tr1, 2, 3, 4s, r4, 5, 6, 1su3,1 “
Cyc´6
´
tr1, 2, 3, 4s, r4, 5, 6, 1su2,1 b Z ` tZu3 b
r1, 3, 2, 4s
r4, 6, 5, 1s`
tr1, 2, 3, 4su3 b r4, 6, 1, 5s ´ tr4, 5, 6, 1su3 b r1, 3, 4, 2s ` tr1, 2, 3, 4su2 ^ tr4, 5, 6, 1su2
¯
.
(174)
Observe that Cyc´6 pr1, 3, 2, 4s{r4, 6, 5, 1sq “ Z2. Therefore we get
p174q “Cyc´6
´
tr1, 2, 3, 4s, r4, 5, 6, 1su2,1 b Z ` 2tr1, 2, 3, 4su3 b r4, 6, 1, 5s
` tr1, 2, 3, 4su2 ^ tr4, 5, 6, 1su2
¯
` 2δ tZu4 .
(175)
We rewrite this expression using the crucial relation Q3 for the trilogarithm, whose proof is
given in Section 5, and does not use the results of Section 4.3:
p174q “Cyc´6
´
tr1, 2, 4, 5su ´ 2tr1, 3, 4, 5su b Z ` 2tr1, 2, 3, 4su3 b r4, 6, 1, 5s
` tr1, 2, 3, 4su2 ^ tr4, 5, 6, 1su2 ` δ tZu4
¯
.
(176)
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From this it follows that
L24px1, . . . , x6q “ δ ˝ Cyc´6
´
tr1, 2, 3, 4s, r4, 5, 6, 1su3,1 ` t3, 4, 5, 1u4 ´ tZu4
¯
. (177)
Proposition 4.4 is proved.
Theorem 4.3 is proved.
The seven-term relation. Recall the cyclic summation Cycn in (25).
Theorem 4.5. For any configuration px1, x2, ..., x7q PM0,7, the following cyclic sum is zero:
Cyc7
´
´trx1, x2, x3, x4s, rx4, x6, x7, x1su3,1
` trx1, x2, x3, x4s, rx4, x5, x7, x1su3,1
´ trx1, x2, x3, x4s, rx4, x5, x6, x1su3,1
` trx1, x2, x4, x6su4 ` trx1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6su4
¯
“ 0.
(178)
Remark. The cyclic sum of elements t˚, ˚u3,1 can be written as follows, as shown on Figure 2:
Cyc7
´ 7ÿ
a“5
p´1qa trx1, x2, x3, x4s, rx4, . . . pxa, . . . , x1su3,1¯ “ 0.
Proof. Consider the polylogarithm map of complexes for m “ 4. Its left part looks as follows:
C4pK4q

d // C3pK4q
L14

d // C2pK4q
L24

0 // L4pF7q δ // B3 b Fˆ7
À
Λ2B2
(179)
The d ˝ d “ 0 and commutativity of the right square imply that we have:
δ
7ÿ
i“1
p´1qiL14px1, . . . , pxi, . . . , x7q “ 0.
We claim that this imlies the 7-term relation.
7ÿ
i“1
p´1qiL14px1, . . . , pxi, . . . , x7q “ 0. (180)
Indeed, the standard argument shows that one has
7ÿ
i“1
p´1qiL12npx1, . . . , pxi, . . . , x7q P Ext1MT pF7qpQp0q,Qp4qq “ grγ4K7pF7qQ.
Since M0,7 is a rational variety over Q, and using Borel’s calculation of K7pQqQ “ 0, we get:
grγ4K7pF7qQ “ K7pQqQ “ 0.
Therefore we get (180), which is equivalent to relation (178), that is relation Q4.
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5 The map L3pFq ÝÑ L2pFq b F
ˆ.
Recall Definition 1.7 of the group L3pFq. In particular, we recall the relation Q3 :
• Q3 : For any 6 distinct points px1, x2, ..., x6q on P1pFq the following cyclic sum is zero:
Cyc6
´
trx1, x2, x3, x4s, rx4, x5, x6, x1su2,1 ´ trx1, x2, x4, x5su3 ` 2 trx1, x3, x4, x5su3
´ 2
3
trx1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6su3 ` t1u3
¯
“ 0.
(181)
Lemma 5.1. The following relation hold:
tx, yu2,1 “
 
1´ x´1(
3
`  1´ y´1(
3
`
"
1´ y
1´ x
*
3
´
"
1´ y´1
1´ x´1
*
3
`
!y
x
)
3
´ t1u3. (182)
Proof. Specializing Q3 to the divisor D26 ĂM0,6 we get, setting x “ r1, 2, 3, 4s, y “ r4, 5, 2, 1s:
tx, yu2,1 ` ty{x; 1u2,1 ` tx{y; 1u2,1 ´ t1´ y´1u3 ´ t1´ x´1u3
`
"
1´ x´1
1´ y´1
*
3
´
"
1´ x
1´ y
*
3
´ 2 ¨
!y
x
)
3
“ ´2 ¨ t1u3.
(183)
The following two equations are obtained by specialization. Specialising (183) to y “ 1 and
using t0u3 “ t8u3 “ 0 we get the first one. Switching xØ x´1 we get the second:
2 ¨ tx; 1u2,1 ` tx´1; 1u2,1 “ t1´ x´1u3 ` 2txu3 ´ 2 ¨ t1u3.
2 ¨ tx´1; 1u2,1 ` tx; 1u2,1 “ t1´ xu3 ` 2txu3 ´ 2 ¨ t1u3.
(184)
Solving this system of equations we get
tx; 1u2,1 “ ´t1´ xu3. (185)
Substituting to (183), and using (27), we get (182).
Lemma 5.2. i) The 22´term functional equation for trilogarithm from [G91a] is just equivalent
to the relation obtained by substituting relation (182) to the relation Q3.
ii) The canonical map B3pFq ÝÑ L3pFq is an isomorphism.
Proof. i) This is straitforward.
ii) The 22´term relation for the trilogarithm implies the one defined via the triple ratio. On
the other hand the former can be obtained as the specialization of the latter.
Definition 5.3. Let δ : L3pFq ÝÑ B2pFq b Fˆ be a map given on the generators as follows:
δ tx, yu2,1 “ txu2 b p1´ y´1q ` tyu2 b p1´ x´1q `
"
1´ y
1´ x
*
2
b y
x
`
!y
x
)
2
b 1´ y
1´ x,
δ txu3 “ txu2 b x.
(186)
It is easy to check that the composition L3pFq δÝÑ B2pFq b Fˆ δÝÑ Λ3Fˆ is zero.
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Proposition 5.4. The coproduct δ isends relation Q3 to zero.
Proof. Using r1, 3, 4, 2s “ 1´ r1, 2, 3, 4s´1 and formula (186) for the coproduct we get:
δ ˝ Cyc6
´
tr1, 2, 3, 4s, r4, 5, 6, 1su2,1 ´ tr1, 2, 4, 5su3 ` 2 tr1, 3, 4, 5su3
¯
´ 4δ tZu3 “
Cyc6
´
tr1, 2, 3, 4su2 b r4, 6, 1, 5s ` tr4, 5, 6, 1su2 b r1, 3, 4, 2s`" r4, 6, 5, 1s
r1, 3, 2, 4s
*
2
b r4, 5, 6, 1sr1, 2, 3, 4s `
" r4, 5, 6, 1s
r1, 2, 3, 4s
*
2
b r4, 6, 5, 1sr1, 3, 2, 4s
´ δ tr1, 2, 4, 5su2 ` 2δ tr1, 3, 4, 5su2
¯
´ 4δ tZu3
p188q“
Cyc6
´
2 tr1, 2, 3, 4su2 b r4, 6, 1, 5s `
" r4, 6, 5, 1s
r1, 3, 2, 4s
*
2
b r4, 5, 6, 1sr1, 2, 3, 4s
´ δ tr1, 2, 4, 5su2 ` 2δ tr1, 3, 4, 5su2
¯
´ 2δ tZu3 .
(187)
The second equality follows from the following observations. First,
r4, 5, 6, 1s
r1, 2, 3, 4s “ Z
´1, Cyc´6
r4, 6, 5, 1s
r1, 3, 2, 4s “ Z
´2. (188)
Using this we get
Cyc6 tr1, 2, 3, 4su2 b r4, 6, 1, 5s “ Cyc6 tr4, 5, 6, 1su2 b r1, 3, 4, 2s.
Cyc6
´" r4, 5, 6, 1s
r1, 2, 3, 4s
*
2
b r4, 6, 5, 1sr1, 3, 2, 4s
¯
p188q“ 2δtZu3.
(189)
Let us compute the B2-components of the coproduct (187) with a given F
ˆ-factor.
An easy check shows that |i, i` 3|-factors do not appear at all.
Let us calculate the element of B2 in front of the |13|-factor. From the last formula in (187)
we see that out of its five terms, the two more complicated ones do not contribute, and the rest
give twice the five-term relation p1, 3, 4, 5, 6q in the Bloch group B2:
tr4, 5, 6, 1su2 ` tr3, 4, 5, 6su2 ` tr3, 4, 6, 1su2 ` tr1, 3, 4, 5su2 ` tr1, 3, 5, 6su2 “ 0. (190)
Finally, computing the element of B2 in front of the |12|-factor we get twice the following:
´ tr4, 5, 6, 1su2 ´ tr2, 3, 4, 5su2 ´ tr1, 2, 4, 5su2 ´ tr5, 1, 2, 3su2 ` tr4, 6, 1, 2su2
´
" r4, 6, 5, 1s
r1, 3, 2, 4s
*
2
`
" r5, 1, 6, 2s
r2, 4, 3, 5s
*
2
´
" r6, 2, 1, 3s
r3, 5, 4, 6s
*
2
´ tZu2.
(191)
The first three terms in the second line in this formula can be written as follows:
r4, 6, 5, 1s
r1, 3, 2, 4s “
r1, 4, 2, 3s
r1, 4, 6, 5s ,
r5, 1, 6, 2s
r2, 4, 3, 5s “
r1, 4, 2, 6s
r1, 4, 3, 5s
r6, 2, 1, 3s
r3, 5, 4, 6s “
r1, 4, 6, 2s
r1, 4, 5, 3s . (192)
Using this, and the formula Z “ r1,4,5,6sr1,4,3,2s , we present (191) as a sum of three five-term relations:
tr1, 2, 4, 6su2 ´ tr1, 3, 4, 5su2 `
" r1, 3, 4, 5s
r1, 2, 4, 6s
*
2
´
" r1, 4, 6, 2s
r1, 4, 5, 3s
*
2
`
" r1, 4, 2, 6s
r1, 4, 3, 5s
*
2
,
tr1, 3, 4, 2su2 ´ tr1, 5, 4, 6su2 `
" r1, 5, 4, 6s
r1, 3, 4, 2s
*
2
´
" r1, 4, 2, 3s
r1, 4, 6, 5s
*
2
`
" r1, 4, 3, 2s
r1, 4, 5, 6s
*
2
,
´ tr1, 2, 3, 4su2 ` tr1, 2, 3, 5su2 ´ tr1, 2, 4, 5su2 ` tr1, 3, 4, 5su2 ´ tr2, 3, 4, 5su2 .
(193)
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Here we use r1,3,4,5sr1,2,4,6s “
´
r1,5,4,6s
r1,3,4,2s
¯´1
to check that the sum of the middle terms in the first two
lines vanishes. This completes the proof.
End of the proof of Theorem 2.4. Since the map tx, yum´1,1 Ñ tx, yuMm´1,1 respects co-
products by Proposition 2.5, and relations Qm are killed by the coproduct thanks to Proposition
5.4 and Theorem 4.3, their images in LmpFq are killed by the coproduct. Thus the image of
relation Qm in the Hodge realization is constant. Since Ext
1
MT pQq
pQp0q,Qp4qq “ 0 we complete
the proof when m “ 4 by specializing to a point px, yq P Q2. When m “ 3 the Ext is generated
by t1u3. The constant is computed by specializing x “ 0 at (182). Theorem 2.4 is proved.
6 Proof of Theorems 1.12
Recall Definition 1.8. In particular, recall relation Q4:
• Q4 : For any configuration px1, x2, ..., x7q PM0,7pFq, the following cyclic sum is zero:
Cyc7
´
´trx1, x2, x3, x4s, rx4, x6, x7, x1su3,1
` trx1, x2, x3, x4s, rx4, x5, x7, x1su3,1
´ trx1, x2, x3, x4s, rx4, x5, x6, x1su3,1
` trx1, x2, x4, x6su4 ` trx1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6su4
¯
“ 0.
(194)
By the very definition, the subspace generated by symbols txu4 is identified with B4pFq.
Recall the coproduct map, defined on generators by formula (35):
δ : L4pFq ÝÑ L3pFq b Fˆ
à
B2pFq ^ B2pFq. (195)
It kills relation Q4 thanks to Theorem 4.5. Therefore it kills all specializations of relations Q4.
It is easy to check that it kills relations 2) in Definition 1.8. It kills relations 1) by the very
definition. Therefore it is well defined.
Proof of Theorem 1.12. For the convenience of the reader we restate the main claim.
Theorem 6.1. The following sequence of abelian groups is exact:
0 ÝÑ B4pFq ÝÑ L4pFq pÝÑ B2pFq ^ B2pFq ÝÑ 0.
Proof. Since ptx, yu3,1 “ ´txu2 ^ tyu2, the second map is surjective.
The first map is injective by the very definition.
To prove exactness in the middle term we consider a map
pr: QpFq ^QpFq ÝÑ L4pFq
B4pFq .
prptxu ^ tyuq :“ tx, yu3,1.
(196)
Theorem 6.1 will follow if we show that the map (196) factors through B2pFq ^ B2pFq.
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For any six distinct points px1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6q on P1pFq let us define an element
F px1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6q P QrFs ^QrFs.
It is the cross-ratio of the first four points wedge the ”five term relation” for the last five:
F px1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6q :“
rx1, x2, x3, x4s^
´
rx2, x3, x4, x5s`rx3, x4, x5, x6s`rx4, x5, x6, x2s`rx5, x6, x2, x3s`rx6, x2, x3, x4s
¯
.
The claim that the map (196) factors through B2pFq^B2pFq is just equivalent to the claim that
prpF px1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6qq “ 0.
We prove this by specialising relation Q4 to different strata of M0,7.
Recall that a genus zero stable curve with n marked points is a pair pC, y1, ..., ynq, where C
is simply-connected curve whose components are isomorphic to P1, the only singular points are
simple double points distinct from the marked points, and on each component the total number
of marked and singular points is at least 3. The moduli space M0,n parametrizes genus zero
stable curves with n marked points pC; y1, ..., ynq.
The space M0,6 is identified with the divisor D72 ĂM0,7 as follows:
pC;x1, . . . , x6q ÞÝÑ pC Yx2 P1; tx1, . . . , px2, . . . x6u Y ty7, y2uq.
Informally, points y7, y2 collide into a point x2, and other points yj are identified with xj.
Lemma 6.2 uses this identification. All identities below are modulo B4pFq.
Lemma 6.2. The specialization of relation Q4 on the divisor in D72 ĂM0,n is equal modulo
B4pF q to the following expression, where ra, b, c, ds stands for rxa, xb, xc, xds:
´ tr1, 2, 3, 4s, r4, 6, 2, 1su3,1 ´ tr3, 4, 5, 6s, r6, 1, 2, 3su3,1 ´ tr5, 6, 2, 1s, r1, 3, 4, 5su3,1
` tr1, 2, 3, 4s, r4, 5, 2, 1su3,1 ` tr2, 3, 4, 5s, r5, 6, 1, 2su3,1 ` tr4, 5, 6, 2s, r2, 1, 3, 4su3,1
` tr5, 6, 2, 1s, r1, 2, 4, 5su3,1
´ tr1, 2, 3, 4s, r4, 5, 6, 1su3,1 ´ tr3, 4, 5, 6s, r6, 2, 1, 3su3,1 ´ tr5, 6, 2, 1s, r1, 2, 3, 5su3,1 “ 0.
(197)
Proof. The first line in (197) is obtained by taking the sum´Cyc7 trx1, x2, x3, x4s, rx4, x6, x7, x1su3,1
and imposing the relation x2 “ x7. Since we work modulo B4, only three out of seven terms in
the cyclic sum survive. Indeed, the other four terms are
tr2, 3, 4, 5s, r5, 7, 3, 2su3,1 , tr4, 5, 6, 7s, r7, 2, 5, 4su3,1 ,
tr6, 7, 1, 2s, r2, 4, 7, 6su3,1 , tr7, 1, 2, 3s, r3, 5, 1, 7su3,1 .
(198)
Each of them has a cross-ratio containing both points x2 and x7, and hence is zero modulo B4
thanks to specialization relations (32).
The second plus third lines as well as the line four are obtained similarly.
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Lemma 6.3. The following relations hold in the quotient
L4pFq
B4pFq :
aq tx, yu3,1 “ ´ty, xu3,1 ,
bq tx, yu3,1 “
 
x´1, y´1
(
3,1
,
cq tx, yu3,1 “ t1´ x, 1´ yu3,1 ,
dq tx, yu3,1 ` tx, 1´ yu3,1 `
"
x
y
,
1´ x
1´ y
*
3,1
`
"
x
y
,
1´ y
1´ x
*
3,1
“ 0.
(199)
Proof. a) Specialising relation Q4 to divisor D67 we get the following identity, equivalent to a):
tr3, 4, 5, 6s, r6, 1, 2, 3su3,1 “ ´tr6, 1, 2, 3s, r3, 4, 5, 6su3,1 . (200)
b) Specialising relation (197) to the divisor p651x, x432q given by the stable curve P1 Yx P1
with the double point x and marked points t6, 5, 1u and t4, 3, 2u respectively, we obtain
tr2, 3, 4, 5s, r5, 6, 1, 2su3,1 “ tr1, 2, 3, 4s, r4, 5, 6, 1su3,1 . (201)
This implies tx, yu3,1 “
 
x´1, y´1
(
3,1
.
c) Specialising relation (197) to the divisor p13x, 2x456q of D72 given by the stable curve
P1 Yx P1 with the marked points t1, 3u and t2, 4, 5, 6u respectively, we obtain that
tr2, 1, 4, 5s, r5, 6, 1, 2su3,1 ` tr5, 6, 2, 1s, r1, 2, 4, 5su3,1 “ 0. (202)
Equivalently, tx, yu3,1 `
 p1´ y´1q´1, p1´ x´1q´1(
3,1
“ 0. Then c) follows by using a) and b).
d) Specialising relation (197) to the divisor p52x, x1346q of D72 given by the stable curve
P1 Yx P1 with the marked points t5, 2u and t1, 3, 4, 6u respectively, we obtain that
tr1, 2, 3, 4s, r4, 6, 2, 1su3,1 ` tr1, 2, 3, 4s, r4, 2, 6, 1su3,1`
tr3, 4, 2, 6s, r6, 1, 2, 3su3,1 ` tr3, 4, 2, 6s, r6, 2, 1, 3su3,1 “ 0.
(203)
One checks that this is just equivalent to
tx, yu3,1 ` tx, 1´ yu3,1 `
"
x
x´ y ,
1´ y
x´ y
*
3,1
`
"
x
x´ y ,
x´ 1
x´ y
*
3,1
“ 0. (204)
Using b) and c) we get that the following two identities, which imply d):"
x
x´ y ,
1´ y
x´ y
*
3,1
“
#
1
1´ y
x
,
1
1´ 1´x
1´y
+
3,1
“
"
x
y
,
1´ y
1´ x
*
3,1
,
"
x
x´ y ,
x´ 1
x´ y
*
3,1
“
#
1
1´ y
x
,
1
1´ 1´y
1´x
+
3,1
“
"
x
y
,
1´ x
1´ y
*
3,1
.
(205)
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Lemma 6.4. The following relations hold the quotient
L4pFq
B4pFq :
iq tx, yu3,1 “ ´tx, 1´ yu3,1 ,
iiq tx, yu3,1 “ ´
 
x, y´1
(
3,1
.
(206)
Proof. 1. Let us specialize relation (197) to p63y, y1245q. We get that
´ tr1, 2, 3, 4s, r4, 3, 2, 1su3,1 ´ tr5, 3, 2, 1s, r1, 2, 3, 5su3,1 ´ tr5, 3, 2, 1s, r1, 3, 4, 5su3,1
` tr1, 2, 3, 4s, r4, 5, 2, 1su3,1 ` tr2, 3, 4, 5s, r5, 3, 1, 2su3,1 ` tr4, 5, 3, 2s, r2, 1, 3, 4su3,1
` tr5, 3, 2, 1s, r1, 2, 4, 5su3,1 ´ tr1, 2, 3, 4s, r4, 5, 3, 1su3,1 “ 0.
(207)
The first two terms vanish since tx, xu3,1 “ 0. Using ri, j, k, ls “ rl, k, j, is and Lemma 6.4 we get
tr1, 2, 3, 4s, r4, 5, 2, 1su3,1 ´ tr1, 2, 3, 4s, r5, 4, 3, 2su3,1 ´ tr1, 2, 3, 4s, r4, 5, 3, 1su3,1 “
tr1, 2, 3, 5s, r1, 3, 4, 5su3,1 ´ tr1, 2, 3, 5s, r1, 2, 4, 5su3,1 ` tr1, 2, 3, 5s, r2, 3, 5, 4su3,1 .
(208)
2. Relation (197) and Lemma 6.4 imply that
´ tr1, 2, 3, 4s, r4, 6, 2, 1su3,1 ` tr1, 2, 3, 4s, r4, 5, 2, 1su3,1
´ tr1, 2, 3, 4s, r5, 4, 6, 2su3,1 ´ tr1, 2, 3, 4s, r4, 5, 6, 1su3,1´
´ tr5, 6, 2, 1s, r1, 3, 4, 5su3,1 ´ tr5, 6, 2, 1s, r2, 3, 5, 4su3,1
` tr5, 6, 2, 1s, r1, 2, 4, 5su3,1 ´ tr5, 6, 2, 1s, r1, 2, 3, 5su3,1 “
tr3, 4, 5, 6s, r6, 1, 2, 3su3,1 ` tr3, 4, 5, 6s, r6, 2, 1, 3su3,1 .
(209)
Let us consider now a configuration px1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6q of six distinct points on P1, such
that there exists a projective involution I exchanging x1 Ø x2, x3 Ø x6, x4 Ø x5. Then
r1, 2, 3, 4s “ rIp1q, Ip2q, Ip3q, Ip4qs “ r2, 1, 6, 5s. (210)
Similarly,
r4, 6, 2, 1s “ r5, 3, 1, 2s, r4, 5, 2, 1s “ r5, 4, 1, 2s,
r5, 4, 6, 2s “ r4, 5, 3, 1s, r4, 5, 6, 1s “ r5, 4, 3, 2s. (211)
Using this and Lemma 6.4 we see that the sum of the first four lines in (209) is equal to
´ 2 tr1, 2, 3, 4s, r5, 3, 1, 2su3,1 ` 2 tr1, 2, 3, 4s, r5, 4, 1, 2su3,1
´ 2 tr1, 2, 3, 4s, r4, 5, 3, 1su3,1 ´ 2 tr1, 2, 3, 4s, r5, 4, 3, 2su3,1 .
(212)
Indeed, the first two lines in (209) are identified with the half of (212) using (211). The last two
lines in (209) are identified with the half of (212) using (210). This and (209) implies
p212q “ tr3, 4, 5, 6s, r6, 1, 2, 3su3,1 ` tr3, 4, 5, 6s, r6, 2, 1, 3su3,1 . (213)
By Lemma 6.4 the right hand side of (213) is invariant under the flip 4Ø 5. On the other hand
using (208) we conclude that (212) is antisymmetric. This implies that
tr3, 4, 5, 6s, r6, 1, 2, 3su3,1 ` tr3, 4, 5, 6s, r6, 2, 1, 3su3,1 “ 0. (214)
So we proved i). Part ii) follows from i) using part d) of Lemma 6.4.
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Corollary 6.5. The element prpF px1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6qq is symmetric in x2, x3, x4, and anti-
symmetric in x5, x6.
Lemma 6.6. The following relation holds:
prpF px6, x5, x1, x2, x3, x4qq “ prpF px3, x1, x2, x4, x5, x6qq.
Proof. Recall for the convenience of the reader the relation (197):
´ tr1, 2, 3, 4s, r4, 6, 2, 1su3,1 ´ tr3, 4, 5, 6s, r6, 1, 2, 3su3,1 ´ tr5, 6, 2, 1s, r1, 3, 4, 5su3,1
` tr1, 2, 3, 4s, r4, 5, 2, 1su3,1 ` tr2, 3, 4, 5s, r5, 6, 1, 2su3,1 ` tr4, 5, 6, 2s, r2, 1, 3, 4su3,1
` tr5, 6, 2, 1s, r1, 2, 4, 5su3,1
´ tr1, 2, 3, 4s, r4, 5, 6, 1su3,1 ´ tr3, 4, 5, 6s, r6, 2, 1, 3su3,1 ´ tr5, 6, 2, 1s, r1, 2, 3, 5su3,1 “ 0.
(215)
The sum of terms 2) and 9) is zero by Lemma 6.4.
The sum of the other 8 terms is accounted, using Lemma 6.4, as follows:
1q ` 4q ` 6q ` 8q “ prpF px3, x1, x2, x4, x5, x6qq ´ tr1, 2, 3, 4s, r5, 6, 2, 1su3,1 ;
3q ` 5q ` 7q ` 10q “ prpF px6, x5, x1, x2, x3, x4qq ` tr1, 2, 3, 4s, r5, 6, 2, 1su3,1 .
(216)
Adding them up, we get the claim.
Now we finish the proof:
prpF px6, x5, x1, x2, x3, x4qq “ prpF px3, x1, x2, x4, x5, x6qq “
prpF px5, x1, x2, x6, x4, x3qq “ ´prpF px5, x6, x1, x2, x3, x4qq.
(217)
The first and second equalities follows from Lemma 6.6. The last follows from Corollary 6.5.
So prpF px1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6qq is antisymmetric in the first two arguments. Since by Corollary
6.5 it is symmetric in the second and third arguments, it vanishes.
Therefore the map pr induces an isomorphism (196). Theorem 6.1 is proved.
Remark. The map (196) is naturally lifted to a map
p: QpFq ^QpFq ÝÑ L4pFq,
pptxu ^ tyuq :“ tx, yu3,1.
(218)
Theorem 6.1 tells that
ppF px1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6qq P B4pFq. (219)
Its proof can be used to give an explicit formula for the element (219) in B4pFq.
7 Bigrassmannian and motivic complexes
We want to define a map from the Bigrassmannian complex to the weight 4 part of the cochain
complex of the motivic Tate Lie coalgebra L‚pFq of a field F. However, unless F is a number
field, the latter is a conjectural object. So we use a version of this complex, defined by setting
LkpFq :“ BkpFq for k “ 1, 2, 3, and introducing a substitute for L4pF q.
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A key step in this direction was done in [G00a], where a formula for the Grassmannian
4-logarithm function was found, and the nine-term and the dual nine-term functional equa-
tions for this function were proved. The nine-term equation just means that the Grassmannian
4-logarithm function gives a measurable 7-cocycle of GL4pCq. Using the decorated flag con-
struction and the dual nine-term equation, we get a continuous 7-cocycle of GLN pCq, N ě 4.
The Grassmannian 4-logarithm function from [G00a] coincides with the n “ 4 case of the
Grassmannian n-logarithm function from [G09]. So one can cast the above result as an explicit
formula for the differential of the Grassmannian 4-logarithm function, expressed via the classical
trilogarithms, dilogarithms and logarithms.
However results of [G00a] are not sufficient to prove that this 7-cocycle is non-trivial.
What is even more important, they do not give a cocycle for the motivic Chern class
CM4 P H8pBGLN ,ZMp4qq. (220)
This is what we are going to do now.
7.1 Decorated flag complex ÝÑ Bigrassmannian complex
The Bigrassmannian complex [G93]. Let G be a group acting on a set X. Configurations
of m elements in X are the G-orbits on Xm. Denote by px1, ..., xmq the configuration provided
by an m-tuple tx1, ..., xmu.
A configuration of m vectors in a q-dimensional vector space Vq over a field F is generic if
any k ď q of the vectors are linearly independent. Configuration spaces assigned to isomorphic
vector spaces are canonically isomorphic. Denote by Cmpqq the free abelian group generated by
generic configurations of m vectors in Vq. There are two kinds of natural homomorphisms:
1. Forgetting the i-th vector li:
Bi : Cm`1pqq ÝÑ Cmpqq, pl0, ..., lmq ÞÝÑ pl0, ...,pli, ..., lmq.
2. Projecting the vectors pl0, . . . ,plj , . . . , lmq to the quotient Vq{pljq:
pj : Cm`1pqq ÝÑ Cmpq ´ 1q, pl0, ..., lmq ÞÝÑ plj | l0, ...,plj , ...lmq.
Using these maps, the groups Cmpqq are organized into the Grassmannian bicomplex:
. . .
B //
p

C5p4q
p

. . .
p

B //

C5p3q B //
p

C4p3q
p

. . .
B //
p

C5p2q B //
p

C4p2q B //
p

C3p2q
p

. . .
B // C5p1q B // C4p1q B // C3p1q B // C2p1q
(221)
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Here the maps B and p on a given group Cmpnq are alternating sums of the maps Bj and pi:
B “
mÿ
s“1
p´1qs´1Bs, p “
mÿ
s“1
p´1qs´1ps.
Each of the rows form a weight q Grassmannian complex:
BÝÑ Cmpqq BÝÑ Cm´1pqq BÝÑ . . . BÝÑ Cq`1pqq.
Let BCm :“
Àm´1
q“1 Cmpqq be the sum of the groups on the m-th diagonal. Changing the signs
of the differentials in the bicomplex, we get the Bigrassmannian complex:
. . . ÝÑ BC5 ÝÑ BC4 ÝÑ BC3 ÝÑ BC2.
The bottom m ´ 1 Grassmanian complexes in (223) form a sub-bicomplex of the Grass-
mannian bicomplex. The quotient by this sub-bicomplex is called the weight m Grassmannian
bicomplex. The total complex associated with it is called the weight m Bigrassmannian complex.
Decorated flag complexes. A flag in an q-dimensional vector space Vq is a nested collection
of subspaces
F0 Ă F1 Ă F2 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Fq , dimFi “ i. (222)
A decorated flag F‚ is a flag plus a choice of a non-zero vector fi P Fi{Fi´1 for each i “ 1, . . . , q.
A collection of decorated flags pF1,‚, ..., Fm,‚q is generic, if for any integers a1, ..., am which sum
to q one has F1,a1 ‘ ... ‘ Fm,am “ Vq. Denote by CmpAqq the free abelian group generated by
generic configurations of m decorated flags in Vq. There is the complex of generic configurations
of decorated flags with the standard simplicial differential:
. . . ÝÑ CmpAqq ÝÑ . . . ÝÑ C2pAqq ÝÑ C1pAqq.
The following crucial result was proved in Lemma 2.1 from [G93], see also [G15, Section 4].
Theorem 7.1. For any integer N ą 0 there is a canonical homomorphism of complexes
. . . // C5pAN q //
c4

C4pAN q //
c3

C3pAN q //
c2

C2pAN q
c1

. . . // BC5 // BC4 // BC3 // BC2
(223)
7.2 Bigrassmannian complex ÝÑ weight ď 3 polylogarithmic complexes
The Bloch complex. Below we use a different normalization of the cross-ratio then the pos-
itive cross-ratio r1, 2, 3, 4s used above. This makes almost no difference for us, but is consistent
with the normalizations used in the literature before. So the cross-ratio of four generic points
on the projective line, defined via the corresponding configuration of four vectors in V2:
rp1, 2, 3, 4q :“ |13||24||14||23| , 1´ rp1, 2, 3, 4q “ ´r1, 2, 3, 4s. (224)
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Recall the Bloch complex [Bl78], [Su82], [DS82]
δ : B2pFq ÝÑ Λ2F˚Q, B2pFq :“
ZrF˚ ´ t1us
R2pFq . (225)
Here R2pFq is the subgroup of QrF˚ ´ t1us generated by the five term relations, assigned to
configurations of five generic vectors in V2:
5ÿ
i“1
p´1qitrp1, ...,pi, ..., 5qu. (226)
It is customary to add t0u “ t1u “ t8u “ 0 to B2pFq. It is well known that B2pFqbQ “ B2pFq.
A map to the Bloch complex [G91a]. There is a map of complexes
BC4 //

BC3

B2
δ // Λ2F˚
(227)
Its only non-zero component is the following map of complexes:
C4p2q B //
r4p2q

C3p2q
r3p2q

B2
δ // Λ2F˚
(228)
The map r3p2q is given by:
r3p2q : p1, 2, 3q ÞÝÑ |12| ^ |23| ` |23| ^ |31| ` |31| ^ |12|. (229)
The map r4p2q is defined using the cross-ratio of four vectors (224) in a two dimensional space:
r4p2qp1, 2, 3, 4q :“ trp1, 2, 3, 4qu2 . (230)
Diagram (228) is commutativity thanks to the Plucker relation: |12||34|´ |13||24|` |14||23| “ 0.
This implies that δ2pR2pFqq “ 0. To get a map of complexes we change the sign of r4p2q.
The existence of map of complexes (228) is equivalent to the definition of cluster dilogarithm.
A map to the weight 3 polylogarithmic motivic complex [G91a], [G91b], [G95].
There is a map of complexes
BC6 //

BC5

//

BC4

B3
δ // B2 b F˚Q δ // Λ3F˚Q
(231)
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Its only non-zero component is the following map of complexes:
C6p3q B //
r6p3q

C5p3q
r5p3q

B //

C4p3q
r4p3q

B3
δ // B2 b F˚Q δ // Λ3F˚Q
(232)
This was done in [G91b, Section 3.2], [G95, Section 5]. Namely, set
r5p3qp1, 2, 3, 4, 5q :“ Alt5
´
trp1|2, 3, 4, 5qu2 b |345|
¯
P B2 b FˆQ.
r4p3qp1, 2, 3, 4q :“ 2 ¨ Alt4 p|123| ^ |124| ^ |134|q P Λ3FˆQ.
(233)
Then the right square of the diagram is commutative. Next, there exists a map r6p3q : C6p3q ÝÑ
B3 making the left square of digram (233), that is the following diagram, commutative:
C6p3q B //
r6p3q

C5p3q
r5p3q

B3
δ // B2 b F˚Q
(234)
We will not use an explicit formula for the map r6p3q, although it looks nice:18
r6p3qp1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6q :“ 1
5
¨Alt6
" |124||235||136|
|125||236||134|
*
3
. (235)
Let us set
p1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6q3 :“ r6p3qp1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6q P B3. (236)
7.3 Dual Bigrassmannian complex ÝÑ a weight 4 motivic complex
The Grassmannian duality. Let Vm be an m-dimensional vector space with a given basis
te1, ..., emu. Denote by Gr˚kpVmq the Grassmannian of k-dimensional subspaces in Vm which are
transversal to the coordinate hyperplanes. Denote by Confmpqq the set of configurations of m
generic vectors in a q-dimensional vector space. Then there is a canonical isomorphism
Gr˚m´qpVmq ÝÑ Confmpqq.
It assigns to an pm ´ qq-dimensional subspace h Ă Vm the configuration of m vectors in the
q-dimensional quotient Vm{h obtained by projecting the basis vectors teiu to the quotient.
The dual space V ˚m has a basis tfiu dual to the basis teiu. Assigning to a pm´qq-dimensional
subspace h its annihilator hK Ă V ˚n , we get a canonical isomorphism
Gr˚m´qpVmq ÝÑ Gr˚q pV ˚mq.
Combining these two isomorphism, we arrive at the duality isomorphism
˚ : Confmpqq „ÝÑ Confmpm´ qq.
The duality interchanges the projection p and the differential B in the grassmannian complex:
p ˝ ˚ “ ˚ ˝ B, B ˝ ˚ “ ˚ ˝ p.
18The coefficient 1{15 in [G95, Formula (16)] is compatible with 1{5 in (235) since our map r5p3q is 3 times the
map used there.
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From the Bigrassmanian complex to polylogarithmic complex. Applying the Grass-
mannian duality map ˚ to the Bigrassmannian complex we get the dual Bigrassmannian complex.
The weight four dual Bigrassmannian complex looks as follows:
C9p3q p //
B

C8p2q p //
B

C7p1q
B

C9p4q p //
B

C8p3q p //
B

C7p2q //
B

C6p1q
B

C9p5q p // C8p4q p // C7p3q p // C6p2q p // C5p1q
(237)
Let us compose the map of complexes (223) with the Grassmannian duality ˚. Then our goal
is to define a map from the dual Bigrassmannian complex (237) to the weight four motivic
complex. Let us now introduce the variant of the weight four motivic complex we use.
Below we use the notation B2 for B2pFq, etc. Consider the following subcomplex in the
weight 4 part of the standard cochain complex of the motivic Lie algebra of F:
B3 b F˚Q ‘ B2 ^ B2 δÝÑ B2 b Λ2QF˚ δÝÑ Λ4QF˚. (238)
The differential δ acts as follows
txu3 b y P B3 b F˚Q δÝÑ txu2 b x^ y P B2 b Λ2QF˚,
txu2 ^ tyu2 P Λ2B2 δÝÑ txu2 b p1´ yq ^ y ´ tyu2 b p1´ xq ^ x P B2 b Λ2QF˚,
txu2 b y ^ z P B2 b Λ2QF˚ δÝÑ p1´ xq ^ x^ y ^ z P Λ4QF˚.
(239)
To define a substitute for L4pFq, we consider first the Q-vector space rG4pFq genertaed by
generic configurations of 8 points in P3 over F. There is a canonical map
r8p4q : C8p4q ÝÑ rG4pFq, pv1, . . . , v8q ÞÝÑ pv1, . . . , v8q. (240)
It assigns to a configuration of 8 vectors in a four dimensional vector space the configuration of 8
points in its projectivization, given by the one dimensional subspaces generated by the vectors.
Definition 7.2. The Q-vector space G4pFq is the following quotient of the space rG4pFq:
G4pFq :“
rG4pFq
r8p4q ˝ BpC9p4qq ` r8p4q ˝ ppC9p5qq .
We will define in Lemma 7.4 a homomorphism
δ : G4 ÝÑ B3 b F˚Q ‘ B2 ^ B2. (241)
Preliminary settings. Pick a volume form ωm in an m-dimensional vector space Vm, and set
|v1, . . . , vm| :“ xωm, v1 ^ . . .^ vmy, vi P Vm. (242)
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Given any function fpv1, ..., vnq, we define an operation of alternation by setting
Altnfpv1, . . . , vnq “
ÿ
τPSn
p´1q|τ |fpvτp1q, . . . , vτpnqq. (243)
Below we use shorthands like |1234| for |v1, v2, v3, v4|, skipping the vectors and keeping the
indices only. Given a configuration of five generic vectors pv1, ..., v5q in a three dimensional vector
space V3, we use the notation p1|2345q for the configuration of four vectors in the two dimensional
space V3{xv1y obtained by projecting of the vectors v2, v3, v4, v5 along the subspace generated
by the vector v1, etc. We write p1, 2, 3, 4, 5q for the configuration of vectors pv1, v2, v3, v4, v5q.
Theorem 7.3. There exists a map (241), and a map from the dual Bigrassmanian complex to
the weight 4 motivic complex, as depicted below:
C9p3q p //
B

C8p2q p //
B

C7p1q
B

C9p4q p //
B

C8p3q p //
B

C7p2q //
B

}}

C6p1q
B

C9p5q p // C8p4q p //
r˚8 p4q

C7p3q p //
r˚7 p3q

C6p2q p //
r˚6 p2q

C5p1q
r˚5 p1q

0 // G4pF q δ // B3 b F˚ ‘ Λ2B2 δ // B2 b Λ2F˚ δ // Λ4F˚
(244)
This map is given by the following formulas:
r˚5p1q : p1, 2, 3, 4, 5q ÞÝÑ ´
5
2
Alt5
´
|1| ^ |2| ^ |3| ^ |4|
¯
,
r˚6p2q : p1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6q ÞÝÑ
Alt6
˜´1
2
¨ trp2, 4, 5, 6qu2 ´ trp1, 2, 4, 5qu2
¯
b |12| ^ |23| ` trp1, 3, 5, 6qu2 b |12| ^ |34|
¸
,
r˚7p3q : p1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7q ÞÝÑ
Alt7
˜´ 1
108
¨ p1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6q3 ´ trp6|2, 4, 3, 5qu3
¯
b |123| ´ 3
28
¨ trp1|2, 5, 6, 7qu2 ^ trp2|1, 3, 4, 5qu2
¸
,
r˚7p2q : p1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7q ÞÝÑ ´
1
84
¨ Alt7
´
trp1, 2, 3, 4qu2 ^ trp1, 5, 6, 7u2
¯
,
r˚8p4q :“ r8p4q.
(245)
The remaining maps are zero.
Recall that the triple ratio is normalized by (234) and (236) so that one has
δp1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6q3 “ Alt6pt1|2, 3, 4, 5u2 b |345|q. (246)
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The homomorphism δ in (241). Consider the composition
r˚7p3q ˝ p : C8p4q ÝÑ C7p3q ÝÑ B3 b F˚Q ‘ B2 ^B2. (247)
Lemma 7.4. The composition (247) does not change if we rescale any of the vectors. So it
defines to a well defined map (241), making the bottom left square in (244) commutative.
Proof. This is evident for the B2 ^ B2 component. Let us look at the B3 b F˚Q-component. Let
us rescale l1 ÞÝÑ al1. Then, for some c1, c2 P Q, we have
r˚7p3q ˝ p : p1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8q ÞÝÑ Alt8
´
c1 ¨ p1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6q3 ` c2 ¨ trp6|2, 4, 3, 5qu3
¯
b a “ 0.
Indeed, the pair t7, 8u does not enter to the formula under the alternation Alt8 sign. Therefore
the bottom left square in (244) is commutative by the very definition of the map (241).
Theorem 7.3 is proved in Section 9. Another way to get the map r˚
7
p3q see at Section 8.3.
The commutativity of the bottom right square in (244) is a special case of [G93, Proposition
3.3].
8 The universal motivic Chern class
Our goal is to construct, for any N ě 4, a motivic Chern classes CM4 P H8pBGLN ,ZMp4qq on
Milnor’s simplicial model of the classifying space BGLN with values in the weight 4 motivic
complex Γp´; 4q, defined using the Gersten resolution of the weight 4 polylogarithmic motivic
complex. It generalizes the construction in [G93] for the weights 2 and 3; see more details in [?,
Section 4] for the weight 3. However in Section 8.1 we define first the motivic Chern class in a
bigger complex GMp´; 4q.
Namely, we defined in (245) a cocycle representing the motivic Chern class CM4 at the generic
point of BGLN with values in the weight 4 motivic complex
G4pFq ÝÑ B3pFq b F˚Q
à
Λ2B2pFq ÝÑ B2pFq b Λ2F˚Q ÝÑ Λ4F˚Q. (248)
In Section 8.1 we show that this cocycle extends to a cocycle on BGLN with the values in the
Gersten resolution GMp´; 4q of the motivic complex (248), defined below.
In Section 8.2 we show that it produces the universal Chern class in the real Deligne coho-
mology CD4 P H8pBGLN pCq,RDp4qq.
Finally, in Section 8.3 we prove that there exists a cocycle with values in the subcomplex
Γp´; 4q Ă GMp´; 4q representing the motivic Chern class.
8.1 Calculating residues
We recall first the definition of the residue map on the weight n polylogarithmic motivic complex
[G91a, Section 15.1]. Let K be a field with a discrete valuation v, the residue field kv, and the
group of units U . Let u ÞÝÑ u be the projection U Ñ k˚v . Choose a uniformizer pi. There is a
homomorphism θ : ΛmK˚ ÝÑ Λm´1k˚v uniquely defined by the following properties (ui P U):
θppi ^ u1 ^ . . .^ um´1q “ u1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ um´1; θpu1 ^ . . . ^ umq “ 0.
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It is independent of pi. We define a homomorphism sv : ZrP1Ks ÝÑ ZrP1kvs by setting svtxu :“ txu
if x is a unit, and 0 otherwise. It induces a homomorphism sv : BpKq ÝÑ Bpkvq. We set
resv :“ sv b θ : BpKq b ΛmK˚ ÝÑ Bpkvq b Λm´1k˚v .
It defines a morphism of complexes resv : BpK,mq ÝÑ Bpkv,m´ 1qr´1s.
Denote by F the field of rational functions on a variety X, and Fx the field of rational
functions at a codimension 1 point x of X. Then the residue map is a morphism of complexes,
given by taking the sum of the residue maps over all codimension 1 points:
B4pFq // B3pFq b F˚

//
res

B2pFq b Λ2F˚ //
res

Λ4F˚
res
š
xPX1 B3pFxq //
š
xPX1 B2pFxq b F˚x //
š
xPX1 Λ
3F˚x
(249)
We extend it to a residue map
L4pFq // B3pFq b F˚ ‘ Λ2B2pFq

//
res

B2pFq b Λ2F˚ //
res

Λ4F˚
res
š
xPX1 B3pFxq //
š
xPX1 B2pFxq b F˚x //
š
xPX1 Λ
3F˚x
(250)
Namely, set resptxu2 ^ tyu2q “ 0. To check that we get a well defined residue map one uses:
Lemma 8.1. One has
res ˝ δtx, yu3,1 “ 0. (251)
Proof. Due to the skew-symmetry of tx, yu3,1 it is sufficient to check the residues at x “ 0, 1,8.
Then we have using (35) and (29):
resx“0 ˝ δ tx, yu3,1 “ t0, yu2,1 ` tyu3
p29q“ 0.
resx“1 ˝ δ tx, yu3,1 “ 0.
resx“8 ˝ δ tx, yu3,1 “ 0.
(252)
Indeed, we have
t0, yu2,1 :“ SpxÑ0 tx, yu2,1 “
 
1´ y´1(
3
` t1´ yu3 ´ t1u3 “ ´tyu3.
t1, yu3,1 :“ SpxÑ1δ tx, yu3,1 “ t1{yu3 ´ tyu3 “ 0.
t8, yu2,1 :“ SpxÑ8 tx, yu2,1 “ 0.
(253)
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We use this to define the Gersten resolution for the complex (248) on a variety X:
G4pFq // B3pFq b F˚ ‘ Λ2B2pFq

//
res

B2pFq b Λ2F˚ //
res

Λ4F˚
res
š
xPX1 B3pFxq //
š
xPX1 B2pFxq b F˚x
res

//
š
xPX1 Λ
3F˚x
res

GMpX; 4q :
š
xPX2 B2pFxq //
š
xPX2 Λ
2F˚x
res
š
xPX3 F
˚
x
res
š
xPX4 Z
(254)
Remark. The definition of the Gersten resolution of the polylogarithmic motivic complexes
B‚pF, nq has a problem in the weights n ą 4, discussed in [G91a, Section 1.15]. Namely, to
define the residue resx{y from a point x P Xk´1 to a point y P Xk, so that y is singular in the
closure x of x, one uses the transfer maps for motivic complexes B‚pF, n ´ kq. To define the
latter one uses the conjectural homotopy invariance of complexes B‚pF, n ´ kq. Note that this
problem is absent if the point y is a non-singular point of x, and thus is absent if x is smooth.
Therefore the residue map to the codimension one points is always well defined. So for n “ 4
everything is fine since the homotopy invariance of the Bloch complex is known. In fact the
non-zero residues in the codimension one line in (254) appear at the smooth points only, so the
issue with the transfer does not appear in our case at all.
Let us calculate the residues of cocycle (245), originally defined at the generic point of BGLN ,
and use this to extend the a cocycle to BGLN . Few comments are in order.
1. Cocycle (245) is obtained by a three-step construction:
• (i) Mapping the decorated flag complex for GLN to the weight 4 Bigrassmannian complex.
• (ii) Applying the Grassmannian duality.
• (iii) Applying the map (245) from the weight 4 dual Bigrassmannian complex to the motivic
complex (248).
Note that the Grassmanian duality is a birational map. Therefore for the residue calculation
we work with an equivalent variant of the cocycle obtained in a two-step construction:
• (a) Mapping the decorated flag complex for GLN to the weight 4 Bigrassmannian complex.
• (b) Applying the map from the Bigrassmanian complex to the motivic complex (248).
To get the map (b) we simply apply the Grassmannian duality to the map (245).
2. The key point is that the Λ˚Fˆ-components of the cocycle in (b) are given by regular
functions on Gm, where G :“ GLN. Indeed, each Fˆ-component is given by a minor on the
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space of m ` 1 decorated flags in an N -dimensional vector space. Calculating the residue it is
sufficient to do this just for the Birassmannian, and pull back the result first to the simplicial
variety of the decorated flags, and then to BGLN. This is precisely what we do below.
19
3. The calculation of the first residue can be performed using simpler cocycle (245). This is
the first thing we will do. Construction (a)-(b) leads to the same result, as one easily checks.
4. To check that the cocycle (245) extends to codimension one strata it is sufficient to check
the following. The cocycle has components on G8,G7,G6,G5. One needs just to check that
their residues are lifted from G7,G6,G5,G4 respectively via the standard simplicial map
Gm ÝÑ Gm´1, pg1, . . . , gmq ÞÝÑ
ÿ
p´1qipg1, . . . , pgi, . . . , gmq. (255)
Here we use the fact that the residue map is a morphism of complexes. The residue of the
component on G8 is zero by definition. It is a general expectation that the residue of the
component on G7 must be zero, which still needs to be proved.
1. The residue of r˚
5
p1q. All work for the ”Milnor” column in any weight n, which is the
right column in (254) in the weight 4, has been done in [G93]. Not only the residue is not zero,
but we have to go down in the bicomplex till we get a term with values in F˚ sitting at the
codimension n ´ 1 subvariety. This proves that the whole cocycle is non-trivial, and gives the
Beilinson regulator.
2. The residue of r˚
6
p2q.
Lemma 8.2. The residue of the element r˚
6
p2q in (245) at the divisor |12| “ 0 is equal to
Resp12qr
˚
6p2qp1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6q “
1
2
¨Altt1,2u,t3,4,5,6u
´
trp2, 4, 5, 6qu2 b |23|
¯
. (256)
Proof. Since trp1, 2, 4, 5qu2 “ 0 at |12| “ 0, we get:
Resp12qr
˚
6p2qp1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6q “
Altt1,2u,t3,4,5,6u
´1
2
¨ trp2, 4, 5, 6qu2 b |23| ` trp1, 3, 5, 6qu2 b |34|
¯
.
(257)
Since trp1, 3, 5, 6qu2 “ trp2, 3, 5, 6qu2 on the divisor |12| “ 0, the second summand vanishes after
the alternation by t1, 2u. So we get (256).
The divisor p12q “ 0 carries a rational function L2{1 given by the ratio of collinear vectors l2
and l1, that is l2 “ L2{1l1. Since L2{1 “ |23|{|13|, after the alternation t1, 2u we get
Resp12qr
˚
6p2qp1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6q “ ´
1
2
¨Altt3,4,5,6u
´
trp2, 3, 4, 5qu2 b L2{1
¯
. (258)
19We could use the construction avoiding the use of the Grassmannian duality in the beginning, but this would
result in longer formulas.
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3. The residue of r˚
7
p3q. The residue map on B2 ^ B2 is zero. Denote by r˚7p3q3,1 the
B3 b F˚-component of the map r˚7p3q. Its residue on the divisor |123| “ 0 is
Resp123qr
˚
7p3q3,1p1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7q “
Altt1,2,3u,t4,5,6,7u
´ 1
108
¨ p1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6q3 ´ trp6|2, 4, 3, 5qu3
¯
.
(259)
Lemma 8.3. Given three distinct points l1, l2, l3 on a line and three other generic points
m1,m2,m3 in P
2, one has
1
3
¨ pl1, l2, l3,m1,m2,m3q3 “ Alttl1,l2,l3u,tm1,m2,m3utrpl1,m1, l2,m2qu3. (260)
Proof. We compare our element pl1, l2, l3,m1,m2,m3q3 normalized by (246), with the element
r3pl1, l2, l3,m1,m2,m3q from [G00a], normalized there right before Section 3.3:
1
3
¨ pl1, l2, l3,m1,m2,m3q3 “ r3pl1, l2, l3,m1,m2,m3q. (261)
The factor 1{3 comes from the following identity, provided by the five-term relation:
1
3
¨Alt6 ptr1|2, 3, 4, 5su2 b |345|qq “ ´1
2
¨ Alt6 ptr1|2, 3, 4, 5su2 b |123|q .
Indeed, the expression on the right was used in the formula normalizing r3 just before Section
3.3 in [G00a], while the expression on the left is 1{3 times the one which appears in (246).
Now identity (260) follows from [G00a, Lemma 3.7] and (261).
Corollary 8.4. The residue (259) is equal to zero.
Proof. Follows immediately from Lemma 8.3.
Extending the cocycle to BGLN Recall G “ GLN. Since the residue map is a map of
complexes, all we need to check is that each component of the residue on Gm is lifted from a
divisor on Gm´1 via the map (255). The right hand side of (258) is lifted from the configuration
space of 5 vectors. Therefore it provides an extension of cocycle (245), originally defined at the
generic part of BG, to divisors in G5, with values in B2 b Fˆx . As we discussed above, a similar
extension to divisors in G4, with values in Λ3Fˆx is provided by [G93].
This way we extend cocycle (245) to the second from the top line in the Gersten complex
(254). Let us write it without using the Grassmannian duality. Then its component on the
divisor |123| “ 0 in the configuration space pl1, ..., l5q of five vectors in V3 is given by
r˚˚6 p3qp1, 2, 3, 4, 5q “ c ¨Altt123u
´
trp1, 2, 3, 4qu2 b |234||235|
¯
. (262)
The only non-trivial residues are the ones on the divisors |ijk| “ 0, permutted by the action of
the symmetric group S5. The residue on the divisor |234| “ 0 is given by
Res|234|“0r
˚˚
6 p3qp1, 2, 3, 4, 5q “ c1 ¨ trp1, 2, 3, 4qu2 . (263)
It is evidently lifted form the configuration space of 4 vectors in V3.
Summarising the results above, we arrive at the following key theorem
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Theorem 8.5. The maps r˚‚p‚q in (245) give rise to a cocycle representing the fourth universal
motivic Chern class
CM4 P H8pBGLN ,ZMp4qq. (264)
Proof. The proof follows from Theorem 7.3 combined with the results of Section 8.1.
8.2 Beilinson’s regulator in the real weight 4 Deligne cohomology
In Section 8.2 we show how the cocycle from Section 8.1 gives rise to a cocycle in the real
weight 4 Deligne cohomology of BGLN pCq. One way to proceed can be found in [G00a, Section
5.5]. It delivers an explicit formula for the cocycle. In particular Proposition 5.6 there provides
a measurable function on the configuration space of 8 points in CP3 satisfying the nine-term
relation and the dual nine-term relation, and hence by the construction in [G93] leading to a
measurable cohomology class of GLN pCq for any N ě 4. Thanks to Theorem 8.5 its cohomology
class is a non-zero rational multiple of the Borel class.
This approach however is computational, and works in small weights only.
Below we give a computation free approach, which works in arbitrary weights.
Canonical real period morphism. Let X be a complex manifold. Denote by RXpnq the
constant variation of Hodge-Tate structures Rpnq on X.
Recall complexes C˚
H
pRXpnqq [G08, Section 4] calculating RHom’s in the category of real
mixed Hodge structures on X, so that we have quasiisomorphisms
RHom˚MHSRpRXp0q,RXpnqq “ C˚HpRXpnqq.
Their key feature is a commutative associative product ˚, providing a commutative dg-algebra
C
˚
HpXq :“
8à
n“0
C
˚
HpRXpnqq.
This dg-algebra has two gradings: the cohomological grading ˚, and the weight grading ‚.
On the other hand, consider the category HTX of variations of rational Hodge-Tate structures
on a complex manifold X. It gives rise to a Hopf algebra of framed variations, and hence to the
corresponding Lie coalgebra, denoted by LHT‚ pXq. One has
L
HT
1 pXq “ O˚anpXq bQ.
When X is a smooth complex algebraic variety, we consider good variations of Hodge-Tate
structures, and have a similar formula LHT1 pXq “ O˚pXq bQ.
Let L‚ be a Zą0-graded Lie coalgebra. Recall the standard cochain complex CE
˚pL‚q of
L‚, and its degree n subcomplex CE
˚
pnqpL‚q. There is a commutative dg-algebra with an extra
weight grading, given by the Cartan-Eilenberg cochain complex of the Lie coalgebra LHT‚ pXq:
CE˚
`
L
HT
‚ pXq
˘
.
Let pA‚pXq, dq be the real de Rham complex of a manifold X. Set A‚pXqpmq “ A‚pXqbRpmq.
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Theorem 8.6. There exists a canonical map of commutative dg-algebras, called the real period
map:
PH : CE˚
`
L
HT
‚ pXq
˘ ÝÑ C˚HpXq, (265)
such that one has
L
HT
1 pXq ÝÑ A0pXq,
f ÞÝÑ log |f |. (266)
Proof. It is based on the construction of canonical generators of the Tannakian Lie coalgebra
of the category of real Hodge structures. Their the key property is that the corresponding
periods satisfy a Maurer-Cartan system of differential equations. The canonical generators were
introduced for the subcategory of Hodge-Tate structures in [Le], and in full generality in [G08,
Section 5].
The Maurer-Cartan differential equations for the canonical period functions imply that the
canonical period functions extend to a homomorphism of complexes (267).
Taking the weight n part of the map (265), where n ą 0, we get a map of complexes:
LHTn pXq //
PH

Λ2pnqL
HT
‚ pXq
PH

// . . . // ΛnLHT1 pXq
PH

A0pXqpn ´ 1q d // A1pXqpn ´ 1q d // . . . d // An´1pXqpn ´ 1q
(267)
The explicit formula for the coproduct implies that the map on the right column is given by
f1 ^ . . . ^ fn ÞÝÑ ωn´1plog |f1|, . . . , log |fn|q,
dωn´1plog |f1|, . . . , log |fn|q “ pinpd log f1, . . . , log fnq,
(268)
where the map pin was defined in (3). A formula for the form ωn can be found in [G08].
Examples. The real Hodge realization map on the motivic Lie coalgebra, whenever the latter
is defined, provides a map of Lie coalgebras, where we set F :“ CpXq and ηX :“ SpecpCpXqq:
L‚pFq ÝÑ LHT‚ pηXq.
Composing the induced map of the Chevalley-Eilenberg complexes with the canonical real period
map, we get a motivic version of the real period map:
P : CE˚ pL‚pFqq ÝÑ C˚HpηXq. (269)
Here are some examples.
1. The classical polylogarithms give rise to variations of framed Hodge-Tate structures.
Therefore Theorem 8.6 provides a map of complexes:
BnpFq //
P

Bn´1pFq b F˚
P

// . . . // ΛnF˚
P

A0pηXqpn ´ 1q d // A1pηXqpn ´ 1q d // . . . d // An´1pηXqpn ´ 1q.
(270)
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A similar map of complexes rP was constructed in [G00b, Theorem 2.2]. The maps P and rP
are different if n ą 3. The map rP does not come from a map of commutative dg-algebras. The
formula for the differential drPtfpxqun is substantially more complicated, and the claim that the
map rP is a map of complexes is a non-trivial theorem.
2. The crucial for us example is given by the weight four period map:
L4pFq //
P

B3pFq b F˚ ‘ Λ2B2pFq
P

// B2pFq b Λ2F˚
P

// Λ4F˚
P

A0pηXqp3q d // A1pηXqp3q d // A2pηXqp3q d // A3pηXqp3q.
(271)
Compatibility with the residues. Denote by Pnpmq the component of the map P of the
weight n and the cohomological degree m. The differential forms at the image of the map (270)
are integrable on X, and thus define currents on X. Denote by D the de Rham differential on
distributions. Recall the differential δ on the polylogarithmic motivic complex.
Proposition 8.7. The map (270) is compatible with the residues:
D ˝ Pnpmq ´ Pnpm` 1q ˝ δ “ 2pii ¨
ÿ
Y PXp1q
Pn´1pm´ 1q ˝ resvY , m ă n
D ˝ Pnpnq ´ pinpd log f1 ^ ...^ d log fnq “ 2pii ¨
ÿ
YĂXp1q
Pn´1pn ´ 1q ˝ resvY .
(272)
Here vY is the valuation on the field CpXq defined by a divisor Y , and resvY the corresponding
component of the residue map.
Proof. We use the following two facts:
1. The function at the generic point of X obtained by applying the canonical real period
map to tfpxqun is a distribution. Its differential in the sense of distributions coincides with the
formal differential of the corresponding differential form.
2. The second line in (272) is proved directly, the same one as in [G00b].
The proof follows from this by using the multiiplicativity of the real period map, that is the
fact that it comes from a map of commutative dg-algebras.
Proposition 8.8. The map (271) is compatible with the residues in the sense of (272).
Proof. The compatibility for the left square is seen as follows.
Theorem 8.9. Applying the canonical real period map to cocycle (264) we get a cocycle repre-
senting the fourth universal motivic Chern class with values in the real Deligne cohomology
CD4 P H8pBGLN pCq,RDp4qq. (273)
Its cohomology class is a non-zero rational multiple of the Beilinson class.
Proof. Theorem 8.9 follows from Theorem 8.5, Theorem 8.6, and Proposition 8.8. The claim
that the cohomology class of (273) coincides with Beilinson’a regulator follows from [G93] since
the Milnor component of our cocycle is the same as there, up to a non-zero rational factor.
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8.3 End of the proof of Theorem 1.17 and other main theorems
To prove our main results, including Zagier’s conjecture, in their strongest form we have to define
a map from algebraic K-groups of F to the cohomology of the weight 4 polylogarithmic motivic
complexes B‚pF; 4q. To prove that we can land indeed in the complex B‚p˚; 4q of the field F itself
rather then its finite extension we need to use a different way to write the map r˚7p3q, reflecting
the construction of the Grassmannian tetralogarithm using the scissor congruence groups A3pFq.
Relation with the Grassmannian tetralogarithm. Let us show that the map (247) coin-
cides with a similar map defined in [G00a, Section 5.2] in a different way.
The definition of the latter map is more transparent. Its drawback is that it is unclear how
to show that it leads to a non-trivial cohomology class of GLN pCq.
Recall that for any field F there are scissor congruence groups AnpFq reflecting the properties
of Aomoto polylogarithms, defined in [BMS], [BGSV]. We use slightly modified groups, adding
the dual additivity relation. For convenience of the reader we recall the definition from [G09].
The abelian group AnpFq is generated by the elements
xL;MyAn :“ xl0, ..., ln;m0, ...,mnyAn
corresponding to generic configurations of 2pn ` 1q points pl0, ..., ln;m0, ...,mnq in PnpFq. Here
L “ pl0, ..., lnq and M “ pm0, ...,mnq. The relations are the following:
Degeneration. xL;MyAn “ 0 if pl0, ..., lnq or pm0, ...,mnq belong to a hyperplane.
Projective invariance. xgL; gMyAn “ xL;MyAn for any g P PGLn`1pFq.
Skew symmetry. xσL;MyAn “ xL;σMyAn “ p´1q|σ|xL;MyAn for any σ P Sn`1.
Additivity and dual additivity. For any generic configuration pl0, ..., ln`1;m0, ...,mnq in PnpFq,
and respectively in Pn`1pFq, one has
n`1ÿ
i“0
p´1qixl0, ...,pli, ..., ln`1;m0, ...,mnyAn “ 0,
n`1ÿ
i“0
p´1qixli|l0, ...,pli, ..., ln`1;m0, ...,mnyAn “ 0.
(274)
There is a similar condition for M .
The direct sum
À8
n“0AnpFq has a graded coalgebra structure with the copraduct δ.
Below we use notation pl1, . . . , l8q for a configuration of vectors in generic position in V4.
Using the group A3pFq, we define a map [G00a, Section 5.2]r∆ : G4pFq ÝÑ A3pFq b FˆàFˆ bA3pFqàB2pFq ^ B2pFq
p1, . . . , 8q ÞÝÑ Alt8
´
x1, . . . , 4; 5, . . . , 8yA3 b |5678| ´ |1234| b x1, . . . , 4; 5, . . . , 8yA3
¯
´ 3
28
¨ trp3, 4|2, 5, 6, 7qu2 ^ trp6, 7|1, 3, 4, 5qu2 .
(275)
Next, there is a homomophism [G00a, Section 3.3]:
a3 : A3pFq ÝÑ B3pFq,
xl0, ..., l3; l4, ..., l7yA3 ÞÝÑ
1
2
a13 ´
1
3
a23,
(276)
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where the map a13 and a
2
3 are defined as follows:
20
a13pl0, ..., l3;m0, ...,m3q :“
3ÿ
i,j“0
p´1qi`jpli | l0, . . . ,pli, . . . , l3;m0, . . . , pmj , . . . ,m3q3,
µ3px1, x2, x3; y1, y2, y3q :“ 1
2
¨Alttx1,x2,x3u,ty1,y2,y3utrpx1, y2, x2, y1qu3,
a23pl0, ..., l3;m0, ...,m3q :“
3ÿ
i,j“0
p´1qi`jµ3pli,mj | l0, . . . ,pli, . . . , l3;m0, . . . , pmj , . . . ,m3q.
(277)
There is a similar map a2 : A2pFq ÝÑ B2pFq [BGSV].
The key property of the map a3 is the following commutative diagram [G00a, Theorem 3.2]:
A3pFq δ //
a3

A2pFq b Fˆ
À
Fˆ bA2pFq
a2^a1

B3pFq δ // B2pFq ^ Fˆ
(278)
The composition ∆ :“ pa3 ^ Id` Id^ a3 ` Id^ Idq ˝ r∆ is a map
∆ : G4pFq ÝÑ B3pFq ^ Fˆ
à
B2pFq ^B2pFq. (279)
Proposition 8.10. The map ∆ in (279), followed by the Grassmannian duality, coincides with
the map r˚
7
p3q in (245).
Proof. Follows by careful comparison of the definition and normalizations involved.
Remark. The map r∆ satisfies the key property that its composition res ˝ r∆ with the residue
map is zero. Indeed, the residue can be non-zero only at the divisors |ijkl| “ 0. Due to the
skewsymmetry it is suffice to calculate the residue at the divisor |1234| “ 0, which is given by
´a3
´
x1, . . . , 4; 5, . . . , 8yA3 ` x5, . . . , 8; 1, . . . , 4yA3
¯
|1234|“0
.
Each of the two summands here is zero due to the degeneration relation in the group A3.
In particular the claim that the ratio of the first two coefficients in r˚7p3q in (245) is´1{108
is nailed by the fact that the the residue res ˝ r˚7p3q is zero, as we check in Section 8.1 below.
The only place where the value of the coefficient 3{28 is important is the commutativity of
the middle square at the bottom of diagram (244).
End of the proof of Theorem 1.17. Let us identify the space Conf8pV4q with the Grass-
mannian Grp4; 8q of 4-dimensional subspaces in a coordinate 8-dimensional vector space, which
are in generic position to the coordinate hyperplanes. We identify the latter with the quo-
tient by the action of GL4 of the space M
˚
4,8 of non-degenerate 4 ˆ 8 matrices pai,jq, where
1 ď i ď 4 and 1 ď j ď 8. Note that M˚4,8 is a subspace of the space M4,8 of all 4 ˆ 8 matrices
pai,jq. Consider a path p in M4,8 starting at a point pai,jq P M˚4,8 and given by the composition
20Recall that our normalization of the map p˚, . . . , ˚q3 differs from the one [G00a, Section 5.2], see (261).
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p “ I8 ˝ . . . ˝ I1 of the following eight segments. The segment Ik is given parametrically by
a1,k´1 “ t, where 0 ď t ď 1, while the rest of the coordinates stay the same, and starts at a
point with a1,1 “ 0, . . . , a1,k´1 “ 0.
Recall [G09] that the symbol of the Grassmannian tetralogarithm is a rational multiple of
Alt8
´
|1234| b |2345| b |3456| b |4567|
¯
.
Restricting it to the path Ik we get a sum of terms where each factor in b4Fˆ is a linear function
in the path variable t. This implies that we can express the Grassmanian tetralogarithm as a
sum of weight four framed sub-quotients of piM1 pP1 ´ tb0, ..., bN u, vaq where the points bi and a
belong to the number subfield F Ă C.
Therefore thanks to Corollary 2.9 the Grassmannian tetralogarithm can be expressed as a
linear combination of the motivic correlators tzu4 and tx, yu3,1 with the arguments in F.
So we get for each N a map from the complex of decorated flags for GLN to the weight four
part of the standard cochain complex of the Lie coalgebra Lď4pFq.
Corollary 1.13 of Theorem 1.12 implies that for each N there exists a map from the complex
of decorated flags for GLN to the weight four polylogrithmic complex B
‚pF; 4q. One can define
it by subtracting from the original map the coproduct of the following element:
Alt8trp3, 4|2, 5, 6, 7q, rp6, 7|1, 3, 4, 5qu3,1 .
Then the obtained map lands in L4pFq Ñ B3pFqbFˆ Ñ B2pFqbΛ2Fˆ Ñ Λ4Fˆ. So by Theorem
1.12c) it lands in the subcomplex B4pFq Ñ B3pFq b Fˆ Ñ B2pFq b Λ2Fˆ Ñ Λ4Fˆ.
Theorem 1.17 follows from this.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Follows immediately from what we have done. Indeed, we con-
structed a map from the decorated flag complex to the weight four polylogarithmic motivic
complex, and proved using Theorem 8.9 and Theorem 1.17 that it gives rise to a non-zero
rational miltiple of Beilinson’s regulator map.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Follows immediately from Theorem 1.2 and Borel’s theorem [B76].
9 Proof of Theorem 7.3
In Section 9 we prove Theorem 7.3.
One can understand the proof better by using the representation theory of the symmetric
group. We provide representation theoretic explanations along with computations.
We introduce symbolic versions of higher Bloch groups Bn, n “ 1, 2, 3. We denote them by
bnpq,mq, where q,m P N. They are finite dimensional Q-vector spaces described by generators
and relations. Given a configuration of m vectors in a q´dimensional vector space over F, there
is an evaluation map:
ev : bnpq,mq ÝÑ BnpFq. (280)
For example, b2p2, 6q is a 10´dimensional space generated by symbols ti1, i2, i3, i4u2 satisfy-
ing two types of relations: the skew-symmetry and the five-term relation. The definition reflects
properties of the dilogarithm evaluated on cross-ratios rpvi1 , vi2 , vi3 , vi4q obtained by picking four
out of six generic vectors in a 2-dimensional space.
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Next, for every injection of finite sets m1 ãÑm2 one has a morphism
bnpq, |m1|q ÝÑ bnpq, |m2|q. (281)
Under the evaluation map it corresponds to picking |m1| vectors out of |m2|. It means that
bnpq, ‚q is a covariant functor from the category FI of finite sets with the morphisms given by
injective maps to the category of finite dimensional Q-vector spaces. In particular, bnpq, |m|q is
a representation of the symmetric group S|m|. Such objects are called FI-modules.
We do not use any results of the theory of FI-modules in the proof of Theorem 7.3. Yet the
main property of finitely generated FI-modules - the representation stability - partially explains
why the alternating components of representations appearing in the proof are very small.
9.1 Symbolic versions of Bloch groups
FI-modules and representation stability [ChEF]. The category FI of finite sets with in-
jections is equivalent to the category with the objects m :“ t1, 2, ...,mu, and with the morphism
from m1 to m2 given by the injections m1 ãÑm2. An FI-module B is a covariant functor from
category FI to the category of finite-dimensional Q-vector spaces. FI-modules form an abelian
category. Tensor products and Schur functors for FI-modules are defined termwise.
For every m P N we denote by Bm the vector space Bpmq. It is a representation of the
symmetric group Sm. The latter are in bijection with partitions λ1 ě λ2 ě . . . ě λl of m. We
denote these representations by
V pλq “ rλ1, λ2, . . . , λls. (282)
So rms is the trivial representation, and r1, 1, . . . , 1s the alternating one.
An FI-module B is called finitely generated if there exists a finite set of vectors S in
Ů
mě1 Bm
such that B has no proper FI-submodules containing all vectors in S.
Finitely generated FI-modules are preserved by tensor products and Schur functors. One of
key results is that every submodule of a finitely generated FI-module is finitely generated.
Many applications of the theory of FI-modules come from the phenomena of representation
stability of a sequence of representations. To state it, we introduce an axillary notation. Given a
partition λ “ pλ1, λ2, . . . , λlq, denote by V pλqm the irreducible Sm-module given by the partition
λrms “ pm´ |λ|, λ1, λ2, . . . , λlq. (283)
Theorem 9.1. Let B be a finitely generated FI-module. Then for sufficiently large m we have
Bm –
à
cλV pλqm, (284)
where the multiplicities cλ do not dependf on m.
Symbolic higher Bloch groups. Let us introduce FI-modules bnpq, ‚q of weights n “ 1, 2, 3.
The weight one.
Definition 9.2. The Q-vctor space b1pq,mq is generated by the symbols |i1i2...iq|, where the
indices 1 ď ik ď m are distinct, and satisfy the symmetry relation:
|i1i2...iq| “ |iσp1qiσp2q...iσpqq| @σ P Sq. (285)
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For a given configuration ofm vectors v1, ..., vm in general position in a q´dimensional vector
space over F with a chosen volume element ωm there exists a map of Q´vector spaces
ev : b1pq,mq ÝÑ FˆQ, (286)
sending symbol |i1i2...iq| to the determinant detpvi1 , ..., viq q :“ xωm, vi1 ^ . . .^ viqy of the corre-
sponding vectors. This map is well defined since ´1 is vanishing in FˆQ.
Vector spaces b1pq, ‚q form a finitely generated FI-module. The following lemma gives an
example of representation stability phenomena. We omit the proof since it is not used later.
Lemma 9.3. As representation of Sm,
b1pq,mq “ IndSmSqˆSm´q prqs ˆ rm´ qsq . (287)
In particular,
b1p2,mq “ rm´ 2, 2s ‘ rm´ 1, 1s ‘ rms, @m ě 5,
b1p3,mq “ rm´ 3, 3s ‘ rm´ 2, 2s ‘ rm´ 1, 1s ‘ rms, @m ě 6.
(288)
The weight two.
Definition 9.4. The vector space b2pq,mq is generated by the symbols
ti1...iq´2|iq´1iqiq`1iq`2u2, 1 ď ik ď m, ia ­“ ib. (289)
These symbols are symmetric in the first q ´ 2 variables, and skew-symmetric in the last four.
They satisfy the following relations:
the 5-term relation:
t‚|i1i2i3i4u2 ´ t‚|i1i2i3i5u2 ` t‚|i1i2i4i5u2 ´ t‚|i1i3i4i5u2 ` t‚|i2i3i4i5u2 “ 0. (290)
the dual 5-term relation:
t‚i1|i2i3i4i5u2 ´ t‚i2|i1i3i4i5u2 ` t‚i3|i1i2i4i5u2 ´ t‚i4|i1i2i3i5u2 ` t‚i5|i1i2i3i4u2 “ 0. (291)
For a given configuration of m vectors v1, ..., vm in generic position in a q-dimensional vector
space V over F there is a map of Q´vector spaces
ev : b2pq,mq ÝÑ B2pFq. (292)
It is defined as follows. Let W be the subspace of V generated by the vectors vi1 , ..., viq´2 . Then
ev : ti1...iq´2|iq´1...iq`2u2 ÞÝÑ trpvi1 , ...viq´2 |viq´1 ...viq`2qu2 P B2pFq,
where on the right stands the cross-ratio of the four points in the projective line PrV {W s provided
by the projections of the vectors viq´1 , viq , viq`1 , viq`2 to V {W .
There is a unique symbolic analog of the coproduct compatible with the evaluation maps:
δ : b2pq,mq ÝÑ Λ2rb1pq,mqs. (293)
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Example 9.5. Consider the symbolic version of the weight two polylogarithmic complex:
b2p4q ÝÑ Λ2b1p2, 4q. (294)
Then b2p4q is a sign representation of S4, and Λ2b1p2, 4q is computed as follows:
r1, 1, 1, 1s ‘ 2r2, 1, 1s ‘ r2, 2s ‘ 2r3, 1s. (295)
Therefore the coproduct map is unique up to a constant.
Example 9.6. Then vector space b2p2, 6q is a 10-dimensional representation of S6:
b2p2, 6q “ r3, 1, 1, 1s. (296)
The weight three.
Definition 9.7. The vector space b3p3,mq is generated by the symbols of two types:
ti1|i2, i3, i4, i5u3, ti1, i2, i3, i4, i5, i6u3. (297)
The symbols of the first type satisfy the following relations:
ti1|i2, i3, i4, i5u3 “ ti1|i3, i4, i5, i2u3 “ ´ti1|i4, i3, i2, i5u3,
ti1|i2, i3, i4, i5u3 ` ti1|i2, i4, i5, i3u3 ` ti1|i2, i5, i3, i4u3 “ 0.
(298)
The symbols of the second type are anti-symmetric and satisfy the 7-term relation:
7ÿ
k“1
p´1qktj1, . . . ,pjk, . . . , j7u3 “ 0. (299)
Example 9.8. The vector space b3p3, 5q is a 5-dimensional representation of S5:
b3p3, 5q “ r3, 2s. (300)
For a given configuration of m vectors v1, . . . , vm in a 3´dimensional vector space over F
there exist a natural evaluation map of Q-vector spaces
b3p6,mq ÝÑ B3pFq,
ti1|i2, i3, i4, i5u3 ÞÝÑ trpvi1 |vi2 , vi3 , vi4 , vi5qu3.
t1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6u3 ÝÑ 1
5
Alt6
" |vi1 , vi2 , vi4 ||vi2 , vi3 , vi5 ||vi1 , vi3 , vi6 |
|vi1 , vi2 , vi5 ||vi2 , vi3 , vi6 ||vi1 , vi3 , vi4 |
*
3
.
(301)
There is a unique symbolic analog of the coproduct compatible with the evaluation maps:
δ : b3p3,mq ÝÑ b2p3,mq b b1p3,mq. (302)
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9.2 Commutativity of the first square
Theorem 9.9. a) The map
δ : b2p2, 6q b Λ2rb1p2, 6qs ÝÑ Λ4rb1p2, 6qs (303)
induces an isomorphism of alternating components. The image of the element
Alt6
˜´1
2
t2, 4, 5, 6u2 ´ t1, 2, 4, 5u2
¯
b |12| ^ |23| ` t1, 3, 5, 6u2 b |12| ^ |34|
¸
(304)
is equal to ´5
2
Alt6p|12| ^ |13| ^ |14| ^ |15|q.
b)The following diagram is commutative:
C6p2q p //
r
˚
6
p2q

C5p1q
r
˚
5
p1q

B2 b Λ2Fˆ δ // Λ4Fˆ
(305)
Proof. a) Multiplicities of the alternating components of the spaces
b2p2, 6q b Λ2rb1p2, 6qs and Λ4rb1p2, 6qs (306)
can be computed directly: both of them are equal to 3.
The following three elements in Λ4rb1p2, 6qs form a basis of its alternating component:
a1 “ Alt6p|12| ^ |13| ^ |14| ^ |15|q,
a2 “ Alt6p|12| ^ |23| ^ |34| ^ |45|q,
a3 “ Alt6p|12| ^ |23| ^ |45| ^ |24|q.
(307)
Next, consider the following three elements in b2p2, 6q b Λ2rb1p2, 6qs:
b1 “ Alt6 pt2, 4, 5, 6u2 b |12| ^ |23|q ,
b2 “ Alt6 pt1, 2, 4, 5u2 b |12| ^ |23|q ,
b3 “ Alt6 pt1, 3, 5, 6u2 b |12| ^ |34|q .
(308)
Lemma 9.10. The map δ can be computed explicitely on these vectors:
δpb1q “ ´3a1 ` 6a3,
δpb2q “ a1 ´ 2a2 ´ a3,
δpb3q “ ´2a2 ´ 4a3.
(309)
Proof. We will compute δpb1q, the other computations are similar.
δpb1q “ Alt6
ˆ |24||56|
|26||45| ^
|25||46|
|26||45| ^ |12| ^ |23|
˙
“
Alt6 p|24| ^ |25| ^ |12| ^ |23|q `Alt6 p|24| ^ |46| ^ |12| ^ |23|q `
Alt6 p|56| ^ |25| ^ |12| ^ |23|q `Alt6 p|56| ^ |46| ^ |12| ^ |23|q ´
´Alt6 p|26| ^ |25| ^ |12| ^ |23|q ´Alt6 p|26| ^ |46| ^ |12| ^ |23|q
´Alt6 p|45| ^ |25| ^ |12| ^ |23|q ´Alt6 p|45| ^ |46| ^ |12| ^ |23|q
´Alt6 p|24| ^ |26| ^ |12| ^ |23|q ´Alt6 p|24| ^ |45| ^ |12| ^ |23|q
´Alt6 p|56| ^ |26| ^ |12| ^ |23|q ´Alt6 p|56| ^ |45| ^ |12| ^ |23|q .
(310)
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Then,
Alt6 p|24| ^ |25| ^ |12| ^ |23|q “ ´Alt6 p|24| ^ |26| ^ |12| ^ |23|q “
´Alt6 p|26| ^ |25| ^ |12| ^ |23|q “ ´a1.
(311)
Indeed, for instance
Alt6 p|24| ^ |25| ^ |12| ^ |23|q “ ´a1 “ ´Alt6p|12| ^ |13| ^ |14| ^ r15sq, (312)
since the permutation σ “
ˆ
1 2 3 4 5 6
4 1 5 2 3 6
˙
is odd and sends |24| ^ |25| ^ |12| ^ |23| to
|12| ^ |13| ^ |14| ^ |15|. The reader should keep in mind that symbols |ij| are symmetric.
Next,
Alt6 p|56| ^ |46| ^ |12| ^ |23|q “ ´Alt6 p|45| ^ |46| ^ |12| ^ |23|q “
´Alt6 p|56| ^ |45| ^ |12| ^ |23|q “ 0.
(313)
Each of the equalities is proved by applying a permutation in S6.
Finally, all the remaining six terms are equal to a3.
Lemma 9.10 implies that δ induces an isomorphism of the alternating components. So
δ
˜
Alt6
˜´1
2
t2, 4, 5, 6u2 ´ t1, 2, 4, 5u2
¯
b |12| ^ |23| ` t1, 3, 5, 6u2 b |12| ^ |34|
¸¸
“
δ
ˆ
1
2
b1 ´ b2 ` b3
˙
“ 1
2
p´3a1 ` 6a3q ´ pa1 ´ 2a2 ´ a3q ` p´2a2 ´ 4a3q “ ´5
2
a1.
(314)
This finishes the proof of part a).
b) Let’s fix a configuration C of six vectors v1, . . . , v6 in two-dimensional vector space. Then
r˚5p1q ˝ ppCq “ ev
ˆ
´5
2
Alt6p|12| ^ |13| ^ |14| ^ |15|q
˙
“ ev
ˆ
´5
2
a1
˙
r˚6p2qpCq “ ev
ˆ
1
2
b1 ´ b2 ` b3
˙
.
(315)
Therefore δ ˝ r˚
6
p2qpCq “ r˚
5
p1q ˝ ppCq.
9.3 Commutativity of the second square.
Theorem 9.11. a) The map
δ : pb3p3, 7q b b1p3, 7qq ‘ Λ2rb2p3, 7qs ÝÑ b2p3, 7q b Λ2rb1p3, 7qs (316)
sends vector
Alt7
˜
1
108
t1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6u3b|123|´t6|2, 4, 3, 5u3b|123|´ 3
28
t1|2, 5, 6, 7u2^t2|1, 5, 3, 4u2
¸
(317)
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to
Alt7
˜´1
2
t1|3, 5, 6, 7u2 ´ t1|2, 3, 5, 6u2
¯
b |123| ^ |134| ` t1|2, 4, 6, 7u2 b |123| ^ |145|
¸
. (318)
b) The diagram
C7p3q p //
r
˚
7
p3q

C6p2q
r
˚
6
p2q

B3 b Fˆ δ // B2 b Λ2Fˆ
(319)
is commutative.
Consider the following vectors in b2p3, 7q b Λ2rb1p3, 7qs :
t1 “ Alt7 pt2|3, 4, 5, 6u b r123s ^ r345sq ,
t2 “ Alt7 pt3|2, 4, 6, 7u b r123s ^ r345sq ,
t3 “ Alt7 pt6|2, 3, 4, 5u b r123s ^ r345sq ,
t4 “ Alt7 pt5|2, 3, 4, 6u b r123s ^ r345sq ,
(320)
t5 “ Alt7 pt5|2, 3, 4, 6u b r123s ^ r234sq ,
t6 “ Alt7 pt4|2, 3, 5, 6u b r123s ^ r234sq ,
t7 “ Alt7 pt2|3, 5, 6, 7u b r123s ^ r234sq ,
t8 “ Alt7 pt2|1, 3, 5, 6u b r123s ^ r234sq .
(321)
Lemma 9.12. a)The following equalities hold:
t1 ` t3 ´ 2t4 ` t2 “ 0,
2t5 ` 2t8 ´ t6 “ 0.
(322)
b) For a configuration C of seven vectors in a 3-dimensional space, the evaluation map sends
´ 1
2
t7 ` t8 ´ t2 ÞÝÑ r˚6 p2q ˝ ppCq. (323)
Proof. a) We start from the five-term relation for the configuration p3|24567q:
t3|4, 5, 6, 7u2 ´ t3|2, 5, 6, 7u2 ` t3|2, 4, 6, 7u2 ´ t3|2, 4, 5, 7u2 ` t3|2, 4, 5, 6u2 “ 0. (324)
Multiplying it by |123| ^ |345| and alternating we get
t2 “ Alt7 pt3|2, 4, 6, 7u2 b |123| ^ |345|q “ ´Alt7 pt3|2, 4, 5, 6u2 b |123| ^ |345|q . (325)
Here is a detailed argument. The five-term relation above leads to the following identity:
Alt7pt3|4, 5, 6, 7u2 b |123| ^ |345|q ´Alt7pt3|2, 5, 6, 7u2 b |123| ^ |345|q`
Alt7pt3|2, 4, 6, 7u2 b |123| ^ |345|q ´Alt7pt3|2, 4, 5, 7u2 b |123| ^ |345|q`
Alt7pt3|2, 4, 5, 6u2 b |123| ^ |345|q “ 0.
(326)
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The expression t3|4, 5, 6, 7u2 b |123| ^ |345| is symmetric in p1, 2q and thus vanishes after the
alternation. The remaining four terms group into two pairs:
Alt7 pt3|2, 4, 6, 7u2 b |123| ^ |345|q “ ´Alt7 pt3|2, 5, 6, 7u2 b |123| ^ |345|q ,
Alt7 pt3|2, 4, 5, 6u2 b |123| ^ |345|q “ ´Alt7 pt3|2, 4, 5, 7u2 b |123| ^ |345|q .
(327)
This gives the equality above.
Next, the dual five-term relation tells that
t2|3, 4, 5, 6u ´ t3|2, 4, 5, 6u ` t4|2, 3, 5, 6u ´ t5|2, 3, 4, 6u ` t6|2, 3, 4, 5u “ 0. (328)
Multiplying it by r123s ^ r345s, alternating, and using the previous computation we get
t1 ` t2 ´ t4 ´ t4 ` t3 “ 0. (329)
To prove the second formula in (322) we multiply (328) by r123s^r234s and alternate, getting
´ t8 ´ t8 ` t6 ´ t5 ´ t5 “ 0. (330)
b) This follows from Theorem 9.9. Indeed, from it we see that
r˚6p2q ˝ ppCq “
Alt7
˜´1
2
t1|3, 5, 6, 7u2 ´ t1|2, 3, 5, 6u2
¯
b |123| ^ |134| ` t1|2, 4, 6, 7u2 b p123q ^ p145q
¸
“
1
2
Alt7pt1|3, 5, 6, 7u2 b p123q ^ p134qq ´Alt7pt1|2, 3, 5, 6u2 b p123q ^ |134|q`
Alt7pt1|2, 4, 6, 7u2 b |123| ^ |145|q “
´ 1
2
Alt7pt2|3, 5, 6, 7u2 b |123| ^ |234|q `Alt7pt2|1, 3, 5, 6u2 b |123| ^ |234|q´
Alt7pt3|2, 4, 6, 7u2 b |123| ^ |345|q “ ´1
2
t7 ` t8 ´ t2.
(331)
We introduce the following elements in
´
b3p3, 7q b b1p3, 7q
¯
‘ Λ2rb2p3, 7qs:
r1 “ Alt7
ˆ
1
108
t1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6u3 b |123|
˙
,
r2 “ Alt7 pt6|2, 4, 3, 5u3 b |123|q ,
r3 “ Alt7 pt1|2, 5, 6, 7u2 ^ t2|1, 5, 3, 4u2q .
(332)
Part c) of Lemma 9.13 below is the hardest part in the proof. In the next section we will
give a representation-theoretic argument clarifying it.
Lemma 9.13.
δpr1q “ t1 ` t3 ´ t5,
δpr2q “ t6 ` 2t4,
δpr3q “ 14
ˆ
1
3
t7 ´ t6
˙
.
(333)
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Proof. a) We start from computing the coproduct of δpr1q directly:
δpr1q “ δAlt7
ˆ
1
108
t1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6u3 b |123|
˙
“
δ
1
108
Alt7 pAlt6 pt1|2345u2 b |345|q ^ |123|q “
1
108
ÿ
σPS7
ÿ
τPS6
p´1qσ`τ `tστp1q|στp2qστp3qστp4qστp5qu2˘b |στp3qστp4qστp5q| ^ |σp1qσp2qσp3q| “
1
108
ÿ
µPS7
ÿ
τPS6
p´1qµ`tµp1q|µp2qµp3qµp4qµp5qu2˘b |µp3qµp4qµp5q| ^ |µτ´1p1qµτ´1p2qµτ´1p3q| “
1
108 ¨ 6!Alt7 pAlt6 pt1|2345u2 b |345| ^ Sym6p|123|qqq “
1
108
Alt7 pt1|2345u2 b |345| ^ Sym6p|123|qq .
(334)
For any indices i, j, k ‰ 6 the following expression is symmetric under the transposition 6Ø 7:
t1|2345u2 b |345| ^ |ijk|. (335)
Therefore it vanishes after the alternation. From this we get
108
36
δpr1q “Alt7 pt1|2345u2 b |345| ^ |612|q `Alt7 pt1|2345u2 b |345| ^ |613|q `
Alt7 pt1|2345u2 b |345| ^ |614|q `Alt7 pt1|2345u2 b |345| ^ |615|q `
Alt7 pt1|2345u2 b |345| ^ |623|q `Alt7 pt1|2345u2 b |345| ^ |624|q `
Alt7 pt1|2345u2 b |345| ^ |625|q `Alt7 pt1|2345u2 b |345| ^ |634|q `
Alt7 pt1|2345u2 b |345| ^ |635|q `Alt7 pt1|2345u2 b |345| ^ |645|q .
(336)
Observe that
Alt7 pt1|2345u2 b |345| ^ |612|q “ 0. (337)
One can easily deduce this from the five-term relation. Here is a representation-theoretic argu-
ment. Consider the sub-representation in Λ2rb1p3, 7qs generated by the vector |345| ^ |612| and
denote it by L. It decomposes into irreducibles in the following way:
L “ r3, 3, 1s ‘ r4, 3s ‘ r5, 1, 1s ‘ r5, 2s ‘ r6, 1s. (338)
A direct computation with characters shows that the representation b2p3, 7q b L does not have
an alternating component. From this the statement follows.
Next,
Alt7 pt1|2345u2 b |345| ^ |613|q “ Alt7 pt1|2345u2 b |345| ^ |614|q “
Alt7 pt1|2345u2 b |345| ^ |615|q “ t1,
(339)
Alt7 pt1|2345u2 b |345| ^ |623|q “ Alt7 pt1|2345u2 b |345| ^ |624|q “
Alt7 pt1|2345u2 b |345| ^ |625|q “ t3,
(340)
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Alt7 pt1|2345u2 b |345| ^ |634|q “ Alt7 pt1|2345u2 b |345| ^ |635|q “
Alt7 pt1|2345u2 b |345| ^ |645|q “ ´t5,
(341)
It follows that
δpr1q “ t1 ` t3 ´ t5. (342)
b) We have
δpr2q “ Alt7
ˆ
t6|2435u2 b |623||645||643||625| ^ |123|
˙
“
Alt7 pt6|2435u2 b |623| ^ |123|q `Alt7 pt6|2435u2 b |645| ^ |123|q ´
´Alt7 pt6|2435u2 b |643| ^ |123|q ´Alt7 pt6|2435u2 b |625| ^ |123|q .
(343)
It is easy to see that
Alt7 pt6|2435u2 b |623| ^ |123|q “ t6,
Alt7 pt6|2435u2 b |643| ^ |123|q “ ´t4,
Alt7 pt6|2435u2 b |625| ^ |123|q “ ´t4.
(344)
It remains to show that
Alt7 pt6|2435u2 b |645| ^ |123|q “ 0. (345)
This follows from a similar representation-theoretic argument as in part a), or checked directly.
c) We start by expanding the coproduct δpr3q:
1
2
δ pAlt7t1|2567u2 ^ t2|1534u2q “
Alt7
ˆ
t1|2567u2 b |215||234||214||253| ^
|213||254|
|214||253|
˙
“
Alt7pt1|2567u2 b |215| ^ |213|q `Alt7pt1|2567u2 b |215| ^ |254|q`
Alt7pt1|2567u2 b |234| ^ |213|q `Alt7pt1|2567u2 b |234| ^ |254|q´
´Alt7pt1|2567u2 b |214| ^ |213|q ´Alt7pt1|2567u2 b |214| ^ |254|q´
´Alt7pt1|2567u2 b |253| ^ |213|q ´Alt7pt1|2567u2 b |253| ^ |254|q´
´Alt7pt1|2567u2 b |215| ^ |214|q ´Alt7pt1|2567u2 b |215| ^ |253|q´
´Alt7pt1|2567u2 b |234| ^ |214|q ´Alt7pt1|2567u2 b |234| ^ |253|q.
(346)
Next, we transform the right hand side part of each of the terms to the form |123| ^ |234|:
1
2
δ pAlt7t1|2567u2 ^ t2|1534u2q “
´Alt7pt3|2167u2 b |123| ^ |234|q ´Alt7pt1|2367u2 b |123| ^ |234|q´
´Alt7pt1|2567u2 b |123| ^ |234|q ´Alt7pt5|2167u2 b |123| ^ |234|q´
´Alt7pt3|2567u2 b |123| ^ |234|q ´Alt7pt1|2467u2 b |123| ^ |234|q´
´Alt7pt1|2467u2 b |123| ^ |234|q ´Alt7pt5|2367u2 b |123| ^ |234|q´
´Alt7pt3|2167u2 b |123| ^ |234|q ´Alt7pt1|2367u2 b |123| ^ |234|q´
´Alt7pt1|2567u2 b |123| ^ |234|q ´Alt7pt5|2167u2 b |123| ^ |234|q.
(347)
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Finally we sum up the repeating terms:
1
2
δ pAlt7t1|2567u2 ^ t2|1534u2q “
´ 2Alt7pt3|2167u2 b |123| ^ |234|q ´ 2Alt7pt1|2367u2 b |123| ^ |234|q´
´ 2Alt7pt1|2567u2 b |123| ^ |234|q ´ 2Alt7pt5|2167u2 b |123| ^ |234|q´
´ 2Alt7pt1|2467u2 b |123| ^ |234|q ´Alt7pt3|2567u2 b |123| ^ |234|q´
´Alt7pt5|2367u2 b |123| ^ |234|q.
(348)
Our goal is to express it in terms of the vectors t5, t6, t7, t8.
From the dual five-term relation for p5, 2, 3, 6, 7q we conclude that
3Alt7pt5|2367u2 b |123| ^ |234|q “ ´2Alt7pt2|3567u2 b |123| ^ |234|q “ ´2t7. (349)
Next,
Alt7pt3|2167u2 b |123| ^ |234|q “ Alt7pt2|1356u2 b |123| ^ |234|q “ t8,
Alt7pt1|2367u2 b |123| ^ |234|q “ Alt7pt4|2356u2 b |123| ^ |234|q “ t6.
(350)
From the five-term relation for p1|2, 3, 5, 6, 7q we have
2Alt7pt1|2567u2 b |123| ^ |234|q “ 3Alt7pt1|2356u2 b |123| ^ |234|q “ 3t6. (351)
From the dual five-term relation for p1, 2, 5, 6, 7q we see that
Alt7pt1|2567u2 b |123| ^ |234|q ´Alt7pt2|1567u2 b |123| ^ |234|q`
3Alt7pt5|1267u2 b |123| ^ |234|q “ 0.
(352)
From the five-term relation for p2|1, 3, 5, 6, 7q we obtain
Alt7pt2|1567u2 b |123| ^ |234|q “ 3t8 ` t7. (353)
Therefore we have
Alt7pt5|1267u2 b |123| ^ |234|q “ 1
3
p´3
2
t6 ` 3t8 ` t7q. (354)
Finally, from the five-term relation for p1|2, 3, 4, 6, 7q we see that
´ 2Alt7pt1|2467u2 b |123| ^ |234|q `Alt7pt1|2367u2 b |123| ^ |234|q`
2Alt7pt1|2346u2 b |123| ^ |234|q “ 0.
(355)
The last term vanishes since it is symmetric in (5,7). So
Alt7pt1|2467u2 b |123| ^ |234|q “ 1
2
Alt7pt1|2367u2 b |123| ^ |234|q “ 1
2
t6. (356)
Combining all the above, we get
1
2
δ pAlt7t1|2567u2 ^ t2|1345u2q “
´ 2t8 ´ 2t6 ´ 3t6 ´ 2
3
p3
2
t6 ´ 3t8 ´ t7q ´ t6 ` t7 ` 2
3
t7 “
7
3
t7 ´ 7t6.
(357)
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Now it is not hard to finish the proof of Theorem 9.11.
Alt7
˜´1
2
t1|3, 5, 6, 7u2 ´ t1|2, 3, 5, 6u2
¯
b p123q ^ p134q ` t1|2, 4, 6, 7u2 b p123q ^ p145q
¸
“
´ 1
2
t7 ` t8 ´ t2 “ ´1
2
t7 ` t8 ´ p´t1 ´ t3 ` 2t4q “
´ 1
2
t7 ` t8 ` t5 ` t6 ` δpr1q ´ δpr2q “
3
2
t6 ´ 1
2
t7 ` δpr1q ´ δpr2q “ ´3
2
p1
3
t7 ´ t6q ` δpr1q ´ δpr2q “
´ 3
28
δpr3q ` δpr1q ´ δpr2q.
(358)
9.4 Comments
The coproduct to Λ4rb1p3, 7qs. Let us compute the map δ on elements ti. For this consider
the following elements in Λ4rb1p3, 7qs:
s1 “ Altpr256s ^ r246s ^ r345s ^ r123sq,
s2 “ Altpr235s ^ r236s ^ r345s ^ r123sq,
s3 “ Altpr246s ^ r236s ^ r345s ^ r123sq,
s4 “ Altpr256s ^ r254s ^ r234s ^ r123sq.
(359)
Elements si are linearly independent, and span a hyperplane in the 5-dimensional space
`
Λ4rb1p3, 7qs
˘alt
.
Lemma 9.14. The following equalities hold:
δpt1q “ ´s1 ´ 2s2 ´ 4s3, δpt2q “ 4s2 ´ 2s4,
δpt3q “ s1 ` 4s3 ` 2s4, δpt4q “ s2,
δpt5q “ ´2s2 ` 2s4, δpt6q “ ´2s2,
δpt7q “ ´6s2, δpt8q “ s2 ´ 2s4.
(360)
Proof. The proof is a direct computation.
These equalities can be used to check the correctness of the computations in the previous
section using the fact that δ2 “ 0.
Representation theory approach to Lemma 9.13. We want to prove that there exists a
rational number q such that
qδpr3q “ 1
3
t7 ´ t6. (361)
Denote by W the subspace of
`
b2p3, 7q b Λ2rb1p3, 7qs
˘alt
generated by the elements
Alt7 pti1|i2, i3, i4, i5u2 b |123| ^ |234|q . (362)
A computation with characters shows that it has dimension 3. Obviously, elements t5, t6, t7 lie
in W . The formula for the coproduct tells that the element δpr3q lies in W as well.
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Since 1
3
t7 ´ t6 lies in the kernel, the statement would follow if we show that δpr3q does not
vanish, and spans the kernel of the coproduct map
δ : W ÝÑ Λ4rb1p3, 7qs. (363)
First, the vector δpr3q does not vanish. This follows from the fact that the map
δ : b2p3, 7q ÝÑ Λ2rb1p3, 7qs (364)
is an inclusion and that the multiplicities of the alternating components in
Λ2b2p3, 7q and b2p3, 7q b b2p3, 7q (365)
are equal to 1. Next, on W the rank of the map δ is at least 2: δpt5q and δpt6q are linearly
independent. So the dimension of the kernel is not greater than one. The statement follows.
9.5 The third commutative diagram
The composition
p ˝ r˚5p1q : C6p1q ÝÑ Λ4Fˆ (366)
vanishes. So this reduces the problem to proving the following Theorem 9.15.
Theorem 9.15. a)The following diagram is commutative:
C7p2q B //
r
˚
7
p2q

C6p2q
r
˚
6
p2q

B2 ^ B2 δ // B2 b Λ2Fˆ
(367)
b) The symbolic variant of the map δ is given by
δ : Λ2rb2p2, 7qs ÝÑ b2p2, 7q b Λ2rb1p2, 7qs;
δ : Alt7pt1, 2, 3, 4u2 ^ t1, 5, 6, 7u2q ÞÝÑ
Alt7
˜´1
2
t2, 4, 5, 6u2 ´ t1, 2, 4, 5u2
¯
b |12| ^ |23| ` t1, 3, 5, 6u2 b |12| ^ |34|
¸
.
(368)
Proof. Part a) is a direct corollary of part b).
The multiplicity of the alternating component in the representation
b2p2, 7q b Λ2rb1p2, 7qs (369)
is equal to 1. So identity (368) holds up to a rational factor, which we compute below.
δ pAlt7pt1, 2, 3, 4u2 ^ t1, 5, 6, 7u2qq “ 2
ˆ
Alt7pt1, 2, 3, 4u2 b |15||67||17||56| ^
|16||57|
|17||56|
˙
“
6Alt7 pp´t2, 4, 5, 6u2 ` 2t1, 5, 7, 4u2 ´ t6, 7, 5, 4u2q b |12| ^ |23|q .
(370)
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From the 5-term relation for p1, 5, 7, 4, 6q we get that
Alt7pt6, 7, 5, 4u2 b |12| ^ |23|q ` 4Alt7pt1, 5, 7, 4u2 b |12| ^ |23|q “ 0. (371)
From the 5-term relation for p5, 2, 6, 4, 7q we get that
Alt7pt6, 7, 5, 4u2 b |12| ^ |23|q ´ 4Alt7pt2, 4, 5, 6u2 b |12| ^ |23|q “ 0. (372)
So
δ pAlt7pt1, 2, 3, 4u2 ^ t1, 5, 6, 7u2qq “ ´42Alt7pt2, 4, 5, 6u2 b |12| ^ |23|q. (373)
Now let us simplify the expression
Alt7
˜´1
2
t2, 4, 5, 6u2 ´ t1, 2, 4, 5u2
¯
b |12| ^ |23| ` t1, 3, 5, 6u2 b |12| ^ |34|
¸
. (374)
First, the expression Alt7 pt1, 2, 4, 5u2 b |12| ^ |23|q does not depend on p6, 7q, and thus vanishes.
Next, the expression
Alt7pt1, 3, 5, 6u2 b |12| ^ |34|q (375)
also vanishes. This follows from the representation theory: the tensor product of b2p2, 7q and
the representation generated by |12| ^ |34| does not have an alternating component. So
Alt7
˜´1
2
t2, 4, 5, 6u2 ´ t1, 2, 4, 5u2
¯
b |12| ^ |23| ` t1, 3, 5, 6u2 b |12| ^ |34|
¸
“
1
2
Alt7t2, 4, 5, 6u2 b |12| ^ |23| “ ´ 1
84
δAlt7pt1, 2, 3, 4u2 ^ t1, 5, 6, 7u2q.
(376)
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